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Opening Remarks
by
Dr Buruhani Nyenzi
Chief, World Climate Applications and CLIPS Division of WMO

On behalf of the Secretary-General of WMO, I welcome you all to this Expert Group
Meeting. The Agricultural Meteorological Programme and the Climate Application and CLIPS
Division of WMO are organizing this RA I Expert Group Meeting jointly. This meeting is timely
as many countries in Africa, including The Gambia, are currently engaged in combating the
impacts of climate variability, droughts and famine that pose many challenges to the
agricultural sector, which is one of the largest contributors to GDP in the Region.
In addressing the challenges facing sustainable agricultural development, WMO has
continued to give priority to the timely and effective implementation of some of the activities of
its World Climate Programme, Agricultural Meteorology Programme, and Hydrology and
Water Resources Programme. It is within this context that WMO has decided to organize this
meeting, whose main purpose is to examine the current scientific advances in climate
forecast; identify the available forecasting tools including seasonal forecasts and climate
prediction as well as crop models that are suitable for Africa, and recommend systematic and
practical ways of using them for operational applications in agriculture in the Region with
emphasis on accuracy, timeliness and user needs. The expected final output of this meeting
are the appropriate recommendations on how suitable forecasting tools that are readily
available could be effectively applied for improvement of agricultural production in Africa,
taking into account the sub-region specificities.
It has indeed been demonstrated that effective, accurate and timely prediction and
well-established early warning mechanisms can enable Governments and stakeholders to put
into motion appropriate actions for mitigating against the adverse impacts brought by these
climate-related extreme events.
WMO is working hard to see how it can help the National Meteorological Services
within the Region in improving the provision of early warning for climate-related events. This
is being achieved through the provision of support to National Meteorological and Hydrological
Services (NMHSs) through training experts who can produce and deliver timely and accurate
information.
In order to enhance this effort, we urged Governments in the Region to provide
adequate support to NMHSs, as well as other related national and regional institutions and
programmes as to ensure that these institutions and programmes continue to utilize new
developments and skills in climate prediction in support of sustainable development.
Finally, I would like to assure you, the participants, that for its part, WMO will continue
to support the activities of the NMHSs, and those of ACMAD and the DMCs in their effort to
further contribute effectively to a sustainable national and regional agricultural development.
WMO will also continue to work with its partners in the international community as well as
Governments in order to ensure the sustainability of these institutions.
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Opening Statement
by
Honourable Susan Waffa-Ogoo
Secretary of State for Fisheries, Natural Resources and the Environment
On behalf of the His Excellency the President, Alhagie Dr Yahya A.J.J. Jammeh, the
Government and people of The Gambia, and on my own behalf, I wish to extend a warm
welcome to you Dr Buruhani Nyenzi and all our guests. I also extend our sincere appreciation
to Prof. Obasi the Secretary-General of WMO for allowing The Gambia to host this important
meeting.
At the beginning of this year’s rainy season, the rains failed and crop productivity was
reduced. At the end of the season, unseasonal rains destroyed the small amount of crops that
were harvested. Productivity was again reduced. That tells you the plight of the Gambian
farmers and the economy, which are completely dependent on rain fed agriculture.
The forecasters in the Gambia informed me that they are qualified to provide weather
forecasts up to 48 hours lead-time but not seasonal weather forecasts. A seasonal weather
forecast model is presently being experimented but this provides forecasts of average
seasonal rainfall quantities and anomalies thereof. Through the WMO Voluntary Cooperation
Programme, the Government of the United Kingdom and the Meteorological Office provided
the Gambian Meteorological Services with a Media Weather Presentation System. A
technician from the UK Meteorological Office is currently in The Gambia to upgrade the Media
System with state-of-the-art equipment and software. The Government of the Gambia also
constructed a Media Weather Studio.
We in The Gambia and the Sahel Region need accurate predictions of beginning and
end of the rainy season; start, duration and end of dry spells, and magnitude and duration of
floods. The technical and technological capacities are lacking.
We in The Gambia look forward to your state-of-the-art presentations and discussion
papers that, we hope, will contribute to addressing and alleviating our climate related
agricultural problems and those of the African Region in general. We also look forward to
future collaboration and cooperation with your parent institutions in advancing climate
forecasting in the Gambia and the African Region as a whole. I hope the brainstorming
sessions of the Meeting will take into consideration all the needs of the Region and come up
with tangible and practical recommendations for future actions by the scientific community,
WMO and Member States of the African Region.
I now declare the meeting open and I thank you for your attention.
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The Current Advances in the Science of Climate
Forecasting and the Various Types and Methods that are
Presently Used in Africa
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Seasonal forecasting in Africa
J.P. Céron1
The scientific bases
Seasonal forecasting is based on some scientific principles, which are important to
recall insofar as they are appreciably different from the scientific bases of the short- to
medium- range forecasts.
In seasonal forecasting, one uses the adjustment property of the atmosphere to the
evolutions of external forcing conditions, the latter partly controlling the atmospheric behavior
at large scales.
More precisely, the evolutions of the conditions of oceanic and continental surfaces are
often slow and predictable, these evolutions inferring a slow memory effect at the atmosphere
whose evolution becomes partially predictable then.
The short- and medium- range numerical forecasts indicate to us that the predictability
is limited in time to about fifteen days. The apparent paradox is directly related to the
subjacent averaging operator used in seasonal forecasting.
The successive instantaneous states of the atmosphere have indeed a limited
predictability (with about fifteen days) whereas the averaged state of the atmosphere, which is
particularly sensitive to the conditions of oceanic and continental surfaces, shows more
predictability at the extended ranges (cf. figure 1).
Thus, It is really the seasonal average state of the atmosphere which one will seek to
forecast rather than the weather chronology during the season. Additionally, the space and
time scales being very strongly connected in meteorology, such kind of forecast will
correspond, in fact, to a forecast on large space scales (i.e. that of the averaged atmospheric
circulation).
It is important to note that average circulation in the tropics is on one hand a major
characteristic of the atmospheric variability and on the other hand strongly influenced by the
large scale organized convection (notably the Hadley-Walker divergent circulation), the latter
being strongly controlled by the evolutions of the conditions of oceanic and continental
surfaces. That particularly explains why seasonal forecasting has enhanced scores and skills in
the tropical areas compared to the mid-latitude regions.

External forcings
In addition to solar forcing, the principal source of energy for the climatic system,
one distinguishes the continental from the oceanic forcings.
Currently, oceanic forcings are those which are used in seasonal forecasting. One finds
there information from the sea surface temperatures particularly used in both coupled or forced
numerical models but also in the majority of statistical models.

1

– Direction de la Climatologie 42 avenue G. Coriolis – F31057 – Toulouse cedex – France
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The limits of numerical forecast :
from the day up to the season
+ Seasonnal moving average and
ensemble forecast with SST forecast

Daily Scores
North
hemisphere

+ Monthly
moving
average

Figure 1: Scores of the Arpège-Climate model used in SST forced mode for
Geopotential Height at 500hPa over North Hemisphere. In blue daily scores, in red scores of
moving average values for month and 3-month time scales.

This information coming from the oceanic surface allows us to get reasonable forecasts
up until a range of 4 months. If one hopes to go beyond this range, one must necessarily use
information coming from the coupled dynamic of the Ocean-Atmosphere system, notably
including the sub-surface information. That is what is achieved with Ocean-Atmosphere
coupled models. The most known of these forcings, without contestation, is related to the
ENSO forcing and its planetary consequences. But a very important point to be underlined and
which is illustrated in figure 2 is that the effects of La Niña forcing are often non-symmetric of
those of El Niño forcing.
In seasonal forecasting, this fact will be expressed, in practical form and depending on
the year, by a different confidence level into the forecast in relationship with the kind of oceanic
forcing influencing the considered year and region.
Oceanic forcings are not alone to confer a slow memory effect in the atmosphere; here
one can also find continental forcings, even if, at this stage, they are less used than the former.
In this point of view, one has to quote the soil moisture content which contributes to the lowfrequency variability of the atmosphere (20-60 days) or the snow cover which was extensively
studied in the frame of the Indian and South-East Asian monsoons. Finally, surface property
variations, notably (but not only) related to vegetation condition variations, are also able to
influence the average circulation (through for instance the surface albedo and its variations).
Continental forcings are not actually and directly used mainly for observational
problems. For instance, it is extremely difficult to get a “soil moisture" product in an operational
way with a reasonably good quality.
11

Africa and ENSO in summer


Interannual
variability

Figure 2: Frequency of «Dry», «Normal», «Wet» rainfall classes observed for the JulyAugust-September period during respectively the 10 strongest Niña (top and right panel)
and the 10 strongest Niño (bottom and left panel) – from IRI.
The Regional Climate Outlook Forums
The Regional Outlook Climate Forums in Africa were boosted in the context of the 97-98
El Niño and with the support of the WMO CLIPS Project, particularly because of the media
coverage of this event and because of its follow-up by the big numerical forecast centers all
around the world. Consequently, these fora raised to a wide collaboration between different
organizations and Seasonal Forecasting Producing Centers where one can find not only the
DMCs, ACMAD but also NOAA, IRI and the ECMWF.
These Fora are built on an organization where one can find different aspects such as
training as well as technical aspects related to the forecast; the organization is composed of:


The Preforum: typically a few weeks duration (4 to 6). Here, one collects key
information for the forecast of the next rainy season and notably the SSTs which are
used as predictors in statistical models. Thanks to these models, one can build the
national forecasts (i.e. for each country in the considered region). Then, an important
part of the preforum is devoted to training activities to the benefit of climate forecasters
and also to the benefit of seasonal forecasting users in relationship with the tackled
topics in the fora;



The Forum: its duration is typically over a few days (maximum 1 week). Here, one
presents the last available information on the climate system and its evolution.
Obviously, specific presentations and discussions are given on different topics of
interest like for instance Climate Forecasting, Agriculture, Health and Climate or
Hydrology. Then the most important part of the forum is devoted to the elaboration of
the consensual forecast which allow to get regional bulletin and products about the
12

quality of the next rainy season or of water resources availability (run-off of the main
river basins);


The dissemination: it is done by the NMHS at a national level, including the country and
user adaptations of the regional products. One has to highlight that, even if the methods
and channels used for dissemination are very different from one country to another, a
national forum exists in a lot of them;



The forecast update: The seasonal forecasting process is not a punctual exercise that
has to be done once a year at a specific time but must be rather viewed as a continual
process which has to be regularly adapted to the last available information. This update
is particularly important to allow the adaptation of the corresponding decisions and
advice. This update, notably for SST, is done on a monthly basis at the country level
which can retrieve this information, most of the time, using Internet or E-mail facilities;



The evaluation of the forecasts: It is currently acknowledged that the evaluation
process is entirely included in the forecast process itself. One has to distinguish
2 evaluation levels; the first one is the technical level which is dealing with the quality
of the forecast while the second one is the user level which is dealing with the use of
the forecast, its interest and value from a user’s point of view. From now, one can
consider that the first evaluation is regularly done while the second one must yet be
organized and performed on a regular basis.

Finally, one has to underline that, the seasonal forecasting processes have been in
existence for some years already, and they were evaluated on one hand by a global point of
view in 2000 (Pretoria – 16-20 October 2000) and on the other hand for more specific aspects
(SARCOF – October 2001 / PRESAO – June 2002).
In Africa for the RCOFs one finds 4 main areas of activity (cf. Map 1); these regions
being homogeneous in relationship with the main characteristics of the rainy season:


West Africa: where 5 PRESAO forums were held on an annual base. Initially, this zone
joined West Africa and countries from the Guinean Gulf but recently, the latter joined the
PRESAC forum;



Central Africa: This region consists of countries showing 2 rainy seasons along the
costal area of the Guinean Gulf. The first PRESAC was held in August 2002 in
Brazzaville.

One has to point out a preliminary forum, namely PRESANOR, devoted to regions of
North Africa and along the Mediterranean Basin. This should be the lead to other PRESANOR
forums and consensual regional products for the considered regions.
The country’s forecast method
As already noted, the method is mainly based on the use of information coming from the
SSTs. Without exhaustiveness of the used predictors (cf. introductive and ENSO
presentations), one can recall that the key oceanic zones which influence the rainfall over
Africa are found in the Pacific (notably Niño 3 and 3.4 boxes), the Atlantic (including the Atlantic
dipole), the Guinean Gulf or the Indian Ocean (notably the equatorial part).
The statistical model is a Multiple Regression one calibrated between the SST
predictors and the standardized rainfall anomalies. Each country is divided into homogeneous
zones in a predictors’ correlation sense (fig.3).
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The RCOF processes (3)


Targetted Zones :










West Africa
(5 PRESAO)
Central Africa
(1 PRESAC)
East Africa
(10 GHACOF)
South Africa
(6 SARCOF)
North Africa
(PRESANOR)

Map 1: Schematically representation of concerned zones by the RCOFs.


East Africa: Taking into account the 2 rainy seasons in regions of the Great Horn of
Africa, the forum is held twice a year. One had already 10 GHACOF;



South Africa: Region where 6 SARCOF were taking place.

Predictors are selected using a stepwise process. Then, from a regression giving a
quantitative forecast, one transforms this forecast into a qualitative forecast by comparing the
forecasted value to the terciles of the climate rainfall anomaly distribution. If the forecast is
below the lower tercile, one forecasts «Below Norma » conditions (or «Dry» conditions),
«Above Normal» conditions (or «Wet» conditions) when the forecast is above the upper tercile
and «Normal» conditions between the two terciles. Models are evaluated using a crossvalidation procedure and using contingency tables “Observation” versus “Forecast” for the
3 previous categories. If a model shows a too low level of performances (Score and Skill – cf.
verification) consequently, the forecast provided is the Climatological Forecast.
Finally, the probability provided with the categorical forecast comes from the
contingency tables used in the evaluation of the statistical model.
The consensual forecast
The goal of this step is to take into account the national forecasts in drawing a forecast
at the regional scale. For that, the climate forecasters merge all the national forecasts. Then,
one tries to take into account the complementary information provided notably by numerical
models, the last known or presumed evolutions of the climate system or the climate knowledge
coming from international experts. All these components allow to build regional forecasted
products (cf. figure 4) for each of the previous regions already presented (AO, AC, GH, SA),
the forecast being expressed under its probabilistic formulation for each of the categories
previously quoted («Dry», «Normal»,«Wet»). One has to highlight that the provided probability
14
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Figure 3: Zoning performed by Congo Brazzaville for the calibration of the national
statistical models. On the left, one finds the iso-correlation maps between rainfall and
predictors. One can notice the good correspondence between these maps and the
proposed zones. Here, only the first three zones will give a useable model.
is based on one hand on the performances of the statistical models and on the other hand, and
more subjectively, on the confidence in the climate evolutions for the next.
Conclusions on the Regional Climate Outlook Forums (RCOFs)
Currently there are well-established bases which are undoubtedly accepted and from
which one should be able to build a better future. This operating way is now quite well-known
and under control despite some improvements which could and should be addressed in order
to secure the sustainability of these forums. In the suggestion list for the future, one can
highlight:







To assure the sustainability of the existing forums (Financial, human and material
resources);
To consolidate and improve actual products and methods (statistical models, new
predictors, merging of information coming from different models, …);
To demonstrate the interest and the value of seasonal forecasting products from a user
point of view (notably through national pilot projects);
To create new user oriented products (notably in term of onset and end of the rainy
season, dry spell, downscaling, …);
To promote the sharing of experiences and ideas (by strengthening exchanges through
networking organization – may be with the support of Clips Focal Points);
To strengthen the communication with users (including the transformation of forecasts
in terms of users’ actions) particularly using multidisciplinary groups (both way
communication) and with the support of training activities.
15

Seasonnal
Forecast
SOND 2002
GH

Figure 4: Prévision consensuelle sur la qualité de la saison SOND 2002 des pluies établie
pour la région «Afrique de l’Est» au cours du 10ième GHACOF.
Additionally and focusing on verification and uncertainty in seasonal forecasting, one
can underline some more specific points such as:







The verification process is an important part of the forecast process itself;
The verification of the use and the impact of seasonal forecasts must be achieved;
The users’ feedback toward climate forecasters must be improved;
Reliable and relevant data-base for verification purposes must be prepared and
available;
The fundamental probabilistic formulation of seasonal forecasts must be considered;
Promoting the transformation of the probabilistic forecast to the benefit of users in more
readable and comprehensive terms must be encouraged (transformations in terms of
risks, or scenarios or specific user’s actions and associated probabilities, …).

Other products
One has to underline that seasonal forecasting products are now widely disseminated
all around the world, so one can access to many other products in addition to those directly
coming from the forums. Although not exhaustive, one can see in the following, a brief
description of the complementary products that one can get in and out of Africa:


The numerical products: coming from the big numerical forecasting centres in the world
(cf. figure 5). One can quote, as example, the ECMWF, IRI, the JMA, the NCEP,
MF or the UKMO. Generally, one distinguishes 2 different parts in the forecast:
(1)

The model forecasts themselves, which are compared to the model climatology
(pointing out the major role of the retrospective forecast experiment) and
consequently which are presented as indices without unity;
16

(2)

The adaptation of the model forecast indices to the local properties of
observations (using a recalibration) which is presented as a forecasted
anomaly.

Typically, it’s the indices which can be used in multi-model approaches. The
recalibration to the observation obviously depends on the used «observed» dataset.


The statistical products: generally prepared out of Africa, one can highlight (again as
examples) the African Desk products or those prepared by the UKMO. Some
complementary products are created sometimes with a poor success despite
operational application opportunities. Among these products one can quote the forecast
of the onset and the end of the rainy season for West Africa (Omotosho method) which
has not been operationally implemented apparently for some problems of predictors’
availability. As a first approach of time downscaling, one can notice the forecasts of the
intraseasonal evolution of the rainy season both directly from numerical models (Céron
& Guérémy for West Africa) or from hybrid methods (Mainguy, Céron & Guérémy for the
long rain season in Kenya). Finally, one has to also quote here the 10-days and monthly
outlook bulletins notably available through the DMCs or ACMAD; they generally allow to
adapt seasonal forecasts, associated impacts and advices at shorter scales.

Some references
Bibliography on the RCOFs :
COPING WITH THE CLIMATE: A way forward – A multi-stakeholders review of regional Outlook
Forums concluded at an international workshop – 16-20 October, 2000, Pretoria, South Africa
(Preparatory Report and Full Workshop Report – Summary and proposals for action).
Web sites :
http://www.acmad.ne or http://www.acmad.net
http://www.agrhymet.ne
http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/forecasts
http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/african-desk
http://www.dmcn.org
http://www.ecmwf.int
http://iri.ldeo.columbia.edu
http://www.meto.govt.uk/research/seasonal/index.html
http://www.wmo.ch
http://www.sadcfanr.org
http://www.weathersa.co.za/nwp/seasonal.html
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Numerical products

Figure 5: Exemple de produit numérique probabiliste produit mensuellement par le système
de prévision d’ensemble du CEPMMT. A noter qu’il s’agit ici d’un modèle couplé
Océan/Atmosphère et des probabilités associées à la catégorie «Sèche».
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Current Advances in the Science of Climate Prediction: Capacity for Agricultural
Applications in Africa
L.A. Ogallo2
Introduction
Climate plays a key role in the socio-economic activities of many sectors in Africa
where many of the national economies depend heavily on rain dependent agricultural
activities. Fluctuations in climate conditions such as the occurrence of climate extremes result
in significant fluctuations of the production system and impact negatively on the economies.
Climate of any specific location determines the crops that can be grown, the farming system
that can be adopted, the sequence and timing of farming operations. For crop production total
temperature characteristics; annual amount of rainfall and, seasonal distribution; variability
both temporal and spatial; reliability within and between seasons and years; soil type; intensity
and infiltration into the soil; balance between rainfall and evapo-transpiration among others
are also important. During the crop-growing season there are periods, such as the grain
formation stage, when lack of water becomes critical for growth.
Rainfall is therefore the most important climate parameter for agricultural production in
Africa. Rainfall received at any place is determined by the climate of the specific location.
Inter-annual climate variability that often leads to recurrences of climate extremes such as
floods and droughts often have far reaching impacts on agricultural production. Climate
monitoring and timely early warning of climatic extremes, with respect to onset, severity,
cessation, duration, time evolution, geographical extent, and impact on associated agricultural
production systems such as water resources, transportation, energy, among many other
socio-economic sectors and formulation of appropriate strategies, can be used to improve
agricultural production in Africa. This paper highlights the major challenges to climate
prediction in Africa for agricultural applications.
The keys issues addressed in this presentation include:

•
•
•
•
•

Impacts of climate extremes on agriculture in Africa and livelihood of peasant farmers;
Needs for climate prediction and early warning for agricultural applications;
Advances in the science of climate prediction;
Current African capacity in climate prediction;
Challenges and way forward: Strategies for applications of climate prediction in agricultural
sector Africa. Recommendations to WMO, NMHSs, scientists, universities/research
institutions and the sectoral users.

Climate Information Required for Agriculture
Climate information required for agriculture varies from one application to another and
sometimes from one region to another. The required information can however be classified
as:

•
•
•
2

Future expectations: Will it rain on my farm tomorrow; when? How about next month/
year? How much?
Current / near real time information;
Past climate information for agricultural planning and management.

Drought Monitoring Centre Nairobi and Met Dept., University of Nairobi
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Such information includes rainfall amount, onset, and cessation; mean temperature,
maximum and minimum; distribution of wet, dry, cold/warm spells, extreme weather/climate
events.
Such information is often required at farm level. It should be noted that many major
rivers in Africa are shared by several countries that requires close coordination if the use of
such water resources is to be optimized without creating regional conflicts. Thus application
of climate information in agriculture has both national and regional perspectives.
The State of Climate Prediction and Capacity in Africa
The fundamental tool in prediction is availability of a good climate model. In general,
climate models may be classified as:

•
•
•

Statistical models;
Dynamical methods;
Hybrid: Dynamical-Statistical model.

Statistical methods use statistics derived from historical data (history of the past) to
predict the future. Statistical models range from simple models derived from simple probability
and regression principles to complex and non-linear statistical models with predictors derived
from complex empirical orthogonal functions. Such models assume that the future will obey
natural laws of the past and present, which in terms of statistics may be referred to as a
stationary system. Most of the models used in Africa are largely statistical. In Africa, the
capacity to ensure that the NMHSs use of similar statistical models within the various subregions of Africa has been undertaken by ACMAD and the DMCNs during the within the
auspices of the regional climate forums. Some examples of seasonal prediction products
derived from statistical methods are shown in figure 1.
Dynamical models attempt to mathematically represent the known biogeophysical
characteristics of the Earth’s climate system. Most of the known biogeophysical processes are
very complex and are not easy to represent with simple mathematical equations. Dynamical
models are therefore often very complex and require very high computing power. In order to
predict the future, current observations are usually used as initial conditions to integrate the
dynamical model to the future.
The hybrid models are models that attempt to combine both dynamical and statistical
approaches. Dynamical models use models of the global climate system often referred to as
general circulation, (GCM) models. Dynamical, including regional, models are available at few
climate centres of the advanced countries. Apart from South Africa and a few other African
countries, many African countries rely largely on the advanced centres GCM products without
adequate capacity to interpret and verify the skill of such models in the region. This is a
serious challenge to ACMAD and the DMCNs. DMC-Nairobi is currently running some trial
dynamical models in conjunction with IRI through support by USAID. Some of the DMCN
dynamical products are given in figure 2.

20

Climate outlook for October to December 2002
Fig 1a: Greater Horn of Africa (GHA) in October to December 2002 season climate
outlook by DMCN

Figure 1b: The Sahel climate out look by ACMAD
Seasonal Prediction of Rainfall in West Africa, Chad and Cameroon (July-AugustSeptember 2002)
21

Fig 1c: SARCOF Climate out look by DMCH
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Fig 2 Climatology and ECHAM Skill a). Seasonal Patterns

Fig 2b Inter-annual variability
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In general, the skill of any model depends on the required time and spatial
scales for prediction (Table 1). In general, the skill decreases with the increase in the
temporal scale, but increases with an increase in the spatial scale.
SPATIAL SCALE OF PREDICTION

LOCAL / REGIONAL / LARGE/ MACRO
SYNOPTIC
MICRO
MESO
SCALE
SCALE
SCALE

TEMPORAL
SCALE OF

SHORT
RANGE

PREDICTION
MEDIUM
RANGE
LONG /
EXTENDED
RANGE

Table 1. Prediction time and spatial scales

Challenges and way forward
The recommendations that could be used by WMO, NMHSs, climate centres, scientists,
universities, and the users include how to address the following issues among others:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Building of regional capacity for climate modelling and prediction especially down-scaling
of information for agricultural uses;
Address issues related to dynamical and probabilistic products, especially with respect
to the specific requirements of users such as amount, onset date, wet/dry spells etc. that
are required by many users;
Verification by both the climate group and the users;
Timely availability for information;
Observation and reliable data base;
Development of climate/weather-agro models;
Strengthen the capacity of African climate centres and the NMHSs;
Strengthen linkages with international centres;
Availability of an integrated national disaster management policy with climate well
factored;
Education, awareness and training of users;
Need for a pilot application project to address some of the listed challenges.
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Markov chain modelling and ENSO influences on the rainfall seasons of
Ethiopia
Endalkachew Bekele3
Introduction
Ethiopia is one of the poorest counties in the world whose economy is highly
dependent on rain-fed agriculture. Climate variability is assumed to be the main cause for the
frequently occurring drought in Ethiopia. Nowadays, famine and the name of Ethiopia are
highly associated. This is because, for countries like Ethiopia, meteorological drought
(deficiency of rain with respect to meteorological means) and agricultural drought (deficiency
of rain with respect to crop water requirement) are immediate causes of famine.
Accordingly, the National Meteorological Services Agency (NMSA) of Ethiopia should
build its capacity and tailor its services in the way that decision-makers get benefit from its
services. In fact, the National Meteorological Services Agency of Ethiopia is actively
participating in the National Early Warning System aimed at mitigating the effects of natural
disasters, such as drought. But the role of the Agency will be more beneficial if the information
it provides is updated each time by results of various research activities.
As Ethiopia is located within the tropical region, it is influenced by weather systems of
various scales, from mesoscale, such as thunderstorms, to large scale ENSO related
phenomena. The major rain-bearing system for the main rainy season (June to September) is
the Inter Tropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ). On the other hand, the eastward moving midlatitude troughs will facilitate the interaction between the mid-latitude cold air and the tropical
warm air so that unstable conditions will be created for the moisture that comes into Ethiopia
from the Arabian Sea during the small rainy season (Feb. to May) (NMSA, 1996).
Most of the time, agricultural planning is difficult during the small rainy season (Belg)
due to the erratic nature of the rains. Moreover, in association with ENSO phenomena,
significant year-to-year variations in the performance of the rainy seasons has influenced the
agricultural activities of the country. The forecasters of the NMSA of Ethiopia are aware of the
problems associated with a reliance on forecasts using ENSO analogues. They have
succeeded for the past several seasons during which such forecasts were issued. The
government decision-makers are using their recommendations to alter agricultural practices
on relatively short notices in order to maximize the value of the forecasted rains and minimize
the impacts of forecasted droughts (Nicholls & Katz, 1991).
Recent advances in statistical methods have dramatically improved the range of
techniques available for analysing data that are not from normal distribution. These new
techniques, which are used in this study, parallel those used in the analysis of variance and
regression for normally distributed data. This development is of considerable importance,
since daily rainfalls are clearly not normally distributed. (Stern et al., 1982b).
Nowadays, fitting and testing a wide range of models for daily rainfall data is easy due
to the wide availability of computer packages associated with these new techniques,
particularly, the Instat package developed by the Statistical Services Centre of the University
of Reading. Instat + for windows (Version 1.3.1 test) is used for the most of the analysis done
in this work.
3
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The studies made by the Tropical Agricultural Meteorology Group of the University of
Reading, at the end of the 1970s and the beginning of the 1980s, described the types of
models that can be used to describe the chance of rain on a given date and rain per rain day.
The results of their studies have become the basis for the studies done, in this area of
research, since that time.
Due to data quality and missing data problems as well as the limitation of time, this
work is done on the data obtained from the capital city of Ethiopia, Addis Ababa. Apart from its
usefulness in agricultural planning, the result of this work can also be used in water resources
management and construction activities. Based on the usefulness of the results obtained from
this work, the analysis has been extended to other places such as, Kombolcha (a place in
North-east Ethiopia) and Dire Dawa (a place in East Ethiopia).
Methods
The rainfall Model
Probability of rain
Given a record of n years and that a particular event occurred in m of these years, the
probability of that event occurring in any given year is simply m/n. A curve is fitted to the
probabilities using the computer package, Instat. Instat enables curves to be fitted to
proportions which, by definition, are not normally distributed. As it was described in Stern et al.
(1981), to ensure that the fitted curve is one of the probabilities (p) should be transformed as:

p
f = log(
)
1− p

2.1

This allows f to vary from -∝(p=0) to +∝(p=1). A function F(t) (where t is the day of the
year) is fitted to the values of f and the fitted probabilities are given by

p (t ) = exp(

F (t )
)
1 + exp( F (t ))

2.2

For the function F(t) of Fourier series of n harmonics:
F(t) = ao+a1sin x+ b1cos x + a2sin 2x + b2cos 2x + … + ansin nx + bncos nx
where x =

2.3

πt
.
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This gives a function, which joins at the beginning and end of the year. This rather
complex curve with 2n+1 coefficients was required here to describe the rainfall pattern.
For the rainfall that depends on the conditions of the previous dates, different curves
were fitted to probabilities of rain for days falling into four classes of the 2nd order Markov
chain modelling:
Yesterday dry previous day dry p_rdd
Yesterday dry previous day wet p_rrd
Yesterday wet previous day dry p_rdr
Yesterday wet previous day wet p_rrr
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Amounts of rain
Gamma distributions were fitted to amounts of rain on rainy days (zeros excluded).
The gamma distribution is given by:
kx

−
k
( )k x k −1e µ
µ
F ( x) =
Γ (k )

2.4

where Γ is the gamma function and the two parameters, the mean rain per rain day (µ) and
the shape parameter k.
A Fourier curve was fitted to the mean amounts of rain per rain day. k was assumed to
be constant through the year and was estimated from all rainfall amounts.
Modeling of daily rainfall using Markov chains
General
If daily rainfall data obtained from meteorological observations is directly used for
doing the data analysis, then it is called the direct method (Stern et al., 1982a). This kind of
analysis has some limitations, such as:
• It needs many years data;
• It is difficult to change the results of the analysis on conditional basis (when the definition
of the characteristics of interest is changed), in which case the analysis has to be done
from the very beginning with the raw data.
For 30 years daily rainfall data used in this work, the direct method has given
reasonably good results in describing the characteristics of interest. But, if the same analysis
is planned for other rainfall stations of shorter data record, the method makes insufficient use
of the data. Even for the meteorological station of our interest, if the rainfall data is
categorized into different classes (such as years with El Niño, Normal and la Niña episodes),
there will be a problem of insufficient data.
In order to incorporate short year records of rainfall in our analysis, an alternative
method that involves modelling of daily rainfall data should be used. This method of data
analysis is called the indirect method (Stern et al., 1982b). This approach, by making use of
statistical models, summarizes a large volume of data as concisely as possible, by modelling
daily rainfall using Markov chains.
Various people have used the Markov processes for modelling rainfall and have got
very useful results. The indirect method enables fitting of Markov Chain models of different
order into the probability of occurrence of rain and mean rain per rain days. The next section
deals with fitting of these models into unconditional and conditional probability of occurrence
of rains.
Probability of rain
Computation of probability of the rains is useful in the study of the distribution of rainfall
in time. Studies done in different parts of the world show that the probability of getting rain at
a particular time is dependent on conditions of the previous dates. These kinds of probabilities
are called conditional. Before dealing with the conditional ones, it is good to show the overall
chance of rain (unconditional probability) at Addis Ababa.
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The overall probability of rain
The proportion of rainy days estimates the probability of rain, on any given date, at that
place. Figure 1 shows the overall chances of rain and the zero order Markov chain fitted
curve.
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Figure 1. Observed and fitted (0-order Markov chain) proportion of rainy days at Addis
Ababa Bole based on 1964-2000 rainfall data. The fitted curve is a second order Fourier
series with two sine, two cosine and constant terms.
Figure 1 shows that the overall chance of rain in the main rainy season (June to
September) is significantly higher compared with the small rainy season (Feb. to May).
Generally, the overall chance of rain and the fitted curve tells us that the chance of
getting rain in the main rainy season is about twice as compared to the small rainy season.
Such information is very important for agricultural planning.
Conditional probabilities
In some places of the world, it is found that the probability of getting rain on a particular
date is dependent on whether some of the previous dates are wet or dry (Stern et al., 1982b).
The 1st order Markov chain analysis deals with computation of chances of rain depending on
whether a previous date was dry or wet.
Figures 2 and 3 show the conditional probability of rain at Addis Ababa Bole.
Comparing figure 3 and 1, the probability of getting rain on a particular date in the small rainy
season shows a significant increase, if it is followed by a wet day. On the other hand the
probability of getting rain in the small rainy season will decrease significantly, if it follows a dry
date. This condition suggests that the probability of getting rain in the small rainy season is
significantly dependent on whether the previous date was dry or wet.
In order to check whether the probability of getting of rain on a particular date is
dependent on the conditions of the previous two days, a second order Markov chain analysis
needs to be done. The appearance of figure 2 and 3 suggests that the second order Markov
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chain analysis should be done, particularly for the small rainy season, as the probability of rain
on a particular date in this season is strongly dependent on the condition of the previous date.
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Figure 2. Probabilities of rain at Addis Ababa Bole depending on whether a previous
date is dry or wet (based on 1964-2000 rainfall data). P_rd stands for probability of rain
if the previous date is dry and p_rr stands for the probability of rain if the previous date
is wet.
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Figure 3. First order Markov chain fitted curves for probabilities of rain at Addis Ababa
Bole (based on 1964-2000 rainfall data). f_rd stands for probability of rain if the
previous date is dry and f_rr stands for the probability of rain if the previous date is
wet. The fitted curve f_rd is 3rd order Fourier series with 3 sine, 3 cosine and a constant
term. The fitted curve f_rr is a two and half Fourier series with 3 sine, two cosine and
constant terms.
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Figure 4. Second order Markov chain curves for probabilities of rain at Addis Ababa
Bole (based on 1964-2000 rainfall data). f_rdd stands for probability of rain if the
previous two dates are dry, f_rdr stands for the probability of rain if it is followed by
one wet and one dry date consecutively, f_rrd stands for the probability of rain if it is
followed by one dry and one wet date consecutively and, f_rrr stands for the
probability of rain if the previous two days are wet. The fitted curve f_rdd is 3rd order
Fourier series with 3 sine, 3 cosine and a constant term. All the other fitted curves are
2nd order Fourier series with 2 sine, two cosine and constant terms.
By comparing figures 4 and 3 we can conclude that four curves of second order
Markov chains are sufficient to describe the probability of rain at Addis Ababa Bole. This is
because the curves are relatively closer to each other in the second order (figure 4), even in
the small rainy season, than in the first order (figure 3). However, the f_rdd curve of figure 4
shows very low probabilities in the small rainy season. The maximum probability in the small
rainy season associated to this curve is about 12% where as the maximum probabilities
associated with the other curves vary between about 40% to 55%.
This low probability in the small rainy season, associated to two previous dry days,
tells us that dry spells are likely to persist in the small rainy season as compared to the main
rainy season. The relatively higher probabilities associated with two previous wet days also
tells us that the probability of getting rain in the small rainy season is strongly dependent on
the two previous days’ conditions.
On the other hand, in the main rainy season the dependence of the probability of rain
on the previous two dates’ conditions is less as compared with the small rainy season.
Modeling the rainfall amount
The amount of rain on rainy days is described by a gamma distribution. The gamma
distribution has two parameters, µ, the mean rain per rain day, and k, which dictates the
shape of the distribution. The mean rain per rain day, µ, is computed and plotted in figure 5 for
Addis Ababa Bole together with the fitted Markov chain curve.
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Figure 5. Observed and fitted mean rain per rain day at Addis Ababa Bole based on
1964-2000 rainfall data. The equation of the fitted curve is of a third order Fourier series
with 3 sine, 3 cosine and constant terms.
Generally, the fitted curve shows that the mean rain per rain day varies in time and has
maximum values in the peak months of the two rainy seasons of Ethiopia. The maximum
value, as it can be read from the fitted curve, is slightly higher than 9 mm per rain day.
The shape parameter k is assumed to be constant throughout the year and estimated
as 0.92 for Addis Ababa Bole. As the value of k is very close to 1, the rain per rain day at
Addis Ababa is approximately exponential.
Effects of ENSO on Rainfall and its Implication for Agriculture
General
There is a strong belief in the National Meteorological Services Agency (NMSA)
community of Ethiopia that the ENSO phenomenon has a great impact on the climate of
Ethiopia. Philander (1990) mentioned that El Niño events are associated with variabilities in
rainfall in equatorial East Africa.
Points described in the preceding paragraphs indicate that analysis that investigates
the relationship between the ENSO phenomena and the inter-annual variation of the
characteristics described in the previous chapters is reasonable.
The current chapter, by making use of the Markov chain modelling techniques
described in the preceding section, will investigate the effects of ENSO episodic events on the
amount and distribution of rainfall as well as dry spell lengths within the rainy seasons.
In order to study the inter-annual variability, the rainfall data is classified into years of
La Niña (cold episode with cold SSTA), normal (less SSTA anomaly) and El Niño (warm
episode with positive SSTA). The classification used in this work is based on CPC (2000b).
They have attempted to classify the intensity of each event by focussing on a key region of the
tropical Pacific (along the equator from 150o to the date line). The process of classification
was primarily subjective using reanalysed sea-surface temperature analyses produced at the
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National Centre for Environmental Prediction/Climate Prediction Centre and at the United
Kingdom Meteorological Office.
Their classification is in a season–by-season breakdown of conditions in the tropical
Pacific. In this work the classification done on June-July-August (JJS) season is used, as the
correlation between ENSO parameters and rainfall characteristics is relatively strong for our
area of interest. Moreover, the changes of oceanic conditions are relatively slow that the SST
condition of the selected season more or less represents the conditions of the preceding and
succeeding seasons, unless the season is in transition from one episode to the other.
Events
La Niña
Normal

Years
1964, 1971, 1973 1974, 1975, 1988, 198,1999
1967, 1968, 1970, 1976, 1977, 1978, 1979, 1980, 1981, 1983, 1984,
1985, 1989, 1995, 1996
El Niño 1965, 1966, 1969, 1972, 1982, 1986, 1987, 1990, 1991, 1992, 1993,
1994, 1997
Table 1. Table that shows years of the rainfall data classified in to ENSO episodes
based on CPC (2000b). The La Niña and El Niño category include years with weak,
moderate and strong events of the corresponding episode.
Based on the above condition the years of rainfall data that were used in this analysis
fall into the three groups as shown in table 1. The next section deals with fitting of Markov
chain models into the classified years and study the characteristics of rainfall in each episode.
Cumulative probability of rain and dry spell length
Cumulative probabilities
Markov Chain modelling technique is applied to each of the El Niño and La Niña data
groups independently and 100 years of daily rainfall data is simulated for each group. The
simulated data is then summarized into monthly and seasonal values to produce the
cumulative probability curves of the kind presented in figures 6 and 7.
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Figure 6. Comparison of cumulative probability curves of the episodic events in the
small rainy season at Addis Ababa Bole based on simulated rainfall data.
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The inter-annual variation of rainfall amount in the small rainy season is generally high
during El Niño episodes.
The rainfall amount varies between about 50 to 450 mm in El Niño years. But the inter
annual variation is relatively less in La Niña years, between about 40 to 250 mm only. There is
a significant difference between the episodes in the cumulative seasonal rainfall amount. In La
Niña years, the cumulative seasonal rainfall amount is significantly less than that of the other
episode.
The inter-annual variation in rainfall amount in the main rainy season is relatively less
as shown in figure 7. The inter-annual variation is similar (similar slope and almost
proportional end points) in the two episodes. The seasonal cumulative rainfall amount of the
main rainy season is less in all El Niño years and high in all La Niña years. It should be noted
here that, like in La Niña episode in the small rainy season, the seasonal cumulative rainfall
amount is significantly less in El Niño than the other episode in the main rainy season.
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Figure 7. Comparison of cumulative probability curves of the episodic events in the
main rainy season at Addis Ababa Bole based on simulated rainfall data.
Agricultural planning needs further analysis on the simulated data in order to get
information about events like dry spell lengths in a given rainy season. With the use of the
values obtained from Markov Chain modelling, the Instat statistical package enabled us to
compute the 10 days of dry spell length within a 30-day period from the beginning of each
month. In order to investigate the effect of ENSO phenomena on the probability of getting a
specified spell length in a given period of time, the computed probabilities of dry spell lengths
were compared among the different episodes. The results of the comparison on a 10-day spell
length are shown in figure 8.
Figure 8 shows the effect of ENSO on the probability of getting a dry spell length of
10 days within the rainy seasons. Indirectly, the figures show the bi-modal nature of rain in
the study area. The two minima (excluding the La Niña condition in the small rainy season)
correspond to the main rainy months of the two rainy seasons of the study areas.
The effect of ENSO is significant in the small rainy season, as a 10-day long dry spell
length is not common in the main rainy season. Like in the analysis of the seasonal rainfall
amount, the La Niña episode significantly increases the chance of getting longer dry spell
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lengths (e.g. 10 day) in a 30-day period of time within the small rainy season. On the other
hand, the risk of a 10-day dry spell in the small rainy season is less in El Niño years as
compared to the other episode. The risk of having a 10-day dry spell in the small rainy season
is the lowest in March in El Niño years. The risk again rises in the remaining rainy months of
the small rainy season until it becomes maximum in May. In May and June, El Niño relatively
increases the risk of having a 10-day dry spell as compared to the other episode.
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Figure 8. Unconditional probability of getting 10 days dry spell length within 30 days
from the beginning of each month based on the fitted first order Markv chain
probability values.
Discussion, Conclusions and Recommendations
The results presented in preceding sections have linked the existing rainfall variability
to a world-wide known meteorological event, ENSO. The link found between the ENSO
phenomena and rainfall variabilities in Ethiopia is not a simple statistical chance. From
personal experience of the author, works done for the purpose of seasonal weather
forecasting purpose in the National Meteorological Services Agency (NMSA) of Ethiopia
indicate the existence of strong link between these events. Moreover, work by Babu (1991),
Tadesse (1994) and the recent work of Mekonnen (1998) also show the existing effect of
ENSO on rainfall variability in Ethiopia.
The 1997/98 El Niño and the following three years’ La Niña events and the associated
natural disasters in Ethiopia have created a great public awareness in Ethiopia regarding
ENSO episodic events. There is a strong belief in the NMSA community of Ethiopia that
El Niño reduces the rainfall activity of the main rainy season over drought prone areas and
increases the chance of rains in the small season as well as the dry season of Ethiopia. On
the other hand, the La Niña event is believed to affect the rainfall activity over the drought
prone areas in the opposite way of El Niño. For example, recently, the reduced rainfall activity
in Kiremt 1997 and the unusual heavy rainfall and associated flooding in the dry season of
1997/98 in Ethiopia was blamed on the El Niño event of that year. Moreover, the recent
(1999/2000) wide-spread drought in Ethiopia and neighbouring countries was associated with
the recent La Niña event. The effect of this La Niña event is in such a way that it has affected
the rainfall activity of the small rainy seasons in three consecutive years.
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During La Niña episodes special attention should be given to agricultural activities, as
the failure of rain in this season also indirectly affects the agricultural activities planned for the
main rainy season. On the other hand, during El Niño years, the risk of having less rainfall is
for the main rainy season. It should be noted that according to these figures, the probability of
getting rain increases in the small rainy season in El Niño years. Agricultural planners should
seek ways of appropriate use of water resources in La Niña years for the small rainy season
and in El Niño years for the main rainy season.
The inter-annual variability of rain in the small rainy season is associated not only to
ENSO conditions but also to some other conditions. The rain-bearing systems of the small
rainy season also include eastward moving mid-latitude troughs. As mentioned earlier, the
rainfall activity of this season partially depends on the frequency and strength of these
systems. Any event that affects the frequency and movements of these systems, such as
4
blocking highs and omega systems over Europe, indirectly affects the rainfall activity in the
small rainy season. Hence, agricultural planning should also take into account results of the
studies done with regards to these events, in addition to the effects of ENSO events.
The increased rainfall activity in the main rainy season during La Niña years as well as
increased rainfall activity in small rainy seasons during El Niño years and dry seasons of
Ethiopia can have negative effects on agricultural activity. The associated heavy falls can
destroy crops and also cause water-logging problems. On the other hand, the unseasonal rain
in dry seasons during El Niño years may affect the harvesting activity
The results shown in figure 8 also give additional information about the nature of the
rains in different episodes. Consistent with the results discussed in the above, the La Niña
episode increases the risk of elongated dry spells (10 days in this case) in the small rainy
season. On the other hand the risk of persistent dry spells in the main rainy season is very low
during the La Niña episode. Hence, apart from problems of decreased rainfall amount, the
risk of dry spells makes the small rainy season very difficult in the planning of rain-fed
agricultural activity.
During the El Niño episode there are slightly higher risks of dry spells of a 10-day
period, in the main rainy season, particularly, in the period between mid-June to mid-July. This
risk becomes relatively higher throughout the season. Based on the water requirements of a
crop, appropriate action should be taken by decision-makers to overcome the relatively higher
risks of elongated dry spells in El Niño years in the period between mid-June to mid-July.
The results of daily rainfall analysis discussed so far gave us very useful information
for agricultural planning in Ethiopia, particularly for areas close to Addis Ababa. The overall
results of the analysis are summarized by the conclusions presented in the next section.
Conclusions
The analysis done with use of Markov chain modelling techniques enabled us to use
the rainfall data sufficiently. The Markov chain models are found to be fitting well and the
results obtained from these techniques are also very useful for agricultural planning. More
importantly, the Markov chain modelling techniques were successfully used in the study of
effects of ENSO on the rainfall characteristics of the study area.

4

Sometimes an anticyclone may form in the mid-latitudes well poleward of the normal position of the subtropical
highs. The development is associated with a temporary halt to the normal eastward procession of the depressions
in the mid-latitudes, with the result that it has become known as a blocking high.
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Due to the existing ENSO signal on the rainfall activity of the study area, agricultural planners
should be advised to incorporate the possible effects of ENSO episodic events in their
decision-making.
Recommendations for future studies
The following future studies are recommended so that the results obtained from this
work can be used in the operational works of the National Meteorological Services Agency of
Ethiopia:
As it was mentioned in the previous section, daily rainfall analysis is found to be very
useful for agricultural planning. Hence, this work should be extended to other drought prone
areas and to all over the country at large. Regionalizing the characteristics and identifying
risks in time and space with respect to agricultural activity are very useful for agricultural
planning.
The rainfall characteristics of the two rainy seasons are found to be different. Markov
chain modelling techniques applied to the individual seasons can be more useful in
investigating further the characteristics of each season.
Both tropical and extra-tropical weather systems are involved in the rain-bearing
mechanism of the small rainy season. Apart from the existing ENSO signal on the rainfall
activity of the small rainy season, events that affect these extra-tropical weather systems
indirectly affect the rainfall activity of this season. Studies that investigate the relationship
between Blocking Highs and Omega systems over Europe and the rainfall variability in the
small rainy season of Ethiopia will be very useful in this regard.
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Deterministic and Probabilistic prediction approaches in Seasonal to Interannual climate forecasting
Christopher Oludhe5
Introduction
Many countries in Africa are prone to extreme weather and climate events and these
events have in the past had major negative impacts on various sectors of the economy
including agriculture, health, food security, energy and other key social and economic sectors
of these countries. Floods and drought have been a common feature in the recent past
resulting in massive destruction of property, loss of life, diseases, and food shortages among
many other socio-economic miseries.
Recent advances in the science of weather and climate prediction and in particular,
seasonal to interannual prediction has made it possible to predict climate with improved
accuracy in a time-spans ranging from seasons to over one year in advance. Such knowledge
can successfully be used to enhance agricultural production and minimize loss of life and
property as well as provide critical information for decision-making.
The objective of this presentation is to highlight some of the approaches to
deterministic and probabilistic seasonal to interannual climate prediction applicable to Africa.
We shall briefly start by introducing some basic concepts of probability and statistics.
Basic Ideas on Probability and Statistics
In dealing with climatic data, one usually handles only a small proportion of all the
possible values of interest referred to as a sample. If all the values of interest were to be
examined, then this would constitute what is referred to as the population or universe. In a
majority of the cases, it is not possible to examine the whole population but instead examine a
sample. Statistics are tools that allow the sample data to be analysed and make inferences
(decisions) concerning the entire population.
Some of the important statistical parameters that can be obtained from sample data
include: Mean, Variance and Standard Deviation among others. Also of interest are the
computations of the various partitions of a given ranked data set, e.g. Terciles, Quartiles and
Percentiles among others. In the case of quartiles, if the data are sorted in ascending order,
then, the First Quartile (Q1) is a value that has _ of the observations at or below its value. We
shall see in the later sections that partitioning ranked data into terciles categories are
increasingly becoming important in the presentation of seasonal forecasts.
Understanding probabilities
Probability theory was developed for use in predicting the long-term outcomes of
games of chance, e.g., tossing coins, rolling dices, drawing cards etc. In such games, the
outcome for a specific trial is uncertain; however, each possible outcome would appear with a
certain long-term regularity. The prediction of this regularity is the concern of probability
theory. The probability of an event occurring is defined as the ratio of the number of possible
outcomes in an event to the total number of outcomes in the sample space.

Pr obability =
5

Number of possible outcomes
Total number of cases
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These basic probability ideas have found application in weather and climate forecasting
because of the uncertainty in the nature of occurrences of these events.
Some Basic Rules of Probability
•
•
•
•
•

For any event A, 0 ≤ P ( A) ≥ 1 (i.e. Probabilities lie between 0 and 1).
Zero probability implies that the event is unlikely to occur or just impossible.
A probability of 1 implies that the event is certain.
The compliment of an event A (i.e. NOT A) is the event that happens exactly when A
does not occur. P ( A ) ≥ 1 − P ( A)
Conditional probability is the probability of an event occurring given that another event
has occurred.

Differences between Deterministic and Probabilistic Forecasts
Forecast can be presented either as deterministic or probabilistic. Short-term forecasts
(Nowcasts) are almost entirely deterministic in that they state exactly what is going to
happen, when and where. Examples of deterministic forecasts may be given by statements
such as:
(i)
Rainfall will be above average this season.
(ii)
Rainfall will be 50% above average this season.
(iii)
The afternoon temperature in a given city will be 28ºC.
Probabilistic forecasts on the other hand are forecasts that give the probability of an
event of a certain (range of) magnitudes may occur in a specific region in a particular time
period. An example of probabilistic forecast would be like there is a 70% chance that rainfall
will be above average in the coming season. This implies that in many past occasions (using
historical information), the calculations had led to an estimate of 70% probability of the
observed rainfall actually being above average in about 70 out of every 100 events.
In general, longer times scale forecasts such as seasonal to interannual are mostly
probabilistic and the forecasts are given in probabilistic ranges for the season. It should be
noted that it is possible to convert probabilistic forecasts into deterministic forecasts.
Seasonal to Inter-annual climate forecasting
Weather forecasts provide information about the weather expected over the next few
days. While it is generally not possible to predict these day-to-day changes in detail beyond
about a week ahead (Washington and Downing, 1999), it is possible to say something about
the likely conditions averaged over the next few months. Seasonal forecasting is an attempt to
provide information on the likely conditions of the weather several months or more into the
future.
The current scientific approach behind seasonal forecasting relies on the fact that
lower-boundary forcing, which gives rise to atmospheric perturbations, evolves more slowly
over the course of a season than the atmospheric perturbations themselves and that the
response of the atmosphere to this forcing is predictable (Sarah Murphy et al, 2001). The
feasibility of seasonal forecasting depends on the fact that over a season, the effects of shortterm (weather) events tend to average out, revealing the smaller but more consistent influence
of the ocean SST anomalies (Carson, 1998) and land surface on the atmosphere, (Nicholson,
1988). It should be noted that at the seasonal timescale, detailed forecasts of weather events
or sequences of weather patterns are not possible.
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Approaches to Developing Probabilistic Seasonal Forecasts
Seasonal climate forecasting procedures normally start with historical climate records,
or a climatological database. This database (temperature or precipitation) should be 'clean'
(quality controlled), complete and as long as is possible. A standard 30-year period, such as
1961-90 or longer is applied for most databases. Various statistical analyses can then be
carried out on the historical data and some relationships determined between potential
predictors (e.g., ENSO and associated teleconnections) and the predictand (temperature or
precipitation). The common predictor choices are usually lagged SST anomalies over the
global oceans that are considered pertinent to the predictand.
Performing simple correlation analysis between the predictand and predictor variables
is among the statistical techniques being used in identifying the lagged statistical associations
between SST indices and climate variables. Once these have been established, what follows
is to develop either simple linear regression or multiple linear regression (deterministic)
models relating the predictors with the predictands and use the model for prediction. Several
other potential predictors such as QBO, SOI and SST gradients among others can be included
in the development of the regression model. Stepwise regression technique (forward/backward)
can be used in selecting the best predictors that are to be included in the multiple linear
regression equation.
A simple linear regression takes the form: Y = a 0 + a1 X + ε . This is a probabilistic linear
relationship of Y (Predictand) and X (Predictor). The functional relationship contains a
deterministic part, a0 + a1 X and a random error component term, ε . The regression constants
a 0 and a1 can be determined from the sample data using Least Squares Method.
In the fitting of a multiple regression model, a single predictand, Y, has more than one
predictor variable, X. If k is the number of predictor variables in the model, then the multiple
linear prediction equation may be given by: Y = b0 +

k

∑b x

i i

+ ε i , where b0

and

bi are the

i =1

intercept and regression coefficients for the predictors, xi . The variance of the error termε in
this case can be computed using the sample data and is given by S 2 =

SSE
. The model
n − ( k + 1)

adequacy can be tested through computing the multiple coefficient of determination (R_) given
by R = 1 −

SSE

2

n

∑ (Y − Y ) 2

For R_ = 0, it implies Lack of fit, while R_ = 1 implies perfect fit.

i =1

Examples of linear regression models developed for some selected rainfall stations in
Kenya for the MAM season are shown in figures 1 - 3. The model training period for these
cases were from 1961 to 1990 while the remainder of the period was used for model
verification. The various model equations and their respective fits are also indicated.
Verification of Forecast Skills
A number of quantities can be computed as a means of verifying forecast skills. The
different verification measures may be any of the following:
Accuracy: This is a general term indicating the level of agreement between the forecasted
value and the true observed value. The difference between the two values is the error. The
smaller the error the greater the accuracy.
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R2 = 64%

Figure 1: Comparison between Observed and Forecasted MAM rainfall anomalies for
Voi station in Kenya
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Figure 2: Comparison between Observed and Forecasted MAM rainfall anomalies for
Kerugoya station in Kenya
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Figure 3: Comparison between Observed and Forecasted MAM rainfall anomalies for
Garbatula station in Kenya
Skill: This measures the accuracy of a given forecast relative to the accuracy of forecasts
produced by some standard procedure. Skill scores provide a means of accounting for
variations in accuracy that have nothing to do with the forecaster's ability to forecast.
Reliability or bias: This may be defined as the average agreement between the stated
forecast value of an element and the observed value.
Mathematically,

BIAS =


1 N
 ∑ ( F i - Oi ) 2  A positive bias indicates that the forecast value exceeds the
N  i=1


observed value on the average, while a negative bias corresponds to under forecasting the
observed value on average.
Resolution is the ability of the forecast to sort or resolve the set of sample events into subsets
with different frequency distributions. It measures the state of art and is tied to the overall
experience and understanding of the forecaster.
Sharpness is the tendency to forecast extreme values
Use of Contingency Tables and Some of the Associated Scores
A useful summary of the forecast and observed climate events can be represented in the
form of contingency tables. These tables provide the basis from which a number of useful scores
can be obtained.
Percent Correct

Percent Correct =

A11 + A22 + A33
T

* 100

Post Agreement, False Alarm Ratio (FAR)
•

Post Agreement is the number correct forecasts made divided by the number of
forecasts for each category

•

Post Agreement A11/M, A22/N, A33/O for the three categories
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Observation

{PRIVATE }

Forecast category
AboveNormal

Near
Normal

-

Below
Normal

-

TOTAL

Above -Normal

A11

A12

A13

J

Near -Normal

A21

A22

A23

K

Below -Normal

A31

A32

A33

L

TOTAL

M

N

O

T

•

False Alarm Ratio (FAR) is sensitive only to false predictions of the severe events, not
to missed events.

•

FAR = 1- Post Agreement of the severe event

Probability of Detection (POD)
This is the number correct divided by the number observed in each category. It is a
measure of the ability to correctly forecast a certain category, and is sometimes referred to as
"Hit rate" especially when applied to severe weather verification.
POD = A11/j, A22/k, A33/l for the three different categories
Bias
Bias is the number of forecast divided by the number observed for each category. It
measures the ability to forecast events at the same frequency as found in the sample without
regard to forecast accuracy.
•

Bias = M/J, N/K, O/L for the three categories, where Bias = 1 implies no Bias.

•

Bias >1 implies over-forecasting the event

•

Bias <1 implies under-forecasting the events

Critical Success Index (CSI)

CSI =

A 33
A 11
A 22
;
;
M + J - A11 N + K - A 22 O + L - A 33

Skill Score (Heidke Skill Score)

SS =

R-E
T-E

where R = number of correct forecasts,
T = total number of forecasts,
E = number expected to be correct based on chance, persistence, climatology, etc.
JM + KN + LO
T
JM + KN + LO
TT

(A11 + A22 + A33 ) HSS =

The term "Heidke" skill score in particular is most often associated with chance as the
standard of comparison and is a popular verification statistic.
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Linear Error in Probability Space (LEPS)
LEPS operates similar to the Hits skill Score, but penalises a forecast that is 2 categories
in error more than a forecast that is one category in error.
Table 1 below shows an example of a contingency table for the model output skill scores for
zone 8 represented by Kerugoya station. Skill score outputs for other locations can similarly
be generated. The outputs from such tables can then be used in issuing seasonal forecasts by
way of the tercile method presented in the next section.
Zone 8 (Kerugoya)
Forecasts
Dry
Dry
3
OBS. Normal
1
Wet
1
Total
5
Percent Correct = 64%
Probability of Detection
Post Agreement
False Alarm (1st Order)
Hit Skill score (HSS) =

Dry
100
60
20
0.46

Normal

Wet

Total

0
2
1
3

0
1
2
3

3
4
4
11

Normal
50
67

Wet
50
67
0

Presentation of Forecast Outlooks using terciles
Seasonal climate outlooks are usually presented in a slightly different format compared
to daily forecasts. A standard format for presenting these forecasts is by assigning percentage
probabilities into what are known as terciles. Terciles basically consist of three ranges of
values that are used to represent three broad sectors of a normal probability distribution with
equal chances of occurrence, climatologically, namely the lower, middle, and upper thirds of
the expected distribution of values. For a 30-year record, each tercile would cover a 10-year
period. In a typical year, there is equal probability that rainfall will fall into the above-, near-,
and below-normal categories (33.3% chance for each category). This equal probability
distribution is referred to as “climatology”.
For example, a typical seasonal forecast may be presented as (45, 30, 25) which can
be interpreted as a 45% chance of seasonal total precipitation being in the upper (Wet) tercile,
a 30% chance of it being in the middle or (Near normal) category, and a 25% chance that it
may fall in the lowest third (Dry) category. Seasonal forecasts presented in this way not only
indicate the most likely outcome for the upcoming months or seasons, but also the distribution
of possible outcomes. Such forecasts can take all the possible directions and can therefore
never be wrong.
The use of analogue techniques is another important tool for forecasting. In this case,
comparison is made between the season or year under investigation with past or historical
data and any similarities noted. Detailed analysis can be made on the selected analogues
years to determine the best analogue data to be used in providing climate information to
users.
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Table 2 below presents an example of ranked rainfall anomalies grouped into Terciles
for some rainfall zones in Kenya. Figure 4 shows an example of the presentation of seasonal
forecasts using terciles.
Table 2: Tercile groupings for some rainfall zones in Kenya.

Year

Zone1

Year

Zone2 Year

Zone3

Year

Zone4

Year

Zone5

Year

Zone6

Year

Zone7 Year

Zone8

Year

Zone9 Year

Zone11

Year

Zone12

1982
1983

-1.51
-1.50

1973
2000

-1.68
-1.49

1980
2000

-1.39
-1.28

1993
1972

-1.34
-1.26

1980
1961

-2.15
-1.86

1961
1969

-1.84
-1.78

2000
1984

-1.14
-1.12

2000
1984

-1.97
-1.85

2000
1984

-1.63
-1.56

1973
1984

Zone10 Year
-1.79
-1.72

1993
1984

-1.51
-1.32

2000
1993

-2.36
-1.45

2000
1984

-1.46
-1.11

1984
1965

-1.40
-1.33

1973
1983

-1.15
-1.06

1980
1984

-1.19
-1.17

1988
1974

-1.40
-1.33

1977
1971

-1.39
-1.20

1975
1993

-1.06
-1.06

1961
1972

-1.42
-1.18

1993
1976

-1.41
-1.40

2000
1976

-1.46
-1.28

2000
1986

-1.31
-1.04

1971
1979

-1.33
-1.14

1990

-0.99

1994

-1.05

1976

-0.98

1983

-0.98

1969

-1.31

1974

-1.19

1985

-1.05

1969

-1.10

1972

-1.27

1969

-1.13

1976

-0.96

1980

-1.05

1995
1998

-0.98
-0.98

1999
1979

-1.02
-0.70

1999
1994

-0.83
-0.83

1992
2000

-0.96
-0.92

1965
1977

-1.28
-1.14

1965
1964

-0.82
-0.80

2001
1980

-0.99
-0.92

1974
1965

-1.05
-1.01

1983
1967

-1.10
-1.03

1993
1992

-1.02
-0.97

1983
1991

-0.92
-0.91

1961
1973

-0.89
-0.87

1976
1964

-0.98
-0.95

1995
1992

-0.68
-0.62

1986
1963

-0.74
-0.60

1996
1965

-0.84
-0.74

1992
1993

-1.09
-0.83

1970
1985

-0.79
-0.78

1976
1961

-0.79
-0.75

1980
1987

-1.00
-0.97

1963
1994

-0.87
-0.74

1961
1972

-0.95
-0.94

1995
2001

-0.86
-0.84

1997
1969

-0.76
-0.75

2001

-0.90

1971

-0.61

1974

-0.59

1973

-0.70

1995

-0.76

1993

-0.76

1977

-0.72

1976

-0.75

1962

-0.55

2001

-0.91

1980

-0.68

2002 -0.70

1992
1961

-0.88
-0.87

1972
1969

-0.59
-0.57

1991
1965

-0.59
-0.59

1985
2001

-0.64
-0.63

1989
2001

-0.69
-0.46

1976
1980

-0.65
-0.65

1983
1963

-0.71
-0.63

1996
1997

-0.70
-0.65

1999
1971

-0.50
-0.48

1965
1983

-0.90
-0.83

1965
1972

-0.59
-0.47

1964
1978

-0.69
-0.67

1963

-0.81

1961

-0.50

1992

-0.58

1994

-0.50

1987

-0.40

1962

-0.63

1971

-0.62

1973

-0.57

1970

-0.42

1986

-0.80

1992

-0.43

1992

-0.63

1972
1981

-0.75
-0.58

1980
1976

-0.49
-0.48

1987
1984

-0.57
-0.52

1976
1970

-0.47
-0.47

1972
1990

-0.40
-0.33

1990
2001

-0.58
-0.51

1989
1962

-0.62
-0.57

1989
1983

-0.45
-0.36

1964
1973

-0.41
-0.41

1996
1975

-0.70
-0.66

1982
1979

-0.38
-0.34

1982
1972

-0.61
-0.60

1971

-0.52

1966

-0.47

2001

-0.43

1963

-0.43

1976

-0.31

1992

-0.39

1995

-0.57

2001

-0.27

1980

-0.41

1982

-0.55

1996

-0.29

1974

-0.53

1973
1999

-0.51
-0.26

1993
1991

-0.37
-0.34

1998
1982

-0.41
-0.41

1987
1964

-0.41
-0.24

1975
1967

-0.29
-0.26

2000
1989

-0.32
-0.29

1965
1986

-0.54
-0.49

1975
1971

-0.18
-0.16

1998
1977

-0.37
-0.34

1991
1971

-0.20
-0.19

1973
1994

-0.27
-0.19

1983
1984

-0.42
-0.42

1994

-0.25

1975

-0.26

1966

-0.34

1974

-0.21

2002 -0.19 2002 -0.28

1964

-0.42

1978

-0.16

1965

-0.30

1981

-0.18

1966

-0.16

1990

-0.36

1996
1993

-0.23
-0.10

1996
2001

-0.20
-0.17

1988
1989

-0.33
-0.32

1977
1999

-0.17
-0.12

1981
1971

-0.10
-0.07

1981
1975

-0.26
-0.25

1973
1988

-0.40
-0.35

1999
1990

-0.15
-0.02

1986
1966

-0.29
-0.25

1989
1966

-0.06
0.03

1961
1964

-0.14
-0.11

1976
1966

-0.23
-0.22

1969

-0.03

1990

-0.17

1979

-0.27

1966

-0.11

1962

-0.07

1984

-0.21

1999

-0.35

1993

0.13

1985

-0.19

1995

0.17

1969

-0.09

1965

-0.18

1991

0.03

1978

-0.11

1961

-0.24

1961

-0.04

2000

-0.05

1967

-0.19

2002 -0.26

1962

0.16

1989

-0.16

1994

0.17

1975

-0.05

1999

-0.09

1988
1970

0.06
0.27

1964
1986

-0.03
0.00

1967
1996

-0.16
-0.07

1969
1967

-0.03
0.00

1985
1966

0.05
0.24

1988
1987

-0.16
0.01

1982
1992

-0.24
-0.23

1992
1979

0.17
0.18

1996
1974

-0.05
0.08

1998
1999

0.17
0.38

1978
1968

-0.01
0.05

1975
1989

-0.06
-0.06

1980

0.30

1962

0.00

1970

-0.07

1982

0.02

1984

0.30

1973

0.05

1996

0.04

1986

0.20

1988

0.10

1967

0.43

1974

0.14

1998

0.02

1987

0.48

1997

0.04

1972

0.09

1991

0.16

1973

0.40

1972

0.20

1997

0.06

1985

0.35

1995

0.19

2002

0.49

1963

0.15

1995

0.04

1978
1986

0.56
0.57

1983
1998

0.23
0.29

1985
1975

0.09
0.39

1986
1962

0.23
0.29

1996
1983

0.45
0.52

1999
1991

0.21
0.36

1987
1974

0.11
0.17

1995
1966

0.43
0.45

1987
1992

0.22
0.24

1964
1990

0.54
0.56

1985
1987

0.19
0.32

2001
1986

0.15
0.37

1997
1989

0.62
0.64

1988
1989

0.37
0.37

1997
1995

0.49
0.56

1995
1988

0.36
0.44

1964
1999

0.62
0.68

1995
1978

0.36
0.66

1998
1994

0.30
0.36

1968
1982

0.47
0.55

1978
2001

0.41
0.46

1979
1987

0.57
0.57

1997
1971

0.36
0.38

1967
1968

0.44
0.70

1975

0.72

2002 0.82

1974

0.39

1971

0.61

1998

0.56

1991

0.68

1966

0.67

1970

0.38

1991

0.59

1975

0.63

1977

0.66

1962

0.55

1970

0.72

0.46
0.71

1977
1993

0.64
0.64

1981
1975

0.73
0.83

1997
1979

0.74
0.76

1998
1997

0.70
0.81

1969
1979

0.55
0.84

1977
2002

0.61
0.78

1982
1961

0.69
1.25

1985
1980

0.70
0.90

1999
1970

0.56
0.56

1994
1977

0.90
1.03

1.04
1.24

1969
1964

0.66
0.86

1979
1997

0.86
0.96

1970
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Figure 4. Seasonal rainfall forecasts for MAM 2002 rainfall in Kenya
Figure 4 presents an example of the seasonal rainfall forecasts for the MAM 2002
rainfall in Kenya.
For this particular MAM forecast, which is the main rainy season in Kenya, it can be
seen that much of the country has an enhanced probability of experiencing near to above
normal rainfall. The dissemination of such forecasts is communicated to a broader group of
potential users through organizing Climate Outlook Fora.
Summary and Conclusions
The current scientific approaches to seasonal forecasting have been discussed and a
distinction between deterministic and probabilistic forecasts presented. Some useful ideas on
probability and statistics have also been presented including the basic stages in developing
probabilistic forecasts using empirical statistical methods. The methodologies for computing
various forecast skill score are given including the generation of probability tercile forecasts.
Finally, it has been shown that probabilistic forecasts can offer more valuable information for
decision making than deterministic ones.
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Elaboration d’un cadre pour les Services d’information et de prévision
climatologiques
(Expérience du Sénégal)
Cheikh Toure6
Résumé
Depuis plus de deux décennies, l’attention de la communauté internationale est
frappée par les dommages inouïs que les sécheresses récurrentes font subir à l’ensemble
des pays sahéliens. Face à cette situation socio-économique désastreuse, l’attention de
nos décideurs s’est concentrée sur la question de l’eau et sur les conditions de la
production agricole. Comme stratégie de réponse à la sécheresse, l’information agrohydro-météorologique, judicieusement exploitée s’impose comme la panacée des
préjudices causés par les variabilités climatiques.
Le temps, le climat et l’agriculture sont intimement liés.
Introduction
Au Sénégal, l’agriculture occupe une place de choix dans l’économie. Elle contribue
pour environ 23% au produit intérieur brut, occupe près de 70% de la population active et
constitue la base de la production alimentaire, ce qui explique tout son poids dans la
balance commerciale du pays.
C’est une agriculture pluviale où l’unique saison pluvieuse, source principale
d’alimentation en eau, dure trois à quatre mois et est souvent entrecoupée de fréquentes
pauses pluviométriques rendant hasardeuses les campagnes agricoles.
On comprend aisément que le climat impose contraintes et risques à une pareille
économie de subsistance à forte autoconsommation paysanne, une économie dont une
forte proportion des revenus est d’origine agricole.
Les sécheresses endémiques de ces dernières années dans l’espace sahélien ont
porté un coup dur à la croissance économique du pays : l’agriculture s’est effondrée,
installant un déficit alimentaire grandissant, une balance commerciale dégradée du fait
d’importantes importations alimentaires qui ont vite obéré nos budgets nationaux. C’est dans
ce contexte d’économie en ruine, quand il est devenu évident pour tous, que désormais,
toute conception de stratégie de croissance doit reposer sur une bonne connaissance des
relations entre le temps, le climat et l’agriculture, que nos Services météorologiques
nationaux sont passés sur la ligne de front avec comme préoccupation première la sécurité
des populations à travers la sécurité alimentaire, la prévention et la gestion des aléas.
La mécanique du climat au Sénégal
Installation de la saison pluvieuse
Le déplacement latitudinal de la structure de l’équateur météorologique schématisant
la zone de discontinuité entre des flux d’air provenant d’hémisphères opposés rythme les
saisons. C’est sa trace au sol qui est communément appelée Front Intertropical ou FIT.
Pendant l’hiver de l’hémisphère Sud, ses centres d’action se renforcent du fait de la
forte densité de l’air en particulier l’anticyclone de Sainte-Hélène.
6
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Cette zone de haute pression dirige au-dessus de l’Atlantique Sud un flux d’alizé de
sud-est qui se charge d’humidité le long de son parcours et prend une composante sudouest après avoir franchi l’Equateur.
Cet alizé transéquatorial dévié est connu sous le vocable de mousson.
L’hiver austral voit cette situation s’inverser.
Des anticyclones de la ceinture subtropicale Nord, (celui des Açores et celui de
Libye), sont issus respectivement des flux de nord-ouest et de nord-est qui rejettent le long
du 8/10e parallèle la limite de démarcation de la mousson et des alizés.
Quand vers avril /mai, le FIT aborde le sud du pays, il y installe la saison des pluies
dont la progression s’opère au fur et à mesure que le front intertropical s’élève en latitude
pour atteindre sa jonction la plus septentrionale en août.
Variabilité interannuelle des précipitations
Trois stations ont été retenues pour l’étude de la variabilité annuelle des
précipitations selon un gradient nord-sud marquant la répartition spatiale des précipitations
au Sénégal (fig. 1) :
•

Saint-Louis au nord 16°03 N 1627 ouest

•

Dakar–Yoff au centre ouest 14°44 N 17°30 ouest

•

Ziguinchor au sud 12°33 N 16°16 ouest

La pluviométrie sur la période 1961/1996 est caractérisée par des fluctuations
erratiques, des cumuls annuels faibles (dépassant rarement 1500 mm) et surtout une
variabilité intra et interannuelle.
Depuis la fin des années 60, comme partout ailleurs dans les pays du Sahel, la
situation pluviométrique est déficitaire. Déjà les années 1964/1965 annonçaient une baisse
de la pluviosité par rapport à une normale 1931/1960 classée normale d’humidité.
En 1964, on a enregistré une chute de la pluviométrie à Ziguinchor de 30 %. Un an
plus tard, c’était au tour de Dakar et de Saint-Louis d’enregistrer respectivement 29 et 7%
de baisse.
De visu, les trois courbes d’évolution des anomalies normalisées des cumuls
annuels des stations reflètent une variabilité bien en phase et permettent de dégager deux
des périodes, une avec des anomalies positives et une autre avec des anomalies négatives.
Sur l’ensemble des trois stations, les années 1968, 1972, 1976, 1982/83, 1986 et
1992 se distinguent par les valeurs élevées (en valeur absolue) de leurs anomalies
standardisées (-1 à -1,5) suggérant des années de paroxysme de la sécheresse.
Lorsqu’on observe les séries d’indices de plus près, on note que, même si la
tendance générale est au déficit, chacune des analyses stationnelles garde sa spécificité :
Après 1968, et de façon assez régulière, on assiste à une alternance d’une ou de
deux années excédentaires suivie d’une ou deux années déficitaires jusqu’à 1978, date à
partir de laquelle les anomalies négatives marquent l’enregistrement pluviométrique,
enregistrement qui sera ponctué de rares années isolées de rémission (comme en 1985,
1988 et 1993)
A Dakar, 15 années déficitaires consécutives entrecoupées seulement de deux
années excédentaires (1975 et 1985) marquent les années de 1970 à 1985.
Une deuxième séquence (1990/1994) de cinq années successives terminent la série.
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A Saint-Louis après une année 1969 bien arrosée, suivront 10 années déficitaires
consécutives (1970 à 1979) à l’exception de l’année 1975. La fin de la série sera marquée
par une faible variabilité.
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A Ziguinchor, au sud du pays, de 1961 à 1967 (sauf 1964), toutes les anormales
normalisées des cumuls sont positives. C’est à partir de 1968 que l’on remarque une
succession d’anomalies des signes opposés à tendance négative prédominante
confirmant la dégradation du climat. La fin de la série sera marquée par un
enregistrement négatif sauf pour les années consécutives 1980-1981, 1987-1988 et
1994/1995.

Mousson et précipitations
Pendant très longtemps la configuration du champ barique en surface et son
évolution aux mois d’avril/mai ont été les prédicteurs pour les prévisions de l’hivernage à
venir.
Un affaiblissement des centres anticycloniques de l’hémisphère Nord et leur
translation vers les hautes latitudes des mois d’avril/mai, auguraient d’une bonne rentrée de
mousson d’où une bonne saison pluvieuse. On devait très vite déchanter car l’étude (1)
tendant à dégager une relation entre la mousson et les précipitations au Sénégal a abouti au
constat suivant durant la période 1961/1996 (fig.2):
a) Une saison pluvieuse déficitaire «sèche» et de la mousson peu épaisse.
Cette situation a été observée en 1968 et 1992 sur l’ensemble des trois
stations de Saint-Louis, Dakar et Ziguinchor. L’épaisseur de la mousson est
déterminée à partir des pilots et des radiosondages.
b) Une saison pluvieuse déficitaire avec une mousson épaisse. Ce cas n’a pas
été observé simultanément aux trois stations, mais a été observé à :
Saint-Louis en 1970, 1972, 1973, 1976, 1977, 1983 et 1984;
Dakar en 1970, 1971 entre 1976 et 1983 en 1986, 1990, 1991,1993 et 1994;
Ziguinchor en 1964, 1971, 1977, 1986, 1990 et 1996.
c) Une saison pluvieuse excédentaire et de la mousson épaisse; la situation a
intéressé les trois stations en même temps en 1967 et en 1988.
d) Une saison pluvieuse excédentaire et de la mousson peu épaisse; situation
observée en 1985 sur l’ensemble des trois stations.
L’épaisseur de la mousson à elle seule ne peut être retenue comme la condition
nécessaire et suffisante pour une prévision.
La persistance anormale de la sécheresse finit par accréditer l’idée d’une totale
impuissance à prévoir de telles catastrophes climatiques. Plusieurs thèses sont alors
avancées pour expliquer les causes probables de la sécheresse mais aucune n’a eu
l’adhésion unanime pour servir de base à une prévision saisonnière.
Ce sentiment d’incapacité face à ce problème devient un stimulant pour la
communauté scientifique internationale.
Les mesures de parade sont d’autant plus efficaces que le risque de sécheresse est
annoncé longtemps à l’avance.
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Figure 2.

ADAPTATION A LA SECHERESSE
Au niveau régional :
La sécheresse est désormais là ; il faut vivre avec.
Pour entreprendre les actions concertées que nécessite la lutte contre ce fléau et
utiliser de manière optimale leurs moyens, les pays du Sahel en particulier et l’Afrique en
général ont créé deux centres :
 L’AGRHYMET (Centre régional de formation, de recherche et d’application en
agrométéorologie et en hydrologie opérationnelle) et plus tard l’ACMAD (Centre
africain pour les applications de la météorologie au développement) pour :
 promouvoir l’application des informations et données météorologiques ;
 intensifier le développement économique et social de leurs Etats membres ;
 appuyer les efforts visant à étudier et atténuer les incidences des phénomènes
météorologiques ;
 améliorer la compréhension des anomalies du temps et du climat ;
 encourager les mesures appropriées de préservation des ressources naturelles
dans les Etats membres.
Ces centres joueront le rôle de Centre de formation et de recherche.
Au niveau national :
Développement et équipement du centre de prévision du temps à Dakar
L’exactitude des prévisions s’est améliorée grâce aux techniques modernes et à
l’enrichissement des connaissances. Le Centre s’est doté :
 d’un radar qui couvre l’étendue du territoire, ce qui permet d’observer le
déclenchement et le déplacement des précipitations ;
 d’un PDUS (station utilisatrice principle) avec des images toutes les 30 minutes
permettant ainsi de «voir» depuis l’espace l’ensemble de la couverture nuageuse du
globe ;
 la réception des produits de prévisions numériques des grands centres tournant des
modèles a permis d’affiner davantage les prévisions à court et moyen termes fort
appréciées dans la planification des opérations culturales et la prise des décisions
somptuaires (épandages d’engrais et traitements phytosanitaires, etc…)
Création d’une Division agrométéorologique à la D.M.N
Elle est chargée entre autres de :



fournir les informations météorologiques, climatologiques et biologiques requises
pour l’agriculture ;
coordonner les activités du GTP (Groupe de travail pluridisciplinaire) chargé du
suivi des campagnes agricoles et regroupant les agents des services de
l’agriculture, de l’élevage, de la météo, de la protection des végétaux
(entomologistes, phytopathologistes) des instituts de recherche, du centre de suivi
écologique, etc…

Ce groupe qui se réunit à la fin de chaque décade est chargé de l’élaboration des avis
et conseils agrométéorologiques à l’intention des agriculteurs.
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Ces directives et conseils devraient leur permettre de réduire au minimum les effets
adverses du temps sur les cultures et de tirer parti des conditions favorables :
•

analyser les mesures physiques de l’atmosphère ayant des effets sur la
croissance et le développement des organismes vivants et par là même sur
la production agricole (moyennes, seuils, tendances et variabilités). Un
accent particulier devant être mis sur l’analyse des précipitations à partir
des données anciennes aux fins suivantes :

a) évaluation de l’apparition des périodes de pluies à divers niveaux de probabilité
pour les stations représentatives des diverses zones agroclimatiques;
b) détermination de la fréquence, de la durée et de l’intensité des périodes sèches
à l’aide de valeurs de seuil;
c) la longueur de la saison culturale (des stations ayant des données historiques)
en fonction des dates de début des pluies (M.GUEYE et MVK SIVAKUMAR
1992)
Prévision saisonnière
Une prévision saisonnière à interannuelle fiable, annoncée quelques mois à l’avance
permettrait l’édification d’un dispositif de parade efficace contre les méfaits de la sécheresse.
La dernière décennie a été marquée par l’apparition de prévisions saisonnières et climatiques
permettant de connaître assez précisément l’évolution du climat à une échelle de temps plurisaisonnière.
Le programme TOGA (Programme d’étude des océans tropicaux et de l’atmosphère
du globe), qui a débuté en 1985, a permis aux scientifiques d’élucider le comportement du
système océan-atmosphère et les mécanismes énergétiques de l’un des milieux vers l’autre.
Ces transferts commandent certains grands événements climatiques.
Le projet dévoilera l’existence d’un phénomène climatique d’une importance
considérable pour certaines régions du globe ; il s’agit de l’oscillation australe et de sa
conséquence bien connue El Niño/La Niña.
Ce phénomène explique une partie importante de la variante des fluctuations
climatiques. Les bassins de l’océan Atlantique et du Pacifique ont été particulièrement
étudiés en relation avec les précipitations sahéliennes.
L’analyse statistique des données météorologiques et océanographiques disponibles
montre que les variations pluviométriques dues à la mousson sont connectées avec celles qui
affectent la circulation atmosphérique globale.
Pour être en mesure de déceler assez tôt les manifestations extrêmes de la variabilité
et de l’évolution du climat avec un accent particulier sur la configuration spatiale de la
pluviométrie au Sénégal, dès mars/avril, un agent de la Direction est détaché à l’ACMAD pour
la préparation de forums servant à prévoir l’évolution saisonnière du climat à l’échelle
régionale mais aussi nationale.
La base des prévisions repose sur la corrélation anomalies de températures de
surface de la mer (prédicteurs) et précipitations au Sénégal et au Sahel.
Les prévisions sont exprimées sous forme d’écarts attendus par rapport aux conditions
moyennes (normales pluviométriques sur 30 ans)
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Expérience pilote intégrée au Sénégal (1986-1994)
EPIS, un cadre pour les services d’information et de prévision climatologiques.
Les échecs répétés des campagnes agricoles ont amené le Gouvernement sénégalais
à définir une nouvelle politique agricole (NPA) en 1984, visant en priorité l’autosuffisance
alimentaire à l’horizon 2000 et mettant un accent particulier sur la maîtrise des conditions de
production.
Le projet AGRHYMET financé par le PNUD (Programme des Nations Unies pour le
développement) avec l’appui des Pays-Bas s’inscrit dans cette logique.
Il vise à atteindre dans la sous-région la sécurité et l’autosuffisance alimentaire en
développant l’utilisation de l’information agrométérologique et hydrologique dans les secteurs
productifs.
Le projet SEN /86 /009 représente la phase III de la composante nationale du
programme AGRHYMET et a comme objectifs :
 la consolidation du réseau d’observation AGRHYMET ;
 l’application des données et informations agro-hydro-météorologiques à
l’orientation des travaux agricoles ;
 l’utilisation des données et informations hydrologiques pour la
planification des ressources en eau ;
 la contribution à la mise en place du système d’alerte précoce (repérage
précoce des zones où la production céréalière risque d’être déficitaire).
Ces quatre objectifs contribuent à la réduction du déficit vivrier du Sénégal, le but
étant d’atteindre un taux de couverture des besoins nationaux de 80% à l’an 2000.
L’Expérience pilote intégrée du Sénégal (EPIS), constitue le laboratoire en grandeur
réelle du volet agrométérologique du programme AGRHYMET au Sénégal. EPIS a mis en
place à Khombole (communauté rurale de Thiénéba, Région de Thiès) une organisation
destinée à tester et à vulgariser l’élaboration de conseils fondés sur les conditions
agroclimatiques et qui sont diffusés aux paysans.
Ces derniers les intègrent pour l’exécution de leur calendrier cultural, que ce soit par
les techniques utilisées ou par le choix du moment adéquat pour accomplir telle ou telle
activité.
Partie de Ndieffoune Parba en 1986, l’expérience s’est étendue au bout de six à
11 villages de la zone, avec 57 paysans pilotes.
Les paysans pilotes concernés par l’EPIS acceptent de mettre dans leur exploitation,
un dispositif expérimental de 6000 m2 divisé en quatre parcelles :
1.

2.

une parcelle-test E1C1 où sont appliqués des engrais chimiques et où sont donnés
des conseils agroclimatologiques élaborés par le GTP composé des agents de la
météorologie, de l’hydrologie, de l’élevage, de l’agriculture, de la protection des
végétaux, des instituts de recherche agricole, etc.) ;
une parcelle-test E1Co qui reçoit de l’engrais chimique à la même dose que la parcelle
précédente, mais ne reçoit pas de conseils ;

3.

une parcelle-test E0C1 qui ne reçoit pas d’engrais mais où sont fournis des conseils ;

4.

une dernière parcelle témoin E0C0 où ne sont appliqués ni engrais ni conseils :
les semis sont faits au rayonnage manuel ou au semoir ;
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les semis sont faits en humide pour les parcelles E1C1 et E0C1 ;
l’engrais est appliqué à raison de 150 kg/ha pour l’arachide et le mil au semis ;
l’urée pour le mil a raison de 100kg/ha, dont 50kg/ha, au démarrage et le reste à la
montaison ;
les sarclo-binages sont faits à la demande .
Dès le début des activités, des observations sont effectuées sur les cultures,
transmises à la direction de la météo et analysées par le GTP (Groupe de travail
pluridisciplinaire)
Après analyse, le GTP formule les conseils opportuns qui sont répercutés par radio à
Khombole et diffusés auprès des paysans.
Les rapports des agents de l’EPIS contiennent :
 la pluviométrie de la zone par décade (cumuls et comparaisons) ;
 les températures (maxima et minima sous abri, au sol et dans le sol) ;
 l’humidité relative ;
 l’insolation ;
 la direction et la vitesse du vent ;
 l’évaporation et l’évapotranspiration ;
 les observations phénologiques sur 2 carrés de (5mx5m) ;
 des observations portent sur les ennemis des cultures.
Ces informations permettent de dresser un bilan hydrique décadaire des espèces
agricoles utilisées par les paysans (méthode de Forest) et de déterminer les moments
favorables pour chaque opération culturale.
Les agents du projet ont émis une appréciation positive de l’impact de l’expérience
sur l’amélioration des rendements pilotes. L’année 1989 ayant enregistré des résultats
satisfaisants motivés par les effets conjugués d’une application correcte des conseils, de la
maîtrise progressive du paquet technologique, en particulier des techniques culturales des
biens réparties dans le temps et dans l’espace, et des apports de matières organiques.
L’application «frauduleuse» des conseils dans les grands champs des paysans
démontre l’intérêt qu’ils y trouvent.
L’année 1992 a connu des baisses de rendement très sensibles, résultat d’attaques
de parasites et d’une mauvaise répartition des pluies avec de longues pauses
pluviométriques.
Enseignements tirés de l’EPIS
Les paysans pilotes estiment avoir capitalisé un savoir-faire nouveau et profitable
grâce au projet qui les a convaincus du bien-fondé des techniques comme :


le semis en humide du mil (le mil est généralement semé à sec au Sénégal) ;



le démarrage à trois ou quatre pieds ;



le traitement phytosanitaire des semences et des lieux de stockage ;



l’agencement des opérations du calendrier cultural en tenant compte de la période la
plus propice pour chaque opération.

Ces techniques leur ont permis d’accroître leurs rendements, donc leur autonomie
alimentaire et leurs revenus, et de réduire les pertes.
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Conclusion
L’autosuffisance alimentaire est loin d’être réalisée dans la zone d’intervention du
projet ; les besoins alimentaires des paysans pilotes ne sont couverts que pendant près de
neuf mois dans l’année en moyenne tandis que la moyenne pour les paysans hors projets
enquêtés dans la zone, oscille entre cinq et six mois alors que plus de 90% de la production
est affectée à l’autoconsommation.
Une prévision saisonnière fiable dès mars/avril 1992 annonçant des séquences de
sécheresse intrasaisonnières aurait permis de choisir des variétés résistantes à la
sécheresse et aux attaques de pucerons et de réduire ainsi la vulnérabilité des cultures.
Encore à l’état expérimental, les prévisions saisonnières ne peuvent pas encore être
utilisées valablement mais sont porteuses d’espoir.
Les avis et conseils agrométéorologiques ont eu des impacts très positifs sur les
rendements des cultures (une augmentation de 20 à 35%) sauf pour les campagnes 1992 et
1994 qui ont enregistré un déficit pluviométrique et des attaques de pucerons.
Une prévision saisonnière avec quelques mois d’avance (dès le mois de mars/avril)
et relatant une configuration déficitaire aurait permis la mise en œuvre de dispositifs de
parades efficaces contre la sécheresse (choix de la spéculation adéquate, mise en place de
variétés à cycles courts et résistants aux ennemis des cultures), alors les rendements seront
moins affectés.
Les prévisions à l’échelle de la saison sont à l’état expérimental. En attendant
qu’elles gagnent en fiabilité, l’accent devrait être mis sur les prévisions à moyen terme et
surtout les prévisions des séquences sèches intrasaisonnières.
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The application of climate forecasts and agrometeorological information for
agriculture, food security, forestry, livestock and fisheries
G. Maracchi7, F. Meneguzzo8, M. Paganini9
Abstract
Late in the ‘70s, as a consequence of the dramatic drought that occurred in West and
East Africa, the famine struck millions of people. The affected areas were faced with the need
to provide the appropriate tools to facilitate the mobilization of measures aimed at mitigating
the impact of recurrent droughts. The technological evolution of the 90's in
telecommunications (the Internet) and information technology (hardware and software)
enabled the experimentation of innovative operational approaches. Still in evolution, the Food
Early Warning Systems go towards the integrated management of the structural vulnerability
analysis, addressing the environmental aspects as well as socio-economic ones.
Enhanced seasonal forecasting for the Sahelian region and deeper knowledge about
teleconnections and their effects in this area of the world have permitted to better predict and
anticipate eventual food crises as well as difficult situations that especially rural populations
could face.
Additional input as well as validation of the available information about the
development of the season and of food security conditions are brought by the monitoring
activities. The monitoring of the environmental and agricultural production is produced by
several Institutions and represent relatively long series of historical data.
All this information leads to a better knowledge of the structural conditions of the
sahelian countries as well as a more accurate prediction of the current variability in order to
increase the food security of local populations.
Introduction
The main emphases of the existing food security systems have been to collect and
organize climate, land use, demographic and economic data, and to improve understanding of
the physical processes involved at various spatial and temporal scales. This has allowed the
realization of operational tools to manage weather related uncertainties, mainly erratic rainfall,
and the possible impacts of climate variability. Also the National Meteorological Services have
implemented, since 1983, agrometeorological assistance programmes with the objective to
contribute to national and regional strategies and operations dedicated to enhancing crop
production and food security.
The present paper is a proposal for a broader experimentation of contributions to
harmonize the efforts made to reduce food insecurity by improved regional capacity to
produce and apply seasonal climate prediction in the Sahel.
The use of seasonal prediction for decision-making would contribute to the adaptation
to global change. This can be achieved by further research and networking and organizing
meetings, as well as training for technical personnel of the Sahelian organizations and the
international institutions dealing with those issues.
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Food Security
On the basis of the current knowledge, the present document first wants to highlight
the main food security systems existing and working in West Africa, the parameters on which
they base their analysis, as well as the type and information contents of the final outputs.
Agrhymet SISP
SISP has been developed after several years of experience in the Sahelian region.
The main aim of SISP is to use and integrate different information sources and different
analysis procedures to allow the meteorological services a dekadal growing season
monitoring and provide national early warning systems with useful information about the
evolution of crop conditions.
The system has a modular structure and an easy user interface oriented to provide
National Meteorological Services with a simple methodology for agro-climatic
characterizations, season monitoring, crop growth assessment and yield forecasting, based
on the most common and easily obtainable agrometeorological parameters.
USAID FEWS-net
Baseline information comprises a set dedicated to answering the fundamental question
of how people survive in most years. Within homogenous zones and economic groupings, the
basic requirement is to piece together how typical households obtain food, cash income, and
spend their money in most years. The relative importance of these options provides the critical
reference point for understanding how shocks will affect these households. Hazard information
is brought together in order to answer the question: what is the nature and magnitude of the
problem facing particular communities?
A hazard can be thought of as an external cause or catalyst that results in specific
economic consequences within a particular geographic area. Typical hazards might include
wars, droughts/floods, or even policy changes.
Typical shock factors would be changes in production levels (crop, livestock, fishing or
wild food) or changes in markets (either in terms of physical access or prices) or even
changes in transfers (such as government entitlement programs).
Risk or Outcome Analysis is conducted in order to answer the question: what effect will
the problem (as specified by the hazard information) have on households’ access to food (as
described by the vulnerability information)?
The output can be under form of: Spreadsheet
assessments/Scenarios/Linking the information to decision-making.

Analysis/Emergency

Diagnostic Hydrique des Cultures – Champs pluviométriques
The spatial version of the DHC software has been developed with the support of
CIRAD/CA. The input data are not submitted to the data collection, because they are based
on methods of rainfall estimate from METEOSAT images (resolution of 25 km). The input data
of the model are the CCD, maximum and minimum temperatures. The final results deal with
the calculation of the seasonal forecast on the 1st of August and with the estimation of various
crop yields.
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WFP - Vulnerability Analysis and Mapping
Given this understanding of the causal structure of vulnerability, the analysis of
vulnerability should begin with the identification of individual sources of income for distinct
population groups. An understanding of the structure of income for each group of concern is
critical to assess the risks that households face in their productive activities, as well as their
ability to cope with those risks. The analysis of vulnerability is typically undertaken in three
stages:
• Identifying the important income sources for each population group;
• Analysing the causal structure of vulnerability to understand why particular
population groups are vulnerable;
• Reconciling the analysis of risk and coping capacity across income sources into an
overall analysis of current or chronic vulnerability conditions.
FAO – Global Information and Early Warning System
The System’s goal is to provide policymakers and policy-analysts with the most up-todate and accurate information available on all aspects of food supply and demand. In doing
so, it provides regular bulletins on food crop production and markets at the global level and
situation reports on a regional and country-by-country basis.
Climate Characteristics
West Africa has generally a dry tropical climate. It is under the seasonal alternation of
moist air from the monsoon coming from oceanic high pressure and dry air from the Sahelian
latitudes. The main characteristics of the climate can be defined as follows:
• Two marked seasons; a rainy season (hivernage) and a dry season;
• A unimodal rainfall curve;
• A dry season which is at least as long as the rainy one;
• A total absence of a cool season (the annual minimum monthly temperature is
> 18° C); and
• An increasing aridity from south to north.
Teleconnections
Various leading modes of variability at the planetary and regional scale, as identified by
means of statistical analysis of near surface, mid- and upper-atmosphere quantities, as well as
at the ocean surface, were found in recent years, which represent and explain the climate
variability at different extents, on different time scales and over different areas (and area size).
Few of such modes do in turn produce recognisable effects, in a causal chain, to several
areas somewhere over the Earth, sometimes at a regional basis and occasionally even at very
remote areas, either (both) simultaneously or (and) at lagged times, over specific seasonal
periods or year-round.
The leading modes which have been identified as the most important with regards to
the atmospheric consequences to relevant areas in the world are the El Niño – Southern
Oscillation (ENSO), the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) and the recently discovered Jet
Stream Waveguide circumglobal teleconnection pattern. Regional teleconnection patterns, are
also important to specific regions, such as to the West Africa monsoon.
One of the most widespread teleconnection patterns is the NAO/AO, whose effects
concern mostly eastern North America, Europe, the Mediterranean and northern Africa and
are synthetically represented in the Figure 1.
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High NAO phase

Low NAO phase
Figure 1 – NAO teleconnections

The main features of the West Africa monsoon (figures 2 and 3) are connected to the
anomalies of sea surface temperature, with stronger effect from the Guinea Gulf and to a
lesser extent from other Tropical oceans (Pacific, Indian).

Figure 2 - Teleconnections to West Africa monsoon: general scheme
At least the onset of the West Africa monsoon is driven by SST anomalies in the
Guinea Gulf. Warmer SST lead to delayed monsoon, and the SST trend in the month of May
just suggests a strong increase. The monsoon could thus be occurring later and later in the
summer. Late summer Guinea SST show relevant stationary, and their effect to the monsoon
is limited, if any. Instead, warmer air temperatures could cause more rainfall in late summer in
the Sahel.
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(a)

(c)

(e)

(b)

(d)

(f)

Figure 3 - Teleconnections of Guinea SST to West Africa monsoon: correlation of May
SST to Sahel rainfall in June (a) and July (b); simultaneous correlation of Guinea SST to
Sahel rainfall in August (c) and September (d). Trend of monthly average Guinea SST in
May (e) and September (f)
Links between teleconnections and climate
The average of the weather over periods longer than a month represents the most
recognized definition of the concept of climate caused by multiple factors, among which the
effects of changes in sea surface temperatures in the Pacific Ocean. Because those changes
can influence temperature and rainfall patterns in regions that are far away from the Pacific we
easily understand how the knowledge of teleconnections is critical for seasonal prediction and
food security issues.
Existing climate predictions
The International Research Institute for Climate prediction
The IRI Forecasting Research Group provides a seasonal climate forecast. This forecast
is a net assessment (or distillation) of information from a variety of climate prediction tools,
including:
- Coupled ocean-atmosphere model predictions of tropical Pacific SST covering the forecast
period. Particularly heavy weighting has been given to predictions from the coupled model
operated by the NOAA National Centers for Environmental Prediction, Climate Modelling
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-

Branch. This model suggests a continuation of near-average conditions during the first
forecast season;
Statistical forecasts of Indian Ocean and Atlantic Ocean sea surface temperature
developed by the IRI;
The response of Atmospheric global circulation model (GCM) predictions to the present
and predicted SST patterns;
Statistical analyses;
Appropriate Regional Climate Outlook Forum consensus guidance.

In the precipitation outlook, maps show expected precipitation probabilities in tercile
classes. The maps indicate probabilities that seasonal precipitation will fall into the wettest
third of the years (top number), the middle third of the years (middle number) or the driest third
of the years (bottom). The output has a resolution of 2.8° and is issued twice a year.
Omotosho – Prediction of the onset of growing season
The present rainy season onset prediction scheme for West Africa is the result of a
recent study by Prof. J. Bayo OMOTOSHO from Nigeria. The method is empirical/dynamical
and uses the U-component of the wind at the surface and upper levels. It requires that the:
-

Difference between the U-component of the wind at 3000 m (700 mb) and that at the
surface must be between –20 m/s and –5 m/s;
Difference between the U-component of the wind at 7500 m (400 mb) and that at 3000 m
(700mb) must be between 0 and 10m/s.

Please note that the rainy season onset prediction for West Africa as a whole is a new
development and is being made for the first time. The forecast should therefore be used with
caution. An update to this prediction will be made by the 2nd June 1999.
COUNTRY
Niger

Burkina
Faso

Mali

STATIONS
Niamey
Maradi
Birni N’Konni
Gaya
Bobo-Dioulasso
Dedougou
Gaoua
Boromo
Ouahigouya
Ouagadougou
Po
Fada N’Gourma
Sikasso
Bamako
Segou
Mopti
Kayes
Tombouctou

PREDICTED ONSET DATE
18 May – 06 June
16 May – 06 June
16 May – 06 June
12 May – 02 June
26 May – 15 June
01 June – 21 June
23 May – 12 June
30 May – 18 June
04 June – 24 June
26 May – 15 June
20 May – 09 June
17 May – 06 June
11 May – 31 May
18 May – 7 June
01 June – 20 June
31 May – 19 June
06 June – 26 June
13 June – 01 July

Table 1: 1999 predicted onset date for some West African stations
The method gives the date of the rainy season onset 2 to 3 weeks ahead after the
above conditions have been satisfied for 3 consecutive weeks. The scale of the analysis is
over the Sahelian region, from the Senegal to Chad.
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IBIMET – short term prediction of the onset of the growing season
The development of this methodology has followed three different steps in order to
assess the onset and the development of the growing season in Mali, with particular attention
to the determination of the seeding date.
Step I – Study of the average decade of onset of the growing season on long series of data.
The data utilized were the rainfall data bank of the AGRHYMET Regional Centre, and the tool
used has been the Data Bank Management System of the AP3A project.
Step II – Determination of the seeding date and evaluation of the crop installation using the
SISP system.
Step III – Operational application of the climate predictions: the philosophy of this application
is to utilize the information already available on the Internet. The first step has thus
concentrated in the seeking of the sites concerning the meteorological information, the types,
the availability and the update rate of this information. The scope of the exercise is to predict
the seeding decades for the different zones in order to produce – with a certain advance –
advisce to the peasants concerning the most opportune moment to seed.
Monitoring activities
The monitoring activities represent an added value to the system analysis both
because they allow to evaluate the conditions of the wet season on the agricultural and food
situation as well as the conditions and the effectiveness of the Early Warning Systems and of
the mechanisms of crisis management.
Several tools exist dealing with food security and primary production in the Sahelian
region. Most of them are based on the meteorological stations and the field enquiries; recently
a portion of the monitoring activities dealt with remote sensed information, supposed to be
more objective, near real-time and validated data sets.
Conclusions
It is debatable whether or not the West African region is in any way unique with regard
to seasonal climate forecasting – i.e. are there any aspects of the causes of climate variability
unique to this part of the world? There is little doubt, however, about the extreme nature of
climate variability observed over the last century or so.
For tropical West Africa, Hulme (2001) sees two general paradigms with regard to our
current understanding of the observed climate swings in the African Sahel: first, remote forcing
of rainfall through ocean-atmosphere interaction and, second, regional feedback processes
involving land cover characteristics. Within the former paradigm, the possibility that
anthropogenically induced changes in global atmospheric composition are affecting Sahelian
climate must be considered. Within the latter paradigm, the ‘neglected’ role of SaharanSahelian dust aerosol should be considered (Hulme, 2001). However, the effects of any
artificial influence on global or regional climate should eventually be assimilated by better,
coupled ocean-atmosphere dynamical modelling techniques.
Hulme (2001) acknowledges the association between the variability of Sahel rainfall
and SSTAs (local or remote) made by Ward (1998) and other authors (e.g. Chang et al., 1997)
before calling for more research into the possible effects of localized, land-based feedback
loops. Hulme cites the work of Xue (see, for example, Xue and Shukla, 1998), who has used
GCM modelling to simulate the effects of land cover modification on the long-term rainfall
trends, in a call for further research in this field.
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L’application des informations et des avis agrométéorologiques à l’agriculture,
à l’élevage et à la foresterie : une étude de cas au Mali
Djibrilla Ariaboncana Maiga10
L’économie du Mali est essentiellement agrosilvopastorale et occupe près de 80% de
la population. Elle est constamment soumise à la variabilité climatique, notamment
pluviométrique avec souvent des conséquences socio-économiques et environnementales
très graves. Aussi, des avis et conseils agrométéorologiques répondant aux besoins des
agriculteurs et des prévisions climatiques et météorologiques applicables par les agriculteurs
peuvent-ils aider à minimiser le risque climatique et contribuer à un développement durable.
Cependant, pour mieux tirer profit de ces informations, l’approche pluridisciplinaire doit être
privilégiée. Cet article décrit brièvement les résultats de l’expérience du Mali dans l’application
des informations météorologiques à l’agriculture et à la sécurité alimentaire.
Introduction
Le Mali est un pays continental, à l’économie essentiellement agropastorale qui
occupe environ 80% de la population. Cette activité reste largement tributaire des fluctuations
climatiques, notamment de la variabilité pluviométrique. De nombreuses études ont été
menées au Mali et au Sahel en général, sur l’analyse de la pluviométrie et des
caractéristiques de la saison (1,2, 4, 5, 6)
Ces études ont montré :
-

un déplacement nord-sud des isohyètes ;
une variation interannuelle et annuelle très forte de la pluviométrie avec des écarts à la
normale importants et persistants à partir des années 70 ;
une forte variation des caractéristiques de la saison (début, fin, longueur de la saison).

-

Tout cela représente un risque majeur pour la production agricole avec des conséquences
socio-économiques et environnementales importantes notamment :
-

baisse des rendements des cultures ;
modification des systèmes de production et des écosystèmes ;
mauvaise croissance du couvert végétal et élimination des espèces les moins résistantes
à la sécheresse ;
ensablement et assèchement des fleuves et rivières ;
déplacement des ruraux vers les villes, augmentant le chômage et la pauvreté, créant des
zones d’insalubrité et d’insécurité, etc.

-

Par conséquent, une gestion efficace et multidisciplinaire de cette variabilité climatique est
nécessaire afin de réduire ses effets négatifs, voire même augmenter la production agricole.
C’est dans cet optique, qu’une expérience visant à apporter aux paysans des informations
agrométéorologiques sous forme d’avis et conseils dans les opérations culturales est
exécutée.
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Approche méthodologique
L’application des informations et avis agrométéorologiques en agriculture revêt un
caractère pluridisciplinaire. Elle est basée sur l’implication effective des organisations
paysannes, des services techniques de l’agriculture, des services d’hydro-agrométéorologie,
des projets/programmes de sécurité alimentaire, des médias, de la recherche agronomique,
de la protection civile et des ONG chargés de transférer le paquet technologique, y compris
les informations météorologiques.
Ces structures composent le groupe de travail pluridisciplinaire chargé de la collecte,
du traitement, de l’élaboration et de la diffusion des informations et avis agrométéorologiques
en direction des utilisateurs, suivant un schéma précis de circulation de l’information. Le
groupe se réunit pendant la saison hivernale, toutes les décades du 1er mai au 31 octobre.
Cette assistance est essentiellement axée sur deux aspects :
Aspect sécurité alimentaire
Les informations élaborées sont surtout destinées aux décideurs, aux organismes
nationaux et internationaux chargés de l’alerte précoce.
Aspect production agricole
Les informations sont directement destinées aux agriculteurs pour une prise de
décision pratique dans la conduite opérationnelle de leurs activités quotidiennes et de
planification.

Types d’informations et avis agrométéorologiques
Il s’agit de définir les informations en fonction des utilisateurs cibles, tout en faisant la
part entre les décideurs et autorités chargés de la sécurité alimentaire et les producteurs qui
utilisent ces conseils et avis dans la conduite et la planification de leurs activités.

Dans le cadre de la sécurité alimentaire
Afin de permettre aux autorités politiques et organismes nationaux et internationaux
chargés de l’alerte précoce de prendre des décisions sur la sécurité alimentaire, un certain
nombre de produits sont élaborés :
-

-

bulletin agro-hydro-météorologique décadaire qui donne l’évolution de la campagne
agricole par l’analyse de la situation météorologique, hydrologique, agropastorale,
phytosanitaire et zoosanitaire et des perspectives pour les décades à venir;
caractéristiques de la saison en vue de déterminer les zones à risque pour un suivi
rapproché;
front de végétation pour suivre l’évolution des pâturages et des points d’eau;
estimation des pluies par satellite pour combler les lacunes du réseau d’observation et de
transmission des données;
prévision saisonnière qui donne une estimation qualitative de la pluviométrie pendant les
mois de juillet/août/septembre considérés comme les mois où on recueille les 80% de la
pluviométrie annuelle (5, 6).
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TERRAIN

Observations sur les cultures
(champs)
et phénomènes météorologiques
(stations météorologiques)

Radiodiffusion
(avis - conseils- prévisions)

Feedback

BLU
COURRIER
STRUCTURES TECHNIQUES
ORGANES D’ALERTE PRECOCE
Concentration des données
agrométéorologiques, météorologiques et
agronomiques

-

-

Dépouillement des fiches
Traitement des données
météorologiques et
agrométéorologiques, analyse des
résultats

-

COURRIER

GROUPE PLURIDISCIPLINAIRE DE
TRAVAIL

•
•

MEDIAS

-

Analyse et intégration des
données et informations
Formulation des avis et
conseils
El b ti d b ll ti

-

RadioTélévision
Nationale
Radios de proximité
Journaux, Courrier
Internet

Schéma de circulation des informations agrométéorologiques
L’analyse et l’intégration de toutes ces informations permettent de donner des avis et
conseils aux autorités politiques dans leur prise de décision concernant la situation
alimentaire. Les informations sont diffusées à la radio, à la télévision, au quotidien national
«l’ESSOR». Elles sont distribuées par courrier et souvent par Internet aux organismes
nationaux et internationaux chargés de la sécurité alimentaire.
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Dans le cadre de la production alimentaire
Deux préoccupations essentielles sont prises en compte :
-

la planification de la saison agricole pour une exploitation rationnelle des ressources à
travers le choix des espèces et des variétés, des sites appropriés (mil/sorgho/maïs dans
les zones basses ou hautes en cas de mauvaise ou de bonne pluviométrie prévue), des
systèmes de production, etc.
Les informations agrométéorologiques utilisées sont :
-

-

l’analyse climatologique et l’évaluation des ressources agroclimatiques (pluviométrie,
début, fin et longueur moyens de la saison, etc.);
la prévision saisonnière élaborée en avril/mai et mise à jour en juin, qui permet dès le
début de la saison de faire des choix stratégiques en fonction des résultats de cette
prévision.

l’application opérationnelle concerne la prise de décision pratique sur le terrain par les
exploitants pour les interventions agricoles, notamment les dates optimales de semis et de
récolte, les périodes d’épandage d’engrais et de traitement phytosanitaire, les entretiens
des champs, etc.

Les informations concernent essentiellement :
-

le calendrier prévisionnel de semis qui permet de conseiller aux paysans de semer sur la
base d’un seuil pluviométrique, et d’une variété de cultures données. Les paysans, étant
formés dans leur langue locale aux techniques d’observations sur les cultures et sur la
pluviométrie et à l’utilisation du calendrier prévisionnel de semis, peuvent eux-mêmes
décider de semer ou pas;

-

les prévisions météorologiques quotidiennes qui permettent aux exploitants de mieux
conduire d’une manière efficace les activités quotidiennes, notamment l’épandage
d’engrais, le traitement phytosanitaire, l’entretien des champs (sarclage, démariage, etc.),
la récolte et leur stockage. La demande par les paysans de prévisions météorologiques
quotidiennes de plus en plus localisées est très forte. Ces informations sont utilisées aussi
bien par les femmes dans les activités ménagères et artisanales (teinture, séchage) que
dans les parcelles familiales ou collectives, car elles contribuent à l’amélioration du
revenu;

-

la prévision saisonnière de juillet/août/septembre n’est pas directement exploitée par les
paysans mais par les professionnels de la météorologie, pour réajuster le calendrier
prévisionnel en fonction du démarrage de la saison. Les résultats de cette prévision sont
toujours très attendus par le monde rural. Cependant, elle est inutilisable dans sa forme
actuelle de présentation, d’une part, et, d’autre part, elle ne répond pas suffisamment aux
préoccupations majeures des paysans, à savoir le début, la fin, la longueur de la saison,
les quantités totales de pluies, leur répartition et les épisodes de sécheresse. Aussi, pour
être applicable par les paysans, une stratégie d’adaptation à leurs besoins réels et de
transfert de la prévision saisonnière s’avère-t-elle indispensable. Les avis et conseils ainsi
élaborés sont diffusés par la radio nationale plusieurs fois et par les radios de proximité.
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Résultats
Les avantages socio-économiques de l’application des informations et avis
agrométéorologiques dépendent en grande partie de la qualité de l’information élaborée, de
sa diffusion en temps réel et de son utilisation correcte par les exploitants agricoles (3)
Les résultats de plusieurs années d’expérience au Mali ont montré que :
-

l’application pratique des informations agrométéorologiques convenablement diffusées
sous forme d’avis et conseils auprès des paysans permet une augmentation des
rendements de 20-25% du mil/sorgho/maïs.

Des milliers de paysans et d’agents d’encadrement, y compris les femmes, ont été formés sur
les techniques agrométéorologiques dans des centaines de villages et dans les langues
nationales :
-

les responsables agricoles, les responsables des ONG, des médias, les parlementaires
ont été sensibilisés à l’importance des informations agrométéorologiques et formés à leur
utilisation.

Des informations en retour
En vue d’améliorer la fiabilité des informations, d’assurer une plus grande efficacité de
leur application et de déterminer les besoins nouveaux, différents canaux sont utilisés :
-

journées d‘échanges interpaysans;
journées agricoles organisées par les services de vulgarisation agricole;
journées météo et médias;
rencontres régulières entre les différents acteurs;
correspondance, etc.

Perspectives
Les résultats obtenus ont suscité beaucoup d’intérêt aussi bien chez les paysans que
chez les autorités nationales. Les demandes d’informations de plus en plus précises, de
formation et de pluviomètres (considérés par certains comme intrant agricole) se sont
accrues. Cependant, l’insuffisance des moyens de transmission et d’observation des données
constitue une limitation à l’application des avis et conseils agrométéorologiques.
Au vu de ce qui précède, l’on mettra l’accent sur :
-

la fabrication locale de pluviomètres (chaque village, un pluviomètre);
la décentralisation du groupe de travail pluridisciplinaire (l’information sera collectée,
traitée et diffusée localement);
la planification effective des élus communaux.

Conclusion
Il paraît indéniable que l’application concrète et correcte des informations
météorologiques, y compris les prévisions climatiques, avis et conseils agrométéorologiques
peuvent contribuer à la réduction de la pauvreté par l’amélioration de la production et de la
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sécurité alimentaire. Aussi, doivent-ils être adaptés aux besoins des agriculteurs, utilisables et
transférés sur le terrain dans un langage simple et compréhensible.
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for agriculture by local, national and regional decision-makers and users
communities
by
C.J. Stigter11
Abstract
An “end to end” scheme in agrometeorology, for the build-up and transfer of
agrometeorological and agroclimatological information, which was recently developed by the
author, is validated in this paper with case studies from the most recent literature from Latin
America and Africa. The introduction places the establishment of needs for climate forecasts
and other agrometeorological information for agriculture by local, national and regional
decision-makers and users communities in the right context of the local, national and
international livelihood conditions of farmers and their communities. It may be concluded that
after this exercise this scheme is a good guideline for understanding the value of activities in
the fields of data, research, education, training & extension and policies, for the design of
agrometeorological services for end-users. The main bottlenecks appear to be: (i) insufficient
considerations of these actual conditions of the livelihood of farmers and therefore;
(ii) developments of inappropriate support systems. Local, national and regional decisionmakers have to be honest and serious and have to come up with proposals and actions that
create appropriate policy environments. The training of suitable intermediaries has now been
considered in Latin America and Asia, but there is a need for serious pilot projects of this kind
to not have this need suffering from the same bottlenecks as already mentioned.
Introduction
At the end of the previous century we have emphasized within the Commission for
Agricultural Meteorology (CAgM) of the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) that the
regionalization issue complicates operational agrometeorology tremendously (Stigter 1999).
For each of the regions that are distinguished within WMO, as well as within these regions, we
have to consider the existing farming systems and their positions in the economies of the
countries concerned. We also have to take care of the possible future of these economies and
the roles these farming systems and any changes in these farming systems may play in the
economical dynamics of farming communities and the countries as a whole (Stigter 2001b).
That is why important developments in such countries, so in their cities and communities, in
the fields of for example education, health, population density, land distribution, migration,
natural resources management, employment, income, poverty alleviation, food security, water
security, nutrition and environmental conditions have to be understood as detailed as possible
in any discussions on future developments.
In the developing countries, in particular the level of organization varies from region to
region, from country to country and from community to community. Attempts of governments
to “capture” the peasantry into a more centralized organization and a regional economy have
met with mixed successes, particularly in more resource poor and more remote areas.
Moreover, natural resources management other than that related to agriculture, forestry,
livestock and fisheries is most often not in the hands of local communities but in those of a
class of entrepreneurs with better connections to the powers in charge. Frequently land
ownership complicates local economies and on-farm and off-farm employment conditions
determine the income distributions within the rural communities and how they compare with
those in trade, in exploitation of resources, in cities, where they are particularly complicated,
and in services, including government services. These conditions, imperfect markets and “soft
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states” are the very reason for the damages that globalization is doing to rural areas and
intermediate cities in developing countries. Only regionalization and policies in favour of local
communities may make it possible for rural areas, particularly the poorer and remoter ones, to
catch up.
Whenever rural communities have to cope with change, all the above factors play a
role. When conditions are changing fast and for the worse, like very often at present in many
developing countries, the need to assist local communities in surviving the consequences of
such disasters is growing. However, the pertaining levels of organization make this very
difficult. It needs much political will and managerial skills to assist these communities. Nongovernmental organizations and other non-political networks are increasingly playing a role in
these matters. They need policies to use changing means and flows of communication and to
empower rural people to manage their own environment for their own benefits, and those of
others with which they have political, social and economical relations, in a win/win situation.
Conflicting interests, indifference, lacking resources, lack of power, all kinds of weaknesses in
people and systems stand too often in the way of any governance worth mentioning, let alone
good governance. It is nevertheless impossible to do it otherwise.
In such situations, disaster preparedness in bad times and managerial talents in good
times have to be fostered for survival and development and for protection of the natural
resource base. Social structures and basic human feelings of security within the local
population/communities as well as their ideas or their lack of confidence are crucial points of
departure.
Talking in this paper below on establishments of needs in agrometeorology for user
communities, and, in that context, on establishments of needs in agrometeorology for local,
national and regional decision makers, they can only be derived from the needs as described
above.

An End to End System for Build up and Transfer of Information in Agricultural
Meteorology
I have last year in Hanoi (Stigter 2001a) and earlier this year in Bangkok (Stigter
2002a), Manado (Stigter 2002b) and Ljubljana (Stigter et al. 2002) developed some ideas on
the realities of an “end to end” system for the build up and transfer of agrometeorological and
agroclimatological information, that I want to use as a starting point for talking about build up
and transfer of climate information in this keynote address. This is an extension of a simpler
set up in Stigter et al. (2001) combined with proposals brought up by others (Stigter 2002b;
Stigter et al. 2002a).
I want to go through this system (Figure 1) here from right to left, from activity domain
C to activity domain A, in which direction our familiarity and successes as agrometeorologists
diminish. However, in that direction the affinity to the establishment of needs for climate
forecasts and other agrometeorological knowledge for agriculture by local, national, and
regional decision makers and users communities increases. This is the direction in which most
of the information actually flows but with diminishing flow density. Unfortunately this is also the
direction opposite to which the establishment of needs should go, when based on the actual
needs of farmers and other users.
In the C domain we find the support systems as originally defined by Stigter et al.
(2000): data, research, education/training/extension (e, t & e) and policies. Of course there are
activities of these kinds in all three domains as well as in the focal guiding activities E2 and
E1, but only in the C domain are they to be considered of a purely supportive nature. In the B
and A domains and in E2 and E1, “data, research, e, t & e and policies” are (or should be)
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actually used/carried out in action, not in support of possible activities. This is an essential
difference that we so far failed to recognize.

A

<-------|-------> B
|
|
E2

Figure 1.

A=

<------ |-------> C
|
|
E1

Relations between the three activity domains (A, B and C) defined, guided by
Agrometeorological Action Support Systems on Mitigating Impacts of Disasters
(E1) and Agrometeorological Services Supporting Actions of Producers (E2).
From Stigter (2002b) and Stigter et al. (2002).

Sustainable livelihood systems

B=
Local adaptive strategies (knowledge pools based on traditional knowledge and
indigenous technologies)
+ Contemporary knowledge pools (based on science and technology)
+ Appropriate policy environments (based on social concerns and environmental
considerations, scientifically supported and operating through the market where appropriate)
C=
Support systems to agrometeorological services: data + research +
education/training/extension + policies
E1 =
E2 =

Agrometeorological Action Support Systems on Mitigating Impacts of Disasters
Agrometeorological Services Supporting Actions of Producers

With respect to the four ingredients of data use, research use, the use of a, t & e and
the use of policies in E1 directly, they are used there in building Action Support Systems in
agrometeorology to mitigate impacts of disasters. To make that possible we are carrying out a
lot of basic support activities in the C domain. Without denying the absolute need for basic
science, I want to argue that there are too many of these support activities, of which many lay
idle and will never be used. What is worse, when they are used they are playing too much of a
guiding role in technology development, which should in fact these days be guided by social
concerns and environmental considerations (Norse and Tschirley 2000) (Fig. 1).
As scientists we are most familiar with these basic support activities: in education and
training, in research to expand knowledge and methodologies, in data taking, handling and
support systems, in developing theories about policies that could reorganize our world at
different scales. The closest action is in E1. In E1 we have built systems that we deem
suitable to mitigate impacts of disasters, they are the bulk of our good intentions to use the
four ingredients in applications in the real world.
Unfortunately they have too often little to do with this real world, because we have
insufficiently considered all the elements mentioned in the introduction to this paper. These
elements form the real world of the livelihood of farmers (domain A), in which
agrometeorological services should deliver support for the actions of agricultural producers.
This support should in turn be carried by the right mixture of the three components of the B
domain, containing the knowledge pools distinguished for use in this E2 guidance and other
related actions in the A domain. In the E1 establishments of needs that led to these E1
support systems we have also never tried to make an optimal mix from the knowledge pools in
the B domain of activities. We have therefore not considered the gaps in this mix that have to
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be filled to become actually able to develop the agrometeorological services needed. This
happened in addition to our failure to consider the actual conditions in the A domain. Our good
intentions led in most cases to E1 support systems that did not work for developing E2
guidance or any other sensible activities in the A domain in developing countries.
I will in the remainder of this paper consider case studies that illustrate what I have
indicated above. They will show that as a consequence of the insufficient knowledge of the
conditions that actually shape the livelihood of farmers, as pictured in the introduction, we
have too often: (i) insufficiently taken into account local adaptive strategies (e.g. Stigter and
Baldy 1993; Stigter and Ng’ang’a 2001; Stigter et al. 2002a); (ii) not made the right choices in
the use of contemporary science; and (iii) indeed not understood the overwhelming effect of
inappropriate policy environments. The latter are not only due to ignoring or misassessing the
conditions brought up in the introduction but they are also brought about by the dark sites of
politics. The social concerns and the environmental considerations that are at stake in the B
domain need the scientific support from the focused E1 guidance and the C domain, but also
the understanding of what is actually possible in E2 guidance and of the very conditions in the
livelihood of farmers, the A domain.
I want to end this section by exemplifying how I want to consider what constitutes
agrometeorological services. All agrometeorological and agroclimatological information that
can be directly applied to try to improve and/or protect agricultural production, so yield quantity
and quality, while protecting the agricultural resource base from degradation, we consider to
belong to such services. The products of agroclimatological characterization, obtained with
whatever methodologies; advises, such as in design rules on above and below ground
microclimate management or manipulation, with respect to any appreciable microclimatic
improvement; advisories based on the outcome of response farming exercises, from sowing
windows to harvesting times, using climatic variability data and statistics of the recent past;
climate predictions and forecasts and meteorological forecasts for agriculture and related
activities, on a variety of time scales, from years to weeks, and from a variety of sources; or a
specific weather forecast for agriculture, including warnings for suitable conditions for pests
and diseases or advises on countervailing measures; these are all examples of such services.
Case Studies
Seasonal climate forecasting in Ceará, northeast Brazil: an example of an E1 action
support system as yet unsuitable as E2 agrometeorological service
A very useful case study, that I came across after I wrote the above part of this paper,
because it was published in the December 2002 issue of Climatic Change, is that of the
introduction and use of seasonal climate forecasting in northeast Brazil for mainly
maize/bean/manioc growers (Lemos et al. 2002). It can serve well to validate the scheme of
Figure 1 and to illustrate the reasoning in the previous sections.
In this example, forecasts have been directed towards small-scale rainfed
agriculturalists as well as state and local level policymakers in the areas of agriculture, water
management, and emergency drought relief. Ceará state has the largest proportion of its
territory characterized as semi-arid and is highly vulnerable to drought, which shaped culture,
environment, politics and society. It is ravaged by poverty and over a century local and
national governments have attempted to respond to the challenge of drought with limited
success. It was also the first northeastern state to acquire technical expertise on regional
climate science and to attribute climate forecasting to the mandate of a public institution.
That this was so far an example of an E1 action support system becomes already clear
from the first lesson that the authors draw from the results. An emerging technology “was
appropriated and pressed into service of a policymaking apparatus designed to reduce the
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impacts of severe droughts”. Policymakers started to exaggerate the potential usefulness of
the science product, “therefore creating a situation of cultural dissonance between science
and local knowledge and belief systems that quickly eroded the value of the information”. This
illustrates a serious problem with E1 systems: that the right mix in the B domain is not used to
lead to useful E2 agrometeorological services. It showed inherent shortcomings of the product
as well as the danger of untempered use of the forecasts, without the appropriate user
training, ideally by specially educated intermediaries, which is a necessity for
agrometeorological services.
A second lesson drawn by the, mostly American, researchers in Brazil was the failure
that the government wanted to use the forecast to manage agriculture for the farmers,
particularly by interfering in the availability of seeding material, instead of leaving the decisions
on planting etc. to the farmers. This gave unnecessary resentment and has recently been
abandoned. Agrometeorological services are in first instance for farmers to increase/improve
their production. Only if they request additional support after the creation of such services, this
could be considered. The A domain should be left to the farmers or for activities, such as user
training, together with farmers.
The third lesson that the authors of this case study want to draw is “that the forecast is
limited by the socio-economic conditions of the beneficiary population”. Most farmers in Cereá
are so vulnerable to climate variability that they are unable to respond to raw climate
predictions, irrespective of the quality and the precision of the forecast. The lack of resources
among rainfed farmers critically limits their range of choice in terms of alternative crops,
technologies, or cash generating activities. In this sense, the impact of forecasts is still
insignificant among most farm households in the state and will continue to be so until levels of
vulnerability are reduced in a more permanent fashion. This illustrates what we have indicated
in the introduction of this paper.
Other agrometeorological services may be much more important under such
conditions and only very specific forecasts geared to the actual conditions and to the most
serious problems of farmers of the different categories of vulnerability distinguished may make
a chance in the nearest future. Better E1 systems geared at filling the gaps of a balanced mix
in the B domain would be helpful and could be underpinned by a more selective use of
support systems from the C domain (Stigter 2002a; 2002b). The authors of the case study
indicate that the researchers have now changed their focus from items around the start of the
rainy season to studies of dry spells and pre-season weather/climate patterns. Comparable
pleas for such better establishment of the needs of user communities were quoted by Stigter
et al. (2002a). The development of such services from a response farming approach demands
an appropriate consideration of the conditions in the B domain, including the role of traditional
adaptation strategies (Stigter et al. 2002a).
The authors conclude that in the Cereá case study, the limits of the use of climate
information in policymaking derive in part from the levels of skill and direct usefulness of the
science products themselves and in part from the necessity for a policy making apparatus to
learn how to apply it usefully, in this case to drought mitigation. In comparison to farming
communities, the authors’ assessments for the future give a more positive outlook for success
with the use of forecasting products for policy making government extension programmes,
drought relief organizations and water resource management bodies as well as for
infrastructure planning and maintenance institutions, if a broad distrust by end-user
communities of government policies and the role of government in their lives can be dissipated
by examples of honest and appropriate assistance (Lemos et al. 2002).
The agency concerned has now begun to train rural extension agents in interpreting
the forecasts in an effort to improve communication to the end-users. We will come back to
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this issue at the end of the paper. The case study also suggests “that much trial and error is
needed to move up the learning curve”.
Shelterbelt establishment in northern Nigeria, another E1 action support system
unsuitable as E2 agrometeorological service, this time for millet farmers
Just recently Stigter et al. (2002b) published a review paper on agroforestry solutions
to some African wind problems that are examples of research that is meant to lead directly to
E2 agrometeorological services. This is not research in the C domain but in the B domain and
the E2 focus activities. We made mainly use of widely available wind break and shelterbelt
research results and technologies in the C domain and of some E1 action support systems
established by government organizations. Onyewotu et al. (2003a; 2003b) elaborate on one
of these examples, in Nigeria, as follows.
This work was carried out between 1989 and 1996 at the Yambawa shelterbelts, north of
Kano, not far from the borders with Niger. The objectives were to assist farmers in returning to
production on sandy soils reclaimed and protected from wind driven desertification by
establishing multiple shelterbelts. These Eucalyptus camaldulensis belts had been planted by the
government without sufficient planning or scientific preparation in a pilot project. An improvement
of the traditional parkland agroforestry system of scattered trees had not been considered as an
alternative and farmers had neither been consulted on the shelterbelts nor on their tree
preferences. The above already suggests that this was again an E1 system established with
good intentions, in which the needs of the farmers were not properly established. Also in this
example the shelterbelts are not suitable as E2 agrometeorological service without serious
modification.
Farmer participation in making the best of the present configurations and development of
improved design rules were the approaches selected to come to an appropriate E2
agrometeorological service. Questionnaires were used to improve our understanding in the A
domain. The belts had shown to be successful in settling wind blown sand directly and through
enabling the return of grasses to the area. However, worsened because of a design error with
respect to belt direction in relation to wind direction, the leewards protected area, in which high
millet yields could be obtained after the application of tree root pruning, appeared not much more
than five to six times the height of the belts. This quiet zone of a bit more than 60m was followed
by a wake zone with increased turbulence, that even visually damaged a small crop area and
returned yields to the much lower values obtained in conditions unprotected by the belts. A small
windward protected area also existed.
Improved design rules as E2 agrometeorological service propose that distances between
belts in their present direction should be not more than 75 - 85 m, and for such shelterbelts
perpendicular to the wind 90 – 100 m, while they were between 115 and 300 m. The width of the
belts could be halved (15 m instead of 30 m). It should be considered to plant scattered trees
between the present belts and it has also been suggested that increasing the tree density in the
indigenous parkland agroforestry systems still existing may be a better solution than using belts
(Onyewotu et al. 2003a; 2003b). Farmers should be allowed to prune roots, but also the
branches, diminishing the shade on adjacent intercrops. Economically yielding trees should be
used.
In the above case study the knowledge was available to produce design rules as
agrometeorological services, but for the time being no cooperation was obtained from the
government to implement any of them. Because farmers with land outside the influence of the
shelterbelts appeared better off economically, because they did not lose land to the shelterbelts
and were therefore able to buy fertilizers, it is not sure what will happen in the area in the future.
The advisory to increase the density of scattered trees that farmers would select stands, but the
conditions of the farmers may again be the decisive factor for its application.
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Other examples in the same paper (Stigter et al. 2002b) delivered design rules for
shelterbelts to combat sand invasion and for the selection of scattered trees to capture sand,
both developed in the Sudan. There is also work reported on the development of advisories to
keep shade trees above coffee as wind protection on the slopes of the Kilimanjaro, and on the
density of scattered Savannah woodland trees for soil protection from erosion, both in Tanzania.
Finally we report on the design of hedged agroforestry plots for wind protection in mulched
maize-bean intercropping in Kenya. In all this research we developed E2 agrometeorological
services waiting to be applied after having been tried out in demonstration plots. Only the
shelterbelts in Sudan and possibly the shade trees in Tanzania and the hedges in Kenya were
made into actual services applied by extension organizations, but only the successes of
extensive new shelterbelts and of scattered Acacia tortilis trees under contolled animal browsing
in the Sudan are known to us. Application of the other services will depend on absorption
capacity of such services, so on government or NGO support and on the conditions in the A
domain.
Other case studies
In addition to the above, if time permits, I will also use some other case studies from
India (sowing windows, crop choice) and Sudan (underground storage of sorghum) which I
used for illustration before (Stigter 2002a; 2002b; Stigter et al. 2002a).

Conclusions
Conclusions have already been drawn in the above by each time using the scheme of
Figure 1. It may be concluded that Figure 1 is a good guideline for understanding the value of
activities in the fields of data, research, e, t & e and policies for the design of
agrometeorological services for end-users after the actual establishment of their needs for
climate forecasts and other agrometeorological information in their farming systems. The main
bottlenecks are: (i) insufficient considerations of the actual conditions of the livelihood of
farmers and therefore; (ii) developments of inappropriate support systems. Local, national
and regional decision-makers have to be honest and serious and have to come up with
proposals and actions that create appropriate policy environments.
The training of suitable intermediaries has now been considered in Latin America and
Asia, but there is a need for serious pilot projects of this kind to not have this need suffering
from the same bottlenecks as already mentioned. Such pilot projects are needed everywhere
and have to be carried out in such a way that they can learn from each other. This paper has
also made clear that through the use of the scheme of Figure 1, case studies form Latin
American and India can be of as much value as case studies form Africa for the design of
improved approaches to agrometeorological services in Africa. The bottlenecks are the same
and in particular also the negative influences of a lack of suitable policy environments are the
same.
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La Veille environnementale au Centre de suivi écologique (CSE)
Utilisation des images d’estimation des pluies
dans le suivi de la campagne agricole.
Par Papa Boubacar Soumaré12 et Massimo Martini13
Résumé
Dans le cadre du suivi de la campagne agricole et en appui aux structures
gouvernementales, le Centre de suivi écologique (CSE) développe un modèle pour la
détermination des zones à risque pour les cultures pluviales. Ce modèle utilise comme
données d’entrée les images d’estimation des pluies et l’indice de végétation (NDVI). Les
résultats permettent, tôt dans la saison (début août), d’alerter les autorités gouvernementales
et les partenaires au développement en leur fournissant des informations sur l’installation de
la campagne agricole.
Introduction

Depuis plus de 10 ans, le CSE assure un suivi régulier de l’environnement sénégalais,
particulièrement des ressources végétales. Le CSE s’appuie sur l’imagerie satellitale à basse
résolution associée aux données de terrain. En effet, il dispose d’une station HRPT de
réception d’images basse résolution NOAA/AVHRR lui permettant d’assurer un suivi régulier
des ressources naturelles. Les domaines relatifs au suivi sont la production végétale, la
campagne agricole et les feux de brousse.
L’intervention du CSE par rapport au suivi de la campagne agricole se situe au niveau
de la détermination des zones à risque pour les cultures pluviales. Dans ces zones l’évolution
de la saison des pluies présente des anomalies dans la distribution spatiale et/ou temporelle
des précipitations et laisse présager un déficit de la production agricole. Bien que des facteurs
autres que la sécheresse puissent avoir une influence considérable sur les résultats de la
campagne agricole, le CSE se limite dans sa méthodologie au suivi des impacts liés aux
pauses pluviométriques. La campagne agricole 2002 au Sénégal a été suivie au CSE en
utilisant la méthodologie Zones A Risque (ZAR) qui s’appuie sur des outils technologiques
très avancés : images satellisables, modèles informatiques, systèmes d’information
géographiques (SIG), banques de données informatisées, etc.
Le CSE utilise des données du satellite de la série NOAA captées par la station de
réception du CSE, les images décadaires d’estimation des pluies et les images de l’indice de
végétation de SPOT-VEGETATION. En plus de ces données satellitales, des données de
terrain sont collectées, entre septembre et octobre, (production de biomasse et inventaire de
la composition floristique) au niveau d’une série de sites de contrôle au sol. Le CSE dispose
d’une base de données historiques climatiques, économiques, démographiques et
écologiques.
Le CSE produit une série de cartes et de graphiques qui sont mis à disposition sous
forme de documents et publiés sur Internet :
1) carte décadaire du profil temporaire du VCI;
2) carte mensuelle des feux de brousse;
12
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3) carte de la production végétale (production primaire).
Les cartes et les graphiques du VCI sont utilisés par le GTP et la Direction de l’élevage
pour le suivi des cultures et des pâturages. La carte de la production végétale est utilisée par
la Direction de l’élevage et des projets d’élevage pour la gestion des corridors de
transhumance et des unités pastorales. Les cartes des feux de brousse sont destinées aux
Directions des eaux et forêts et de l’élevage et aux projets d’élevage pour suivre l’impact des
feux sur la végétation et les ressources fourragères disponibles pour le bétail.
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GTP

Le rôle du Groupe de travail pluridisciplinaire (GTP) dans le dispositif de suivi
de la campagne agricole au Sénégal
Le GTP est au centre du dispositif de suivi de la campagne agropastorale au Sénégal.
Il est composé des représentants des services techniques gouvernementaux qui produisent
de l’information sur l’évolution de la campagne. Il se réunit chaque décade de mai à octobre et
produit régulièrement un bulletin décadaire ou sur Internet (sur le site du CSE). Le GTP
participe aux réunions du Comité Interministériel de suivi de la campagne agricole organisées
par le gouvernement et présidé par le Ministre de l’agriculture et de l’élevage.
Le modèle ZAR pour le suivi de la campagne agropastorale.
Le modèle ZAR (Zone A Risque) a été mis au point au Centre AGRHYMET et
perfectionné au CSE avec le soutien financier de la Coopération italienne. Le modèle est
composé de deux modules principaux. Le premier module produit une série de cartes qui
permettent de caractériser la phase d’installation des cultures en utilisant comme input les
images d’estimation des pluies et des données climatiques historiques. Le second module
utilise les images de NDVI (Normalized Difference Vegetation Index) et produit chaque
décade une série de cartes et de profils temporaires relatives au VCI (Vegetation Condition
Index, dérivé du NDVI) qui est un indice particulièrement efficace pour déterminer l’impact des
facteurs météorologiques sur la croissance de la végétation dans des zones où la couverture
végétale n’est pas homogène, comme le Sahel.
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Suivi de la
croissance

Les données utilisées pour réaliser l’analyse de la campagne agricole 2002 sont les
suivantes :
•
•
•

images décadaires d’estimation de pluies par satellite disponibles sur le site:
http://edcintl.cr.usgs.gov/adds/adds.html;
images décadaires de l’indice de végétation produites par Spot-Image;
données pluviométriques décadaires du réseau des stations au sol de la Direction de la
météorologie nationale (DMN) du Sénégal.

Les décades des semis identifiées par le modèle ZAR sont comparées aux images de
l’indice de végétation pour vérifier si la croissance de la végétation a réellement démarré
après la décade des semis identifiée par le modèle. Une synthèse des différentes informations
permet de faire le bilan de la campagne agricole.
Résultats : l’installation des cultures pluviales
Pourquoi l’installation des cultures pluviales est déterminante pour la réussite de la
campagne agricole?
Au Sahel, la réussite de la campagne agricole dépend en bonne partie de la
production des cultures pluviales, qui est fortement tributaire de la quantité et de la régularité
des précipitations. Dans la majeure partie du Sahel, une pluie supérieure à 20 mm est
suffisante pour permettre la germination des semis des cultures pluviales (mil, sorgho,
arachide, niébé, etc.) à la première pluie utile qui arrose le sol.
La période immédiate après le semis est très délicate pour les cultures pluviales et une
pause pluviométrique prolongée à ce stade peut causer la mort des jeunes plants et conduit
obligatoirement à un ressemis. La culture peut arriver à production seulement si la culture
boucle complètement son cycle (phases végétative et reproductive). La durée minimale du
cycle pour les cultures pluviales au Sahel est estimée à 70 jours environ. Ce cycle doit se
dérouler dans des conditions favorables à la croissance de la plante.
La phase d’installation des cultures pluviales est déterminante pour la bonne réussite
de la campagne agricole et influence la durée de la période favorable à la croissance des
cultures pluviales qui correspond à la période durant laquelle les conditions d’humidité du sol
sont satisfaisantes pour les besoins hydriques des cultures pluviales. Pour arriver à
production, la plante doit bénéficier d’une période favorable à la croissance des cultures
pluviales d’environ 70 jours. La date des premiers semis réussis est le début effectif de la
période favorable de croissance des cultures pluviales et varie d’une zone à une autre et
d’une année à l’autre. La date à laquelle le niveau d’humidité du sol est en dessous d’une
valeur minimale nécessaire pour soutenir la croissance de la plante détermine la fin de la
période favorable à la croissance des cultures pluviales.
En connaissant la date de début de la période favorable à la croissance des cultures
pluviales, on peut estimer la durée (sur la base de la date moyenne de fin) et dire si la
campagne s’est installée correctement et donner les perspectives d’avoir une production
acceptable.
La composante «installation des cultures pluviales» du modèle ZAR produit une série
de cartes qui permettent de caractériser, zone par zone, l’évolution des précipitations durant
la phase initiale de croissance des cultures.
Les cartes produites par la composante «Installation des cultures» du modèle ZAR sont :
•
Carte de la décade des premières pluies pour le semis
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Zones où les premières pluies utiles ont été suivies par une période de sécheresse
Zone de ressemis
Décade des premiers semis réussis
Décade des premiers semis réussis – comparés à l’année précédente
Décade des premiers semis réussis – comparés à la moyenne
Durée de la période favorable à la croissance des cultures pluviales
Date limite pour semer les cultures pluviales (pour les zones non encore semées).

Le modèle ZAR détermine zone par zone la première décade au cours de laquelle les
précipitations sont supérieures à 20 mm, ce qui est suffisant pour le semis des cultures sous
pluie (carte 1).

Carte 1

Ensuite, le modèle effectue un contrôle de la décade suivant celle des premiers semis
pour localiser les zones où il y a eu une sécheresse pouvant causer des dommages sur les
premiers semis (Carte 2). Dans ces zones, le modèle détermine la dernière décade utile
(suite à l’échec des premiers semis) durant laquelle nous avons des précipitations supérieures
à 20 mm permettant d’effectuer un ressemis (carte 3).

Carte 2
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Carte 3

A la fin de ce processus, sont déterminées, zone par zone les décades des premiers
semis réussis et le début de la période favorable à la croissance de la campagne agricole en
cours. Cette date, comparée à la date de début de la campagne de l’année précédente et
avec la date moyenne, permet de savoir si le début de la campagne en cours est précoce ou
tardif.
Etant donné que la date moyenne de fin de la période favorable à la croissance des
cultures pluviales est pratiquement stable du point de vue climatique, et connaissant la date
de début de la période favorable à la croissance des cultures pluviales, nous pouvons estimer
la durée (Carte 4) et, sur cette base, identifier les zones où on peut s’attendre à une bonne
production agricole et celles qui sont à risque. Cependant, cette prévision peut être confirmée
ou infirmée par l’évolution des pluies durant la seconde partie de la saison.

Carte 4
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L’application du second module a permis de suivre la croissance de la végétation et de
déterminer les zones les plus affectées. Cette situation est montrée sur la carte 5 présentant
le VCI (Vegetation Condition Index, dérivé du NDVI) qui est un indice particulièrement efficace
pour déterminer l’impact des facteurs météorologiques sur la croissance de la végétation dans
des zones où la couverture végétale n’est pas homogène comme le Sahel. Il est donné par la
formule suivante :
VCI = (NDVIdec_x – NDVI min) / NDVI max – NDVImin) * 100
Où :
NDVIdec_x = valeur de NDVI de la décade en cours;
NDVImin = valeur historique minimale de NDVI enregistrée;
NDVImax = valeur historique maximale de NDVI enregistrée;
(NDVIdec_x – NDVI min) représente le niveau minimum de croissance de la végétation de la
décade x dans chaque pixel de l’image;
(NDVImax – NDVImin) représente le niveau maximum de croissance que la végétation peut
enregistrer dans chaque pixel de l’image (correspondant la valeur 100% du VCI).

Carte 5

La carte 5 montre que, dans plus de la moitié du pays, la croissance de la végétation a
été inférieure à 60%. Cette situation a fortement affecté la production agricole et a eu des
conséquences sur les pâturages.
Les graphiques 1, 2 et 3 montrent les profils temporels du VCI au niveau des régions
de Saint-Louis et de Tambacounda et de l’unité pastorale de Kouthiaba.
Au niveau de la région de Saint-Louis (Graphique 1), le niveau de croissance de la
végétation au cours de la campagne 2002 n’a pas dépassé 40% du potentiel tandis qu’à
Tambacounda (Graphique 2), il a atteint les 75%.
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Graphique Région de Saint-Louis

Graphique 21 Région de Tambacounda

Dans l’unité pastorale de Kouthiaba (Graphique 3), même si la croissance de la
végétation a atteint les 75% au cours du mois d’août, elle a vite baissé jusqu’en dessous de
20%. Cette situation montre l’hétérogénéité du comportement de la végétation à l’intérieur
d’une même région, Kouthiaba étant situé dans la région de Tambacounda.
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Graphique 3 : Unité pastorale de Kouthiaba

Conclusion
L’application de la méthodologie a donné des résultats satisfaisants permettant de
faire un bilan du démarrage de la campagne agricole dans la première quinzaine du mois
d’août. Ces résultats montrent que la méthodologie est opérationnelle au Sénégal.
L’application du modèle au cours de l’hivernage 2002/03 a permis de voir que la
campagne a démarré tôt et que les précipitations ont couvert une bonne partie du pays au
cours du mois de juin; la campagne agricole a donc démarré avec beaucoup d’espoir.
Malheureusement une très longue pause pluviométrique a frappé le pays pendant plus d’un
mois (entre début juillet et début août) et a gravement compromis la croissance des cultures.
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Practical Approaches to meet user requirements for climate forecasts and
agrometeorological advisories for rangelands and wild fires
Engida Mersha 14
Abstract
The delivery of regular agrometeorological advisory and weather forecasts for
agriculture is meant to serve an important segment of the county’s economy. The
development of this service is necessary since modern day agricultural operations are
becoming increasingly dependant upon detailed and accurate predictions of meteorological
elements. Meteorological information is important for making many operational decisions and
agriculturalists need weather information both for long range or strategic decisions and for
short range or tactical decisions. In this paper an attempt is made to discuss the
meteorological conditions that influence agriculture, rangelands and wild fire.
Introduction
A national meteorological or other agrometeorological service contributes to the
national economy, and obtain best recognition and remuneration for the investments made in
agricultural meteorology, throughout the effective use of information by the agricultural
community in the widest sense. Improvements in agricultural production may well occur first
where the inputs into agriculture are the highest. Such inputs are of a different nature: genetic
material, energy, water, adapted use of the soil and of the landscape and plant nutrients,
management and of course weather. Of those inputs only the weather is free of charge
(Baradas, 1978), and its influence has been relatively little exploited (Rijks, 1991). User
tailored weather information for planning, adaptation of the system and day to day operations
involving the dosage and timing of application of inputs, is one of the major factors that can
increase the efficiency of these measures and help to reduce the risks on the investments
made.
This presentation has two parts. The first part deals with the weather forecast for
agriculture and the second presents agrometeorological advisory for rangeland management
and wild fire control. The major objectives of the paper are to summarize the available
literature and recommend meteorologically based management practices in the
aforementioned areas.
Weather Forecasts for Agriculture
The weather forecast for agriculture is a specialized forecast issued to serve an
important segment of the county’s economy. The development of this service is necessary
since modern day agricultural operations are becoming increasingly dependant upon detailed
and accurate predictions of meteorological elements. Meteorological information is important
for making many operational decisions and agriculturalists need weather information both for
long range or strategic decisions and for short range or tactical decisions.
The strategic decision input at the present state-of-the-art is limited to climatological
information in the form of probability distributions. These allow the farmer to make such long
range decisions as choosing the crop, its variety, selection of agricultural equipments, market
etc. Once made, these decisions are irrevocable for the season.
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Tactical decisions may be divided into two types, the general routine decision, affecting
cultural practices, and the high cost decision involving the operation of expensive crop
protection systems. These decisions are revocable, although changing them may prove costly
at times.
An agricultural weather forecast should refer to all weather elements, which
immediately affect farm planning or operations. Though the elements vary from place to place
and from time to time, it should include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rainfall distribution and its probability
Temperature
Wind
Humidity
Dew
Dry spells

Special weather forecast for agriculture
Special weather forecast for agriculture provides the necessary meteorological input to
assist farmers in making decisions. The requirements for these special forecasts will vary
during the season, from season to season and from crop to crop. These forecasts are
normally issued for planting, applying agricultural chemical crop protection, forestry operations
as well as for serving other weather related agricultural elements associated with the crop and
its location.
Sowing
Seed germination is dependant upon proper soil temperature and moisture
(Robertson, 1975). The farmer must know what the existing soil temperatures are and what
the changes in the soil temperature and moisture can be. This will help him to avoid planting
under soil conditions, which hinder proper seed germination and emergence and which
consequently would require the replanting of expensive seed. Soil temperature forecasts are
normally issued once daily prior to and during the normal planting season. They should give
the present observed conditions throughout the area with a forecast of changes expected
during the succeeding few days or more.
Application of Agricultural Chemicals
The critical factors in the proper application and use of the chemicals are temperature
and rainfall during the succeeding 24 hours and the speed and direction of wind (Austine et
al., 1960). Temperature at the time of application and immediately following are extremely
important and can determine its effectiveness. Rainfall can dilute or wash off the chemicals.
Control of plant diseases
Most plant diseases develop and spread in conditions of wet vegetation with a rate of
development depending on temperature. Therefore effective and economic control of most
diseases requires a vegetative wetting forecast. This forecast will include the number of hours
which vegetation was wet from rainfall, fog or dew during the preceding 24 hours, the
temperature during this period and a prediction of the hours of wetting and of and the
temperature during the succeeding 24 hours (Austin, 1955; Post et al., 1963; Hogg et al.,
1969).
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Transportation of agricultural products
Most agricultural products must be transported fairly long distances from the places of
production to the market place. During transportation the temperature of many crops must be
held within very narrow limits to prevent deterioration and spoilage, and therefore the heating
and cooling of containers may be required. An accurate forecast of the maximum and
minimum temperatures along the normal transport line is needed to plan the type of transport
equipment and its utilization (McDonald, 1967).
Forestry Operations
Forestry is a specialized agricultural activity, which requires special forecast relating to
those weather elements which affect forestry management and operation. Day to day weather
information is important, for example, to assist in planning the establishment of seedlings in
the forest stand, and in controlling disease and insects.
Fire is one of the greatest problems of forest management. The moisture content of
forest fuels derived from measurements of physical atmospheric parameters is used to
determine when fire danger alerts should be issued. Day to day reports and forecast of
temperature, relative humidity, wind, rainfall, and thunderstorms are needed (Austin et al.,
1960; Turner et al., 1961).
Agrometeorological Advisories
General agricultural weather forecasts provide information to the farmer so that he can
make his own operational decisions. This special type of advice is given only in advisories
issued by agrometeorologists in cooperation with agricultural extension workers. These
advisories may recommend implementation of certain practices or the use of special materials
to effectively help or minimize possible weather related crop damage or loss. In the following
two sections meteorological conditions that assist in monitoring grasslands and wild fire are
discussed briefly.
Rangelands
Rangelands are part of the total land system used by mankind. They are the areas of
the world where wild and/or domestic animals graze or browse on natural vegetation.
Rangeland vegetation includes grasslands, savannas or open scattered tree forests,
shrublands and small grassy areas within forests. Range vegetation may never have been
distributed, or it may follow changes in land use, such as brush clearance or timber
harvesting. Cultivation eliminates rangeland vegetation but abandoned crop land returns to
rangeland, especially in areas of shifting cultivation.
Rangeland covers nearly half the earth’s land surface (47%). Nearly half of this total
area lies in the tropics and sub tropics. The world’s tropical rangelands support vast herds of
domestic animals such as cattle, sheep, goats, water buffalo, camels, donkeys and horses.
About one third of the world’s population live on these rangelands (Table 1). The tropical
rangeland supports nearly a billion domestic animals and almost as many people. In some
tropical lands most notably in Africa, great numbers of wild animals share the ranges with
humans and their herds and flock (Heady and Heady, 1982).
The importance of rangelands/grasslands is at least threefold. They represent the
habitat for many wildlife species, they protect the soil resource against both hydric and eolic
erosion, increase soil’s organic matter content and facilitate water infiltration. Grasslands also
provide food and water for grazing animals, which transform the dry matter into milk and meat.
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Table 1. Human population and number (in thousands) of domestic livestock in
tropical rangelands areas of the world (Heady and Heady, 1982).
Area
Africa
Australia
India
Mexico and Central America
South America
Southeast Asia and the
Pacific
Total

Human
Population
206795
12 755
547 950
86 280
149 035
327 550
1 330 365

Cattle

Horses and
donkeys
8 175
450
1 930
12 842
22 362
650

Camels

128 484
27 357
176 750
41 648
56 114
20 013

Sheep
and goat
65 521
162 937
4 300
6 579
68 694
7 480

450 366

315 513

46 429

13
0111

9 410
2
1 130
0
0
2 469

Operational Agrometeorological services for rangeland/pasture
The agrometeorological data essential for the management of rangeland/pasture
consists of three sub systems. They are:
• An agrometeorological observation;
• A sub system for the collection, processing, transmission and storage of
agrometeorological data;
• A sub system for the interpretation of agrometeorological data to the user (Danilov et
al., 1996).
i.

An agrometeorological observation sub system

The agrometeorological observation consists of land, arial and satellite observations. The
conditions required for the organization of land observations of rangelands/pasture are a
knowledge of observational requirements, regularity over the whole network of stations of
these observations and accuracy of the observations and their presentation in suitable
format. The observations should be recorded in accordance with specially prepared
instructions, which should include their duration and the form in which their results are to
be recorded. These instructions are needed to be reviewed every 10-12 years with a view
to introducing new observation methods and adapting the scope of observations to the
real time needs.
A special feature of the observation in hot, arid and cold regions is the vastness of their
territories. Individual sample land observations in such territories cannot objectively reflect
the variability of the agrometeorological conditions in space and time, the state and
dynamics of the development, growth and productivity of the grasslands, the condition of
grazing livestock or various stock breeding operations that are carried out.
ii.

The sub system for the collection, processing, transmission and storage of
agrometeorological data

The collection of primary data on the state of the environment and its individual
components, their preliminary processing (coding, control and distribution) and
transmission along communication channels is a huge task. The volume and duration of
the transmission depends on its final use. The main function of the sub system is to
ensure the processing of data at different levels and to disseminate information to a wide
circle of users.
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iii.

The sub system for the interpretation of agrometeorological data to the user

The sub system is based on scientifically developed methods, tested in practice. The
quantitative and qualitative evaluation and forecasting of the condition, growth,
development and yield of pasture vegetation as well as provision of advisories on the state
and productivity of stock breeding is all carried out by a group of experts. The efficiency of
these methods depend largely on the sound theory on which the methodology is based on
relating to the complex agrometeorological and ecological variables and the development,
growth and productivity of pasture and grazing agricultural animals.
The functioning of the whole system for pasture stock-breeding obviously depends on the
establishment of close interaction between all the three sub systems, with the cooperation
from experienced agrometeorological observers, telecommunication experts,
programmers, agrometeorologists and other experts.
The effects of meteorological factors on range vegetation
Meteorological factors have a direct relationship with the distribution of species,
photosynthesis, growth and development, response to fertilization, insect pests, quality and
animal performance. They are discussed briefly in the following paragraphs.
i.

Distribution of species

Temperature is one of the most important factors that control species distribution. Data
from Alaska, Guatemala, India, Japan, Kenya, Nepal, Northern Canada, Russian
Federation, Tanzania indicate that tropical and warm season grasses of the
Eragrostoidea, Panicoidea and certain species of the Oryzoideae and Arundinoideae are
found at less than 2300 m elevation. At higher elevations, in tropical and subtropical
regions, no warm season grasses are found (Kawanabe, 1981).
ii.

Photosynthesis

Under non limiting conditions, the amount of photosynthetically active radiation intercepted
by leaves is the main factor controlling the photosynthetic rate (PR) in C4 grasses
(Cresswell et al., 1982). High temperature, however,affects PR especially in C3 legumes.
Ludlow (1980) found that in two legumes (Calopogonium mucunoides and Vigna luteola)
light use efficency declined linearly with temperature between 15 and 45°C, but in two C4
grasses (Pennisetum purpureum and Melinis inutiflora) light use efficency was
independent of temperature between 15 to 40°C, declining rapidly between 40-50°C.
iii.

Growth

Growth defined as irreversible dry matter accumulation and evaluated often by relative
growth rate (RGR) is closely related to light intensity and temperature. In an evaluation of
8 tropical, 6 temperate grasses and one arctic grass, most temperate species had higher
RGR than tropical species at low temperatures, but the opposite was true for high
temperatures (Kawanabe and Neal-Smith,1980).
iv.

Response to fertilization

Grass response to fertilization is rainfall dependant, specially N fertilization (Widenfeld, et
al, 1984). Response to P fertilization is conditioned mostly by initial soil P levels. It is
known that legumes, which often are found in grasslands, respond mostly to phosphorous,
as they are able to fix nitrogen from the air. The response to phosphorous is also rainfall
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dependant. Guillard (1983) found that Townsville stylo increased dry matter production in
response to phosphorous only in years with above average rainfall.
v.

Insect Pests

Insect pests are important in tropical and subtropical areas because temperature is not a
limiting factor as in temperate regions (CIAT, 1976). The conditioning factor is therefore
moisture, which determines the amount of food available.
Wild fire
Weather factors favouring wild fire
Fires occurring under natural conditions are subject to the same natural laws of
combustion as any other types of fire, even though the conditions under which they burn are
seldom simple or uniform. Weather sets the stage for forest fires primarily through the control
of the moisture content of the forest fuels. The control is exerted mainly by rainfall and dew,
which increase the fuel moisture content, and by low atmospheric vapour pressure combined
with wind, which reduce the moisture content of fuels. The effect of these meteorological
elements is dependent on the amount, types, physical disposition and exposure of fuels in
forests and bush country. Such fuels consist primarily of dead organic matter (chiefly cellulose
and lignin) in associated sizes, arrangements and exposures.

i)

Extended period influences

The fire season or fire danger period begins when the fuel moisture content decreases
below the stage at which the fuel becomes potentially combustible. The onset of the danger
season is the result of long-range pre-season influences, which may extend backwards for
many months. For example, in the case of vegetation, which has an annual cycle of growth,
the abundance of growth and rate of curing of such vegetation to the stage at which it
becomes a significant fire hazard, is governed by rainfall, temperature and evaporation. The
occurrence of killing frost is significant in deciduous forests for determining the onset of the
autumn (fall) danger period.
In attempting to forecast both the onset and the potential severity of a fire danger
period, the meteorologist should take account of the seasonal anomalies of the meteorological
parameters of rainfall and temperature and, if correlations are available, of their effects on the
rate of growth and curing of vegetation.

ii)

Pre-ignition influences

Once vegetation and forest litter have reached the stage where they become potential
fuels, the controlling factors in fire behaviour is the moisture content of the fuels as it is
influenced by atmospheric moisture. The woody materials that make up the greater part of
forest have the ability to take up and retain water in two ways:
(a)

Such materials may contain an amount of moisture up to approximately
one-third of the dry weight of the material as “bound water” which has been
adsorbed on the interior surface of the material;

(b)

Any moisture in excess of this amount, called the “fibre saturation point”, is
held as free water. Free water is only acquired by woody materials in the
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presence of liquid moisture, usually in the form of rain or ground water, but
occasionally as condensation from cloud or fog, or, under favourable
exposures, as dew.
The loss of free water by forest fuels is closely related to evaporation, although
capillary processes may limit the rate of loss where the moisture is deep-seated. Thus, in the
initial stages of drying, the process is purely a surface effect and depends on the wind speed,
fuel temperature and atmospheric vapour pressure. Once the fuels have dried to the “ fibre
saturation point” where no further free water is available, the process becomes a reversible
one as absorption or desorption of bound water takes place in response to change in the
relative humidity and temperature of the environment
Any attempts to relate change in moisture content of fully exposed fuels to values of
ambient temperatures and relative humidity must take into account the effects of solar and
terrestrial radiation. The meteorologist’s interest in the distribution of moisture content of forest
fuels is not primarily because of any utility as a forecasting tool but rather to assist him in
interpreting past weather in terms of forest inflammability. Forest fire protection agencies
however, regard this as a matter of prime importance, and have developed a number of
methods for taking routine observations of the moisture content of significant fuels or for
estimating the moisture content from meteorological parameters.
These methods, are in general of three kinds (Turner et al., 1961):
(1)
(2)
(3)

The routine weighing standardized indicators in the form of rods or slats of a
known dry weight immediately after exposure under natural conditions;
The insertion of hygrometer, suitably calibrated in terms of moisture content,
into accumulations of forest litter;
The derivation of an index of moisture content of one or more significant fuel
types from a combination of purely meteorological parameters, past and
present. Such indices have been developed in a number of countries Turner
et. Al. (1961).

Burning as a management practice
Large areas of rangelands are repeatedly burned every year either by design, mistake
or natural causes. Because of its seeming omnipresence during the dry season, fire has
greater and more direct influence on bush encroachment and herbage productivity of many
grazing lands than any other methods used for bush control.
Many reasons are given for burning. Among these can be listed several which fall outside the
range management practices (Crowder and Chheda, 1982).
•
•
•

•
•
•

Carelessness of honey hunters who burn so as to see bee trees and hives hung in
trees and who smoke the trees and hives before collecting honey;
Land preparation under shifting agriculture when fire gets out of control;
Control the encroachment of undesirable plants, mainly bush types and obtain more
desirable species composition. This is the foremost reason put forth for burning, and
experimental evidence shows that burning retards the establishment and growth of
trees;
Stimulate growth out of season and improve herbage quality;
Constraint tsetse fly, other biting flies and ticks which transmit disease; and
The assumption that the ash remaining after burning helps in fertilizing the soil.
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Development of fire weather forecasting
Properly standardized weather observations taken daily and at locations where
readings are not seriously affected by unrepresentative features such as rock out crops, small
bodies of water and so on are affecting predictors of daily fire potential (Akim, 1982).
According to Turner and Lawson (1978) the weather elements needed for fire weather index
calculations are those that influence: (i) the ease with which fires can be started; (ii) the rate
of spread and difficulty of control of fires which are burning; and (iii) the effects of fire on
environment.
(i)

Rainfall:

In the tropics, where there is a well-defined fire season that is a period of low or no
rainfall, the date of the last rainfall would have a relationship on aspects of the moisture
content of the available combustible fuel. The number of rainy days in the tropics is usually
short, while the number of rainless days, especially in the dry season is considerably longer. It
is therefore feasible to record the possibility of wild fire starting when caused by ignition
source.
(ii)

Temperature:

Although there may be little or no rain for a fairly long period, other climatic factors like
high humidity and low temperatures may delay or prevent fine fuel ignition. The climates of the
tropics however, indicates that during the dry or fire season, the highest temperatures and
lowest relative humidity values are recorded. After the effects of rain have been overcome,
temperature and relative humidity and wind speed have direct effects on the moisture content
of the fine fuel plant materials (Van Wagner, 1974). The drying factor is required for the
prediction of a fire index. Temperature affects the evapotranspiration process, it therefore
speeds up the rate at which dry combustible plant matter is made available for ignition.
(iii)

Relative Humidity:

Relative humidity has been used for long periods in temperate countries to give a quick
assessment of the degree of fire danger. Air relative humidity calculated at noon has influence
on the state of the dryness of available combustible plant matter. In addition to temperature
and wind speed, relative humidity has influences on the fire weather.
(iv)

Wind Speed:

Fire weather index is also influenced by wind speed by affecting the rate of drying of
the combustible fuel and the rate of spread of the fire, which is also influenced by the moisture
content of the fire susceptible fuels.
Fire Danger forecasts
If the weather forecast for tomorrow gives the actual values of the expected wind,
temperature and relative humidity, these figures may be used to work out expected level of fire
hazard.
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Operational Agrometeorological services in Ethiopia
Data and information available in NMSA
The meteorological data collected and disseminated by NMSA could be divided into
two. These are observational raw data and processed or analyzed data. These data are found
either in numerical, text, table, graph, or maps forms.
-

Observational raw data : these are data collected from the national conventional &
upper-air stations and from the international network through satellite. The observational
data set includes: wind speed & direction, visibility, dry & wet bulb temperatures, dew
point temperature, maximum & minimum temperatures, atmospheric pressure, air
humidity, evaporation, cloud type & amount, rainfall amount & intensity, significant
weather such as gusty wind, radiation and soil temperature at different depths.

-

Processed or analyzed data: These are prepared in the form of advisory bulletins and
includes:
•

Weather Outlook:
The weather outlook is given at different time scales based on the needs of
different sectors. The outlook is given on 24, 48 & 72 hours, ten day, month and
seasonal (four months) basis. For the monitoring of agriculture, rangeland and
wild fire the forecast for three days and above are very important.

•

Agrometeorological bulletins:
Agrometeorolgical bulletins are disseminated every ten days or month and
season. The bulletins incorporate the rainfall assessment in terms of amount and
anomaly, crop information (from NDVI and phenological report); Weather outlook
and the impact of weather on agriculture.

Weather information are transmitted from meteorological stations by means of single side
band (SSB) radio and telephone at least from 55 stations every ten days and crop phenological
information from 30 stations. Besides, the NDVI picture and the map depicts rainfall estimations
are collected from Satellite data reception and processing Unit in NMSA. Weather information
contains maximum and minimum temperature, rainfall, relative humidity, wind speed(m/sec) and
duration of sunshine hours while the crop information comprise three major food or cash crops of
the area, including their phenological phases, occurrence of pests and diseases and their extent
of damage, moisture condition of the field and general condition of the field. Moreover, weather
outlook for the coming time interval is also received from the weather forecast team. Based on
the above information the bulletin is prepared on a ten day, monthly and seasonal basis. The
team is also issuing ten day flash reports during the Belg and Kiremt seasons. The
agrometeorological bulletins includes the following:
Summary: gives the highlight on the rainfall condition of the preceding time. Moreover, it
highlights the current rainfall situation and its impact on agriculture.
Weather assessment
•

Rainfall: The rainfall assessment is done in to two parts. The first part deals with
the rainfall amount discussion. Here, the amount of rainfall received during the
specified time interval is presented. Moreover, the highest rainfall amounts
received during a day or the specified time interval is discussed. Secondly, the
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rainfall anomalies are presented. In this case the rainfall distribution in relation
with the long-term average value is discussed. These are accompanied by maps.
•

Temperature: the extreme temperatures that are hazardous to plant growth or
agricultural activities are presented.

•

Weather outlook: The expected weather condition during the coming time
interval is presented.

•

Agrometeorological conditions and impacts on agriculture: In this section the
impact is given into parts the first one deals with the impact assessment of the
previous weather on crops. Here crop phenological data and satellite derived
pictures along with the weather data are used. The second part deals with the
impact of the coming weather on crops. The input data used here are the weather
outlook for the coming period, the crop growth stage and the future water
requirement of the crops.

The bulletins are produced on time and distributed to all agricultural and other related
organizations in the country with minimum delay.
The flash report is a very short summary of the rainfall condition and highlight the impact.
It also includes the weather outlook for the coming dekad. It is produced with the available
meteorological data. It is disseminated during the first two days of the next dekad to the decision
makers and other higher officials in the capital and sent by fax to regional authorities. This bulletin
is circulated only during the Belg and Kiremt rainy seasons.
Rainfall and Vegetation assessment The bulletin includes rainfall assessment purely based on the satellite data - rainfall
distribution, comparison with the previous dekad (ten day) period and comparison with the 199195 satellite average. The vegetation monitoring parts assess the density of vegetation using
NDVI. The bulletin is produced every ten days.
Conclusions
In the data collection scheme the use of remotely sensed data is very essential.
Therefore ground observations should be supplemented by remote sensing.
The weather has a direct impact on the lives and livelihoods of the people throughout the
world. Improving the flow of weather information to the public and the policy makers can improve
day-to-day decision-making and influence critical decisions in many sectors of the national
economies. This is particularly true in Africa, where many societies live with the ever-present risk
of drought and famine and where weather forecasts can impact on the decision-making process
of farmers and in every part of the society. In view of the influence of weather and climate in
every facets of economic activity, timely dissemination of weather and climate forecasts are
important to reduce national vulnerability to weather- and climate-related natural disasters.
The agrometeorological advisories produced should be regular (weekly, ten day or
monthly) and should reach the end user on time so as to help him take appropriate
management action. The advisories could be in the form of newsletters or bulletins. Thus
information dissemination and interaction among the farmers, extension workers and other
users is of great importance. Figure 1 indicates the schematic representation of the ways of
data collection, analysis and interpretation and dissemination of the final results.
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of practical approaches to meet user
requirements for climatic forecast and agrometeorological advisories

Wildland fires are experienced in most tropical countries, which enjoy clearly marked wet and
dry seasons during the year. Although wildland fires are very extensive in these areas
covering about 50% of the tropical land, the huge economic losses due to the problem have
not been fully assessed in most countries. Thus the significance of the problem has not been
properly brought up for adequate government action in these countries. Wildland fires initiated
mainly by man in the tropics are largely uncontrolled, due to lack of adequate fire fighting
equipment and in many cases there is no real desire to control the fire. The damage from such
fires to forest plantations, farmlands and houses is extremely high.
Prediction of wild fires is almost non-existent; while synoptic meteorological stations
are inadequate, the data collected are not processed and utilized for making fire danger
forecasts even where this is feasible. This is due mainly to the lack of knowledge of the
application of meteorology to solving the problem.
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Utilisation de l’information climatique par l’agriculture,
la foresterie et l’élevage en Guinée
Yaya Bangoura15
Résumé
Les fluctuations saisonnières du temps et du climat ont des impacts significatifs sur la
vie de la population à travers l'agriculture, la sécurité alimentaire, la gestion des ressources en
eau, la santé, les calamités naturelles et la dégradation de l'environnement.
Ces fluctuations peuvent être, de par leur persistance, un frein important aux progrès
socio-économiques qu’ambitionnent les pays à travers le monde. Dès lors le climat se situe à
la rencontre de deux préoccupations majeures, à savoir la lutte contre la pauvreté et le
respect d’un développement durable.
La République de Guinée qui jouit d'une grande variété de types de climats possède
quatre grandes zones agroécologiques (la Basse Guinée, la Moyenne Guinée, la Haute
Guinée et la Guinée Forestière). Les sites présentant des spécificités microclimatiques au
sein des quatre zones sont nombreux. Pour bénéficier des particularités rencontrées et utiliser
à bon escient ces potentialités naturelles, il est opportun de connaître les limites des
variations accusées par les paramètres climatiques, qui seraient considérés alors comme des
facteurs de production agricole.
Pour ce faire, un recensement des besoins en informations agrométéorologiques et
des enquêtes ont été effectués sur le terrain auprès des utilisateurs, tant du secteur public
que du secteur privé. Puis le service s’est fixé des objectifs de développement et a élaboré un
plan d’action en agrométéorologie ce plan s’articule essentiellement sur :
-

l’appui aux petits agriculteurs pour augmenter et stabiliser leurs productions et leurs
revenus;

-

l’assistance aux Centres de recherche agronomiques et les projets de développement
agricole pour résoudre leurs problèmes en matière d'agrométéorologie;

-

la vulgarisation des méthodes agrométéorologiques opérationnelles;

-

la création des Bureaux régionaux d’agrométéorologiques (BRA) pour mieux répondre
aux demandes.

Introduction
Environ quatre personnes sur cinq dépendent du secteur agricole en République de
Guinée qui, caractérisé par une grande diversité, est étroitement lié au régime des pluies
saisonnières (mai-octobre) et d’autres éléments du climat.
Comme d’autres pays de la sous-région, la Guinée n’est pas à l’abri des fluctuations
climatiques. Le déficit pluviométrique enregistré au nord du pays depuis les années 70 et qui
persiste encore le prouve à suffisance. Pour aider les décideurs d’une part, et le secteur agricole
d’autre part, à prendre des décisions stratégiques, les prévisions établies sur de plus longues
périodes restent sans nulle doute indispensables.
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Pour atteindre cet objectif, la stratégie adoptée par la Météorologie nationale a été le
renforcement des capacités nationales ainsi que la diversification de ses secteurs d'activités en
vue de devenir un véritable support scientifique au service du développement national.
Variation du climat en Guinée
Pour décrire cette variation, les données sur la pluie et de la température (1931/2000)
ont été utilisées.
Les stations de Conakry, Labé, Kankan, et N’Zérékoré représentatives des zones
climatiques des quatre régions naturelles du pays ont été sélectionnées pour décrire la
variabilité des deux principaux éléments du climat du pays, les précipitations et les
températures.
a)

Variation de la pluviométrie

Les courbes de tendance analysées pour l’ensemble des stations permettent de
distinguer trois périodes de durée approximativement égale à 20 ans :
-

Une période d’oscillation autour de la normale entre 1931 et 1950.
Une période humide entre 1931 et 1970 pour Conakry et 1951 et 1970 pour le
reste du pays, avec une forte pluviosité dans tout le pays (voir graphique en
annexe).

La plupart des stations ont observé leur maximum absolu de pluviométrie pendant
cette période. L’année 1954, avec le record absolu du pays de 5741 mm à Conakry et les
années 1957 et 1958 pour les autres stations sont remarquables.
-

-

Une période sèche de net déficit pluviométrique entre 1971 et 1990. Toutes les
stations ont observé leur minimum pendant la période. Le déficit des années
1984 (2403 mm) à Conakry, 1988 et 1989 ailleurs, a été surtout remarquable
dans le pays.
A partir de 1991, la courbe indique une tendance à la remonté vers la normale.

En comparant les cartes de répartition des précipitations normales des deux périodes
(1931-1960 et 1961-1990), on note un déplacement et une extension de près de 100 km à
150 km des isohyètes vers le sud.
b)

Variation de la température

Pour cette période, les anomalies de températures (1931-1980) ont été calculées pour
les mêmes stations : Conakry, Labé, Kankan et N’Zérékoré. L’analyse des courbes de
variation de cet élément dans ces stations fait ressortir également trois périodes à savoir :
-

Une période chaude qui a commencé vers 1931 et qui s’est poursuivie jusqu’en
1950.
Une période d’oscillation autour de la normale avec une tendance au
refroidissement entre 1951 et 1981.
Une période de réchauffement qui a débuté à partir de 1981.

Incidence des variations du climat sur l’agriculture en Guinée
Les résultats de nombreuses études révèlent que les changements climatiques
auraient des effets importants sur l’agriculture et l’élevage. Il en est de même de la distribution
des insectes, des ravageurs et de leurs prédateurs.
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Avec les changements climatiques prévus, on s’attend à ce que la sensibilité des
forêts aux incendies s’accroisse, d’où des dommages dus aux feux plus importants.
L’incidence des incendies d’importance pourrait être élevée dans les forêts plus
chaudes et plus sèches, particulièrement dans les peuplements connaissant un déclin en
raison des changements climatiques. Les forêts du Fouta et la périphérie nord de la région
forestière sont particulièrement exposées.
Les conséquences de ces feux de brousse sur la faune et sur la flore en Guinée ne
sont pas encore évaluées quantitativement.
Besoin des services du développement rural
Les enquêtes effectuées auprès des principaux utilisateurs des informations
agrométéorologiques se présentent comme suit :
a)

Direction nationale de l’agriculture (DNA)
Les besoins exprimés par la Direction nationale de l’agriculture portent en priorité sur
les points suivants :
•

•
•
b)

Direction nationale de l’élevage (DNE)
•
•
•
•

c)

Prévision des conditions précoces et propices au déclenchement des feux.
Renforcement du réseau pluviométrique et la diffusion régulière d’informations
agrométéorologiques.

Direction nationale de la pêche et de l’aquaculture
•
•

e)

Suivi de l’état des pâturages et de la dégradation de l’environnement.
Elaboration de modèles sur les maladies du bétail en fonction des éléments
climatiques.
Suivi de la saison des pluies : début, durée/intensité/fréquence, quantité par
station.
Suivi de la quantité et de la qualité de la biomasse escomptée surtout pour la
zone extrême nord de la Guinée, avec sept à huit mois sans pluie dans l’année.

Direction nationale de la faune et des forêts (DNFF)
•
•

d)

élaboration de calendriers agricoles à échelle préfectorale. Les calendriers
agricoles établis à leur niveau ne reflètent plus la «réalité terrain» (certains
paysans sèment deux fois pour la même campagne agricole, certains repères
pratiques ayant été perdus) ;
prévision saisonnière améliorée ;
études exhaustives intéressant la pluviosité et le bilan hydrique.

Fourniture de prévisions en météorologie marine pour la sécurité des pêcheurs
et des gens de la mer.
Etat de la mer et prévision des vents forts

Société guinéenne de palmiers à huile et d’hévéas (SOGUIPAH)

Il s’agit d’un projet d’envergure (avec 4200 employés dont 2700 cadres et ouvriers et
2500 planteurs villageois) s’occupant de palmiers à huile (3060 ha), d’hévéas (10 000 ha) et
de riz (1000 ha). Les régimes de palmiers sont récoltés toute l’année, toutefois la production
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baisse quand la température s’abaisse. S’il y a stress hydrique, le palmier donnera
essentiellement des fleurs mâles (pollen).
En ce qui concerne l’hévéa (arbre à caoutchouc), on met des godets et on saigne tous
les trois à quatre jours, à un 1,2 m du sol où on a environ 50 cm de circonférence. Le latex
coule de trois à quatre heures. Si pendant la saignée il pleut, l’eau remplit les godets et le
latex ne sera pas coagulé; la production est perdue d’où l’extrême importance d’une prévision
locale des pluies à faible échéance.
•
•
f)

Etude sur le régime des vents et les brise-vent pour protéger les hévéas des
dégâts mécaniques.
Etudes basées sur les NDVI et autres éléments du climat pour déterminer
l’impact du projet sur l’environnement de la zone.

Projet coton de kankan (PCK)

Il s’agit là aussi d’un projet d’envergure qui touche aux zones subsahéliennes
(Haute Guinée).
Les valeurs élevées de l’humidité relative de l’air enregistrées sur quelques sites du
projet jouent un rôle prépondérant (en effet, les capsules pourrissent là où l’humidité relative
dépasse certains seuils critiques et on se trouve confronté aux maladies cryptogamiques, et le
coton colle quand il est humide). Ceci rend le travail de récolte difficile. Aussi, un des facteurs
limitants et déterminants reste l’insolation, mais le vent (période d’harmattan) et la
température jouent un rôle certain comme dans le séchage par exemple.
•
Importance et distribution du gisement solaire et incidence sur les régimes
hydriques.
•
Elaboration d’un modèle de prévision de rendement.
•
Détermination du début de la saison des pluies (pour fixer les dates de semis)
et pour voir leur répartition vis-à-vis des phases phénologiques sensibles.
•
Renforcement du réseau de poste pluviométrique existant et création de
stations agrométéologiques dans la zone de production.
Un bulletin agrométéorologique décadaire, particulièrement pour les régions du projet,
sera diffusé au sein du projet.
Quelques approches d’amélioration des services aux usagers.
a)

Détection des périodes de sécheresse en Guinée

La détection précoce de la sécheresse répond à un souci exprimé par le monde rural
qui a porté sur les périodes pluvieuses et sèches et vise à répondre à certaines applications
spécifiques dans l’agriculture, l’élevage et la foresterie. Parmi ces applications, on peut noter
l’élaboration des calendriers agricoles préfectoraux, l’initiation des cultures fourragères
nécessaires à l’alimentation du bétail et le choix des périodes favorables pour le
déclenchement des feux de brousse précoces.
Afin de déterminer les risques de périodes sèches en Guinée à différentes périodes,
nous avons sélectionné quatre périodes de l’année commençant le 1er avril et le 1er juin pour
le début de la saison des pluies et le 21 octobre et le 11 novembre pour le début de la saison
sèche.
Ainsi, les probabilités d’avoir pour le 1er avril une sécheresse de plus de sept jours sont
de 100% dans tout le pays à l’exception de la zone forestière où elles sont inférieures à 60%.
Au début juin dans tout le pays, les probabilités d’avoir plus de sept jours sont inférieures à
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35%. Le 21 octobre, début de la saison sèche, toutes les régions au nord de la latitude 10°
observent des probabilités supérieures à 70%. A partir du 11 novembre, les probabilités
d’avoir plus de sept jours secs dépassent 80% dans tout le pays.
Les probabilités que les périodes de sécheresse dépassent 10 jours et 15 jours sont
importantes et supérieures à 70% dans tout le pays à l’exception de la zone forestière le
1er avril. Le 1er juin, elles sont faibles, voir même nulles. Le 21 octobre, les probabilités
décroissent régulièrement du nord au sud, plus de 90% à l’extrême nord et moins de 10%
dans les zones côtières et sud forestières du pays. A partir du 11 novembre, même dans la
zone forestière, on enregistre des probabilités de plus de 50% d’observer des périodes de
sécheresse de plus de 15 jours. Ces fortes probabilités indiquent l’installation de la saison
sèche dans le pays.
b)

La prévision saisonnière

La Météorologie nationale, pour améliorer la qualité des services qu’elle fournit aux
usagers, s’est fixé comme objectif premier, le renforcement de ses capacités dans le domaine
de la prévision saisonnière et possède à ce jour des modèles de prévisions qu’elle
expérimente.
Deux zones homogènes (Zone 1 et Zone 2) ont été identifiées à partir des indices des
SST de NIÑO3 et de EOF3 qui semblent donner les plus forts signaux par rapport aux
précipitations de la Guinée.
Fourniture et diffusion de l’information et des conseils agrométéorologiques
La connaissance et la prise en compte de l’influence des paramètres atmosphériques
sur les plantes et les animaux sont une impérieuse nécessité pour l’amélioration de la
production et la gestion durable des ressources naturelles.
Données agroclimatologiques
Une donnée est en général l’expression quantitative des phénomènes physiques
mesurables. Elle se présente sous une forme conventionnelle composée d’une valeur
numérique et d’une rubrique d’identification du phénomène, Ex. : Température T = 25°C.
Les données agrométéorologiques sont l’expression des paramètres de
l’environnement physique des plants et des animaux. Elles servent à décrire l’environnement
physique et les réponses biologiques des animaux et des plantes, à comprendre et interpréter
l’action bénéfique des phénomènes météorologiques en vue de l’amélioration de la production
agropastorale.
Informations agrométéorologiques
Une information est une donnée traitée qui présente de l’intérêt pour un utilisateur. Elle
permet à celui-ci, souvent désigné sous le vocable de client ou usager, de prendre des
décisions.
L’efficacité d’une information dépend de plusieurs facteurs qui sont entre autres les
moyens de collecte et de traitement, le délai et les moyens de diffusion.
Le bulletin de prévision générale est diffusé par la radio diffusion nationale, alors que
celui de la prévision régionale est publié et largement commenté par les radios rurales
souvent en langues locales.
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Plan d’action d’agrométéorologie tenant compte des besoins et des contraintes
Par la grande variété des activités agricoles et la grande dispersion dans l’espace des
utilisateurs, une complexité importante s’introduit dès que l’on cherche à établir des normes et
techniques concernant les observations agrométéorologiques pour satisfaire la plus grande
majorité des utilisateurs.
Bureaux régionaux d’agrométéorologie (B.R.A)
Dans le souci de répondre efficacement aux préoccupations des usagers, il est
opportun de décentraliser les activités d’agrométéorologie au niveau des B.R.A. Ces B.R.A
(au nombre de quatre), identifiés parmi les stations principales du réseau, serviront de
RESEAU DE BASE, pour les régions naturelles. Ils ont été identifiés en raison des besoins
agrométéorologiques spécifiques inventoriés dans chacune des régions naturelles.
Les critères ci-après ont permis l’identification des BRA :
-

être situés au sein d’un Centre de recherche agronomique et/ou de formation
agronomique (faculté agronomique) afin d’y travailler de concert;
être professionnels et bien équipés en matériel et personnel technique;
représenter chacun au mieux la région naturelle de son implantation;
répondre aux besoins de la production agricole typique (secteur étatique et/ou
privé) de la région;
être exploités de façon pérenne par un personnel scientifique compétent tout au
long de l’année;
disposer d’un réseau d’alimentation électrique (réseau 220W ou groupe
électrogène, et d’une adduction d’eau courante.

Enfin, la possibilité de disposer sur place d’un moyen approprié de transmission fiable
de toutes les données relevées (radio, téléphone, e-mail, Internet ou autres).
Après enquêtes et visites sur les lieux, les stations principales suivantes ont été
retenues pour jouer chacune le rôle de Bureau régional d’agrométéorologie :
•
•
•
•

Station principale de FOULAYA (Kindia) Basse Guinée (arboriculture fruitière)
Station principale de BAREING (Pita) Moyenne Guinée (systèmes
agropastoraux)
Station principale de BORDO (Kankan) Haute Guinée (systèmes de cultures de
savane et de plaines : coton, maïs, riz de plaine ...)
Station principale de SEREDOU (Macenta) Guinée forestière (agroforesterie et
palmiers à l’huile).

En plus des quatre stations agrométéorologiques principales, sur lesquelles un accent
particulier sera mis, on commencera en même temps à équiper ou à compléter d’autres
stations principales et secondaires au nombre de 12, ce chiffre devant être porté à 33 dans le
futur.
Ces stations choisies plus ou moins en fonction des critères énoncés plus hauts
devront être à proximité des agglomérations et disposer de domaines agricoles suffisants aux
alentours immédiats (à moins de 5 km du pluviomètre) pour le suivi phonologique des
cultures.
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Groupe de travail pluridisciplinaire (GTP)
Dans cet ordre d’idées, il est envisagé de mettre en place dans le futur un Groupe de
travail pluridisciplinaire (GTP). Cet organe d’activités professionnelles, qui relève de la
Division de météorologie appliquée, sera chargé de coordonner les efforts déployés pour la
publication d’un bulletin unique de suivi agropastorale pour chaque campagne. Il fera
intervenir à cet égard plusieurs partenaires du pays, mais d’horizons techniques divers.
Opérations techniques à mener en agrométéorologie à court terme
a)

Opérations préliminaires
-

-

b)

Utilisation de l’outil satellitaire
-

c)

Indices de végétation normalisés issus du satellite à défilement NOAA (NDVI);
pluies interpolées par satellite géostationnaire METEOSAT : CCD (nuages à
sommets froids) ; toutes ces informations sont déjà disponibles grâce à RANET.

Analyse du caractère de l’hivernage
-

d)

Critique objective des données saisies pour les besoins du suivi décadaire;
mise en route des programmes agrométéorologiques utiles au suivi décadaire.
publication et élaboration de bulletins agrométéorologiques et hydrométéorologiques;
perspective pour la décade suivante (base probabiliste) permettant d’anticiper et
d’émettre quelques avis pour les paysans sur les techniques à adopter selon les
résultants obtenus;
mise à jour de la BANQUE DE DONNEES en différé (passif non encore saisi et
en temps réel pour les données venant d’être reçues).

Début de la saison des pluies et longueur effective probable de période humide
en terme de chance, dès le début de la campagne;
fin de la saison des pluies à travers le territoire national;
à la fin de la campagne, comparaison avec la réalité, c’est-à-dire avec la
longueur réelle observée de la saison des pluies;
utilisation des probabilités décadaires dans certaines prises de décisions liées
aux avis à donner aux paysans;
utilisation des probabilités de séquences sèches pour les conseils à donner aux
paysans pour les activités se faisant en absence d’humidité élevée.

Avis à émettre à l’attention des paysans
-

Avis sur les dates propices aux semis, les irrigations, les fumures et les
traitements phytosanitaires;
avis sur les productions de la biomasse escomptées et dates possibles de
transhumance;
avis sur les dates de mise en feux précoces (préparation des sols).

Priorites portant sur les études à mener
a)

Sur les études agroclimatiques
-

Révision des calendriers agricoles pour chaque préfecture;
détermination des potentialités intéressant les cultures d’exportation;
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-

b)

mise en évidence des périodes humide et sèche;
publication d’un Atlas agroclimatique intéressant les principaux paramètres
agroclimatiques.

Sur les études particulières et les campagnes de mesures
-

-

Elaboration et test de modèles agrométéorologiques de prévision de phases
phénologiques (coton, maïs) et de rendement (riz pluvial, palmiers à huile,
maïs, coton) en collaboration avec les centres de recherche;
élaboration d’une chaîne de surveillance et d’avertissement contre les maladies
et les insectes;
campagnes de mesures pour une meilleure compréhension sur les risques
d’apparition ou non de maladies des cultures.

Conclusion
A l’issue de l’analyse de tous les documents réunis et des différents entretiens avec
les responsables des services agricoles de l’Etat et du secteur privé, les mesures suivantes
sont envisagées pour répondre efficacement aux attentes des usagers.
1)
Redéfinir le réseau afin que la couverture du territoire national, soit la plus homogène
possible, en collaboration avec les Centres de recherche et divers projets de développement
agricole.
2)
Créer les Bureaux régionaux d’agrométéorologie (B.R.A) pour répondre à des études
particulières dans la région naturelle. Ces B.R.A plus au moins autonomes sur le plan
technique seront associés à d’importants Centres de recherche du pays et doivent par
conséquent utiliser divers moyens logistiques communs et viser des objectifs en fonction des
principales lignes directrices du Centre de recherche d’implantation. Les travaux menés au
niveau de ces B.R.A doivent déboucher le plus possible sur des résultats directement
exploitables tant par les paysans que par les chercheurs des Centres.
3)
Renforcer et moderniser l’équipement des stations situées dans les régions et sousrégions naturelles, à l’aide d’appareils et de matériel adéquats, afin de satisfaire pleinement
les besoins exprimés. Le cas échéant, réparer ceux qui existent et qui peuvent
raisonnablement l’être.
Pour le réseau des télécommunications, en plus des radios BLU, l’e-mail et même
Inernet sont à prévoir, du moins pour le Service central et à la rigueur les Bureaux régionaux
d’agrométéorologie.
4)
Récupérer toutes les données agroclimatiques de référence disponibles sur support
informatique quelle qu’en soit l’origine, afin que la future Banque de données soit la plus
complète possible.
5)
Constituer dans les BRA une équipe scientifique multidisciplinaire afin d’être à même
de répondre à un maximum de demandes d’information : suivi des cultures, traitement, études
les plus diverses et intéressant les spécificités de toute la région naturelle considérée.
6)
Mise en place d’un Groupe de travail pluridisciplinaire au niveau du Service central
(DIMAP qui s’occupera du « SUIVI DES CULTURES » et de l’aspect «SECURITE
ALIMENTAIRE»). Il devra axer ses efforts sur le suivi de l’état de la végétation à tout instant
de la campagne agricole. Les cultures suivies seront de préférence les cultures vivrières. Le
Groupe doit être à même de chiffrer la production un certain temps avant les récoltes, en
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utilisant des modèles «agrométéorologiques» à élaborer pour le pays. II devra en outre
rédiger un bulletin agrométéorologique décadaire complet sur le déroulement de la campagne
agricole.
7)
Combler les insuffisances sur le plan de la formation de l’équipe constituant la section
de météorologie agricole, afin qu’elle soit à même de satisfaire les besoins des usagers sur la
base d’une liste des différentes notions techniques et pratiques d’agrométéorologie devant
être maîtrisées par le personnel.
8)
Enfin il faudra tester le modèle de prévision saisonnière disponible en choisissant
d’autres predictants et en prenant en considération plusieurs autres stations.
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Effective Methods of Communicating Climate Forecasts and
Agrometeorological Advisories to Farmers and Other End-Users.
P. Luganda 16
Abstract
Agriculture is the driving engine of the African economy and is the biggest single
employer. It provides food and income to the vast majority of our people. These people who
live in the rural areas, are mainly farmers. They are the continent’s economic engines of
growth.
Basically farming on the continent is subsistence peasant agriculture using
rudimentary tools of production as well as technologies that produce insufficient amounts of
harvest per unit area. The result of this is that although there are hundreds of thousands of
people engaged in agriculture their efforts are insufficient to provide enough food on the
continent’s dinner tables.
But it is not only the poor technologies that hamper production, most of the farming
taking place in most countries in Africa depends on the mercy of God almighty. Most of the
agricultural system is rain fed. Even countries that are straddled across the equator cannot
guarantee sufficient rain all year round or that it will come at the critical time when it is most
needed.
Introduction
Africa is faced with a growing population despite the lack of an increase in the capacity
of the farming community to spur production. Europe on the other hand, although it has
increased agricultural output in the last several decades, it has not increased in population.
At the beginning of the century, Europe's population was much greater than that of
Africa, Europe's advanced technology allowing a greater population. But after World War II
Africa's population began to catch up with Europe, to draw even with Europe in 1985, with an
annual growth of 3.2 percent per year and the production of food per person falling 20 percent
below what it had been in 1960 (Ref 2).
Between 1965 and 1980 the total domestic product per person grew by an average of
1.5 percent per year (Ref 3). But with some societies in Africa unable to buy or grow enough
food to make up for its growing population, in some places starvation appeared. The terrible
famine of 1984 that hit Ethiopia is still fresh in our minds. Persistent food shortages that have
hit the Sahel belt, East and Southern Africa over the years can be reduced with better use of
production tools such as advance knowledge of the likely climate performance of the coming
season.
We cannot develop effective methods of communicating forecasts to farmers without
having sufficient knowledge about the farmers and users in the agricultural industry. We shall
deal with that later on in this presentation.
Before proceeding further we need to examine the shortcomings that are prevalent in
our agricultural system. Science has continued to play a major role in feeding the number of
16
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the additional billions of people that have been added to the global population in the past 50
years.
In the thirty years between 1960-90, the Green Revolution in wheat and rice witnessed
a doubling of global cereal production. Per capita food availability increased by 37%, per
capita calories available per day increased by 35% and real food prices declined by 50%. But
the growth has considerable regional differences.
In Sub Saharan Africa, in the same period, per capita food availability and
consequently per capita calorie availability decreased due to sometimes negative growth rates
in agricultural production and continuing high population growth rates. By the end of the 1960s
the number of undernourished stood at 920 million and fell only by 80 million to hover at the
840 million mark by the end of the 1990s. Of the estimated 840 million people estimated to be
food insecure worldwide, 779 million are in developing countries with a good number of these
in Africa. (Ref 4)
Desertification, which is a growing menace in recent years, is most pronounced in
Africa. The United Nations Convention to Combat Desertification (UNCCD) says that
desertification affects more than 110 countries worldwide. It threatens the lives of over 1.2
billion people.
If left unchecked, desertification will eat up arable land making it shrink by an
estimated 33% in Asia, 67% in Africa and 20% in South America. It is a grim picture for Africa.
Such a development would build up pressure to increase food insecurity, economic loss and
therefore poverty as well as a massive flight of people from the rural dry land areas to take
refuge in the urban areas. Africa is also having a rapid population growth that needs
increased productivity in agriculture to feed the growing population.
Relevance of Climate Forecasts and Agrometeorological Advisories
Since most of the farming in Africa depends on rain, knowing when the rain will come,
how long it will last as well as knowing what amounts to expect is critical to realizing good
harvests. Farmers need to exploit that crucial window of opportunity when to plant, which at
times may last a few weeks.
There is concern that Africa continues to be unable to feed itself. With the development
of agriculture many other areas will follow suit.
A consensus exists among African Governments that Sustainable Development -a new
approach to economic development with emphasis on food security, social development and
environmental security-is the key to poverty reduction in the region. Attainment of Sustainable
Development, however, calls for an urgent reversal of the current trends requiring:
•
•
•
•
•

Sustainable increases in agricultural productivity;
Harmonizing population growth with the level of food production;
Better stewardship of the environment;
Better and equitable use of water; and
Utilization of Science and Technology in the promotion of Food Security and Sustainable
Development.’ (Ref 1)

Science and Technology for Development: help African countries take necessary steps
for an effective contribution of science and technology to the goals of food security and
sustainable development.
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For that matter disseminators of climate information must realize that we are dealing
with a highly perishable product. A delay of a few days may mean disaster as farmers fail to
plant their crops in time. We therefore need to devise means of getting the products to the
consumer-farmers and other end-users as fast as possible.
The Problem
Our forefathers in Africa used local indicators like movement of birds and animals as
well as the change in vegetation to tell the likely performance of the climate in the future. This
information was a common resource that was shared by all in the community.
Today things are different. The communities cannot easily assess information about
the climate forecasts that is produced by the Meteorological Services. Many times the climate
information is sent to the farmers through the district commissioners who often take their time
in passing it on to the villages.
The language that these forecasts are written in is mostly the official language used in
the individual countries. It is English, French or Arabic. Yet very few of our people know these
languages.
Effective Methods
In order for our communication to be effective, it should be able to influence decisionmaking by the farmers:
• Scientists need to stop writing for themselves and go the extra mile to write products that
can be consumed by the ordinary people like our grandparents or young children;
• Forecast and advisories be translated into local languages to allow participation from the
bottom, upwards;
• Forecast and advisories must be localized to make them relevant to the cropping calendar
of the community;
• Forecasts and advisories need to have an economic value attached. What are the
economic benefits that will accrue in planting, weeding, harvesting, storage or moving
livestock at a particular time?
Achieving the Communication Goal
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Understanding the forecasts by all the people in the communication chain. Need to
demystify how this information is arrived at. Let us have more programs that encourage
the integration of modern and local knowledge about forecasting;
Understanding the advisories. Agrometeorological advisories need to be understood by
the farmers and should as much as possible be downscaled instead of being a general
advisory for the whole nation or sub-region;
Understanding the rural livelihoods. Do we know how much they know about the subject
we are seeking to address them about? They may be illiterate but intelligent. Poverty
stricken but happy;
Understanding their priorities. Do we understand what crops they plant first and why they
do so? Do they stagger their planting or not? Why do they do things in the way they do
them? Remember farmers are conservative to the marrow;
Understanding the traditional forecast systems;
Understanding the local languages that are used to convey the information;
Do the disseminators have a sufficient level of understanding to interpret the product to the
consumers or are they just doing a job. Notice how broadcasters are in a hurry to have the
forecast announced and done with.
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Future Action
•
•
•
•
•

Develop an African training program of communicators to get the best products to the end
users. The target communicators include journalists, meteorologists, agriculturists,
extension agents and NGOs;
Massive awareness campaign targeted at the public, policy makers, politicians and above
all, the front line agricultural worker-the peasant farmer;
Develop a strategy targeting students from an early age. Primary schools are an ideal
entry point. The pupils are the farmers of tomorrow but they also speak daily with their
farming parents;
Monitor the impact of previous forecasts and advisories to enable the improvement of
future products;
Identify and form a network of stakeholders in the agricultural production chain as a way of
adding value to the advisories. Crop, animal, fisheries, construction, health, water,
transport, marketing and other sectors that identify with the products need to be linked.

Conclusions
Our meeting here should not end with scientific presentations for the archives or
forming the nucleus for theoretical studies. The way forward in my submission is for scientists
and disseminators to the end users to come together and make a practical implementation of
the proposals that have been presented in this paper and elsewhere. Action speaks louder
than words. Our deliberation at this conference will only bear fruit when the talking,
discussions and submissions are translated into action The sooner the better.
.
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Traitement et diffusion de l’information météorologique par la Presse :
l’experience du Mali
S. Traore
Introduction
Le Mali occupe un vaste territoire de 1.241.000km2. Les 80% de la population vivent
en milieu rural et les autres 20% sont répartis entre les grands centres urbains et les
mégalopoles.
Dans un territoire aussi vaste que le Mali, la circulation de toute information,
notamment de l’information météo, nécessite l’intervention des mass média : radio, du fait de
sa portée, et aujourd’hui télévision, après la mise en œuvre du programme d’extension de ce
média. L’émergence des radios et des journaux privés, facteur d’élargissement de l’espace
médiatique, permet de compléter l’apport des radios et des télévisions nationales.
A cette opportunité de diffusion des informations vient s’ajouter la décentralisation. Ce
phénomène, vu par les maliens comme un retour du pouvoir au bercail, crée une sorte
d’émulation entre les collectivités décentralisées.
Aujourd’hui, on assiste à une course vers "l’information" comme si la conscience
collective se réveillait et essayait de décrypter tout ce qui l’entoure.
Les média, qui préparent ainsi l’opinion publique, deviennent donc, à travers les
"informations" qu’ils donnent, des outils de développement au même titre que la daba, la
charrue et le tracteur.
Le nouveau citoyen est ainsi désigné par un seul nom : l’homme informé.
Les canadiens résument bien la situation par la formule : "un homme non informé est
un sujet et un homme informé est un citoyen". En ce qui me concerne, j’ajouterai que le
citoyen est celui qui participe au développement de son pays.
Préparation au traitement et à la diffusion des informations météorologiques
Préparation au traitement
La qualité de tout réseau de communication réside d’abord dans la capacité de
l’émetteur à bien formuler son message et celle du récepteur à décrypter le message qui lui
est transmis sous forme de code. C’est fort conscient de la nécessité d’avoir la même
référence que les services météorologiques du Mali ont d’abord commencé par former les
communicateurs aux terminologies de leur science et à leur organiser des voyages d’études
au Mali, en France et au Maroc.
Ces voyages d’études avaient essentiellement pour but de donner l’occasion aux
communicateurs de se frotter à de nouvelles expériences et d’en tirer profit.
Sur le plan de la formation, les speakers en langues nationales et les journalistes ont
suivi des formations généralement organisées sous forme d’ateliers.
Les journées météo-média, les journées portes ouvertes et les échanges entre
communicateurs et agents météo complètent ce processus de formation. Les communicateurs
étaient ainsi outillés pour traiter les informations météo. Ce traitement consiste à rendre dans
un langage accessible le contenu du bulletin météo tout en préservant sa valeur scientifique.
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Préparation à la diffusion
Pour éviter que les communicateurs ainsi formés ne se heurtent à l’administration de
leur organe de presse, la Direction de la météo a organisé des concertations de haut niveau
avec les Directeurs de publication et le Directeur de l’ORTM (Office de Radiodiffusion
Télévision du Mali). C’est au terme de ces négociations que les nouveaux journalistes météo
ont eu les mains libres. Il convient de rappeler qu’avant cette concertation, la diffusion du
bulletin météo était perçue par les administrations des radios et des journaux comme une
stratégie des services météo à se construire une image de marque, à faire leur propre
publicité; or tout le monde sait ce que coûte un spot ou une page publicitaire.
La diffusion
Les services météorologiques ne fabriquent pas une aiguille, encore moins une
charrue, mais ils élaborent des informations qui aident le paysan à planifier ses activités
culturales (prévision quotidienne du temps).
Dans certains cas, l’information va au-delà d’un simple support de planification. Elle
devient plutôt une information applicable (conseils et avis).
Vous avez sans doute compris que les média maliens diffusent deux types
d’informations météorologiques : la prévision quotidienne du temps et les conseils et avis
décadaires.

Heure de diffusion
7h30
13h30
16h20
16h40
17h00
17h25
17h50
18h20
18h40
19h00
20h15
21h05

Support
Radio
Radio
Radio/Télévision
Radio/Télévision
Radio/Télévision
Radio/Télévision
Radio/Télévision
Radio/Télévision
Radio/Télévision
Radio/Télévision
Radio
Télévision

Langue
Français - Bamana
Français
Bamana
Peulh
Sonraï
Dogon
Bobo
Bozo
Tamachèque
Soninké
Français - Bamana
Français - Bamana

1. Tableau de diffusion en 24 heures sur la radio et la télévision nationale
Nb : Le temps d’antenne réservé au bulletin météo est de 5 minutes à la radio et de 3
minutes à la télévision.
Il faut préciser que les horaires de diffusion ont été fixés à la suite d’un sondage des
paysans de toutes les zones agricoles et ont été directement pris en compte par la
Commission d’élaboration de la grille de la radio et de la télévision nationale (sondage
effectué par un journaliste et les agents météo).
Un autre fait très important de cette diffusion est que les 97% des 213 radios de
proximité et des radios rurales se synchronisent, sur la demande de leurs auditeurs et sur leur
propre initiative, avec la radio nationale aux heures de diffusion du bulletin météo.
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Après avoir fait passer ce bulletin général qui concerne tout le pays, plusieurs stations
radio transcrivent la partie qui concerne leur zone de couverture et procèdent à une
rediffusion deux ou trois fois avant un nouveau bulletin. Par exemple, entre le bulletin de 7h30
et celui de 13h30, la chaîne II, qui couvre la capitale et ses alentours à 80 km à la ronde,
réchauffe trois fois la partie du bulletin qui concerne sa zone de couverture: 8h15, 9h05,
11h05.
La presse écrite
La diffusion du bulletin de la prévision quotidienne du temps par voie de presse écrite
reste timide. Est-ce parce que la majorité des utilisateurs de l’information météorologique ne
parlent pas la langue de Molière?
Toutefois, le quotidien national L’essor publie du lundi au vendredi les bulletins de
prévision.
Le bulletin agro-hydro-météorologique décadaire
Il est élaboré par une équipe pluridisciplinaire et comprend notamment:
Α

Le rappel de la situation météorologique de la décade écoulée:
-

l’état des cultures;
les points d’eau et les pâturages;
la situation phytosanitaire;
les cours d’eau.

Α
Les perspectives pour les 10 jours à venir par rapport à chacun des points évoqués
ci-dessus ainsi que les conseils et avis aux paysans.
Ce bulletin est diffusé à deux niveaux :
-

par courrier adressé aux services techniques, à l’Administration et aux
partenaires au développement;
par voie de presse (radio, télévision, journaux).

Diffusion par la radio et la télévision nationales
Le résumé de ce bulletin est diffusé le jour de sa parution dans toutes les langues
nationales et en français. Le vendredi, le même bulletin est repris en intégralité dans toutes
les langues nationales à travers l’émission "Poï Kan Poï" canal 8h00-13h00. Le choix de cette
émission est dû au fait qu’elle est la plus écoutée de toutes les émissions de la radio rurale.

Structure type d’un Bulletin de la prévision quotidienne du temps traité et diffusé à la
radio nationale
Α Générique ou indicatif de début: 30"
Α Bulletin: 4 minutes
- prévision du temps sur les régions;
- prévision du temps sur la capitale et ses alentours;
- températures prévues demain (maxi ou mini au réveil);
- hauteurs de pluie ou températures observées hier;
- conseils pratiques;
- annonce de l’heure du prochain bulletin (prochain rendez-vous avec le temps).
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Α Générique de fin: 30".
Cette structure ne respecte pas la structure classique adoptée par le météo qui
rappelle d’abord la situation des dernières 24 heures. Le journaliste structure son bulletin
d’information en tenant compte des deux questions dites fondamentales du public par rapport
au temps:
va-t-il pleuvoir ou pas?
fera-t-il chaud ou froid?
Canal de transmission du bulletin météo aux organes de presse
Le fax
Le bulletin est transmis du Centre météorologique principal (C.M.P) à la radio et à la
télévision nationale par fax installé au secrétariat particulier du Directeur général (le premier
fax fut un don des services météo).
Le bulletin est ensuite multiplié au même secrétariat par le présentateur coordinateur
du jour qui dépose une copie dans la chemise de chaque speaker en langue nationale. Les
radios privées qui disposent d’un fax se procurent le bulletin par le même procédé.
Le téléphone
Il est utilisé pour demander des précisions si le bulletin actualisé tarde à venir, pour
discuter avec le prévisionniste de l’origine d’une perturbation annoncée ou d’une prévision
"ratée", etc.
Feed Back
Les courriers des auditeurs notamment ceux des paysans sont lus dans l’émission"A
Ni Cié" (Salut aux travailleurs).
Ils portent entre autres sur la pluviométrie, l’état des cultures. Quelque fois, le paysan
rappelle les bavures d’un présentateur.
Pour la petite histoire, les auditeurs paysans ont mis fin aux passages d’un
présentateur à la télévision parce qu’il n’était pas "télégénique" et pouvait ainsi porter un coup
dur à l’émission la plus suivie : la météo. Pour y arriver, les auditeurs ont adressé plusieurs
lettres à l’Administration de l’ORTM. L’Administration ne pouvait que valider la demande car
l’émission est sponsorisée par la plus grande banque de la place, la B.D.M-SA.
Conclusion
La réussite de tout projet de développement repose sur la capacité de mobilisation de
ses acteurs ou partenaires par le biais d’une information, non seulement de qualité, mais
aussi et surtout, par la fiabilité du réseau de circulation de cette information.
De la même manière, un projet agro-météo vaut par ce que valent son plan et sa
stratégie de communication. D’abord, une communication horizontale entre le service météo
et les structures techniques (radio, télévision, presse, direction de l’agriculture…); ensuite une
communication descendante, c’est-à-dire de l’ensemble de ces structures vers les paysans à
travers les supports appropriés; et enfin une communication ascendante qui va du paysan
vers ces structures, relayée par les média ou autres supports adaptés.
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The Means of Achieving Better Recognition of the Value And Benefits of Climate
Forecasts and Agrometeorological Information Disseminated to Users
B. Chipindu

Abstract
Climate forecasts and agrometeorological information disseminated to users have the
potential of influencing decision-making in many sectors such as agriculture and food security,
energy and water resources, health and disaster management. The weather and climate
forecast information include short-range, medium-range, long-range and seasonal weather
forecasts. The agrometeorological information comprises agrometeorological observations,
analysis of present and past weather, biological data and agrometeorological products or
derived data. The climate forecasts and agrometeorological information is disseminated to
users in the following ways: meetings, workshops, telephone/fax, radio, print and electronic
media, electronic mail, internet/Websites, bulletins, agricultural extension officers, disaster
managers and personal contact. In order to illustrate the value of information received by the
users, the applications or uses of the information is briefly presented. Possible ways and
means of achieving better recognition of the value and cost benefit of the climate forecasts
and agrometeorological information by the users are extensively discussed.

Introduction
Climate forecasts and agrometeorological information are key factors in many weather
related sectors. Food security in Africa has been hampered by the lack of, or inadequate use
of climate forecasts and agrometeorological information by agricultural practitioners.
The National Meteorological and Hydrological Services (NMHS) produce and
disseminate climate forecasts and many forms of agrometeorological information on a regular
basis. The potential contribution of the information to agricultural production and food security
is immense.
The potential users of the information are a broad range of public and private
enterprises. These include farmers, agricultural advisers, chemical and fertilizer producers,
seed companies, the media, hydropower producers, hydrologists, health practitioners, disaster
management agencies, national governments, commercial organizations, research institutes
and universities.
The challenge for climate scientists and agrometeorologists is to educate users on
ways to derive maximum benefit from the use of the climate forecasts and agrometeological
information they receive. The farmers must first be convinced about the benefits of
incorporating agrometeorological information before they move from the traditional farming
systems.

Climate Forecasts and Agrometeorological Information
Weather and Climate Forecasts
The weather forecasts are classified according to the period of time for which they are
valid (WMO, 1980). Short-range forecasts are valid for a period of a few hours up to 48 hours.
Outlooks are usually for the day following a short-range forecast and attempt to indicate the
general weather trend to be expected. Medium-range forecasts are valid from 3 days up to 2
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weeks ahead. They attempt to indicate the general trend of weather and the approximate time
of the expected changes. Long-range forecasts are valid for a month ahead and indicate only
the average conditions over a large area.
Climate forecasts attempt to predict the average weather from a month to a year in
advance. There has been a marked improvement in the accuracy of climate forecasts in
recent years. The last century witnessed the development of statistical forecasting techniques,
both univariate (e.g. predicting rainfall in terms of its past history) and multivariate (predicting
the rainfall in terms of other quantities that seem to correlate with rainfall such as temperature
and pressure)(Stern and Easterling, 1999). These methods are still in widespread use, but,
when directly compared with numerical model predictions, they generally have lower skill at
shorter prediction lead times.
Numerical climatic prediction involves predicting the evolution of the surface boundary
conditions and the atmospheric properties with which they interact (Stern and Easterling,
1999). In general, some aspects of the surface change slowly (e.g., sea surface temperature
(SST), because of the immense heat capacity of the ocean) and some change rapidly (e.g.,
surface moisture). Sea surface temperature provides a convenient example of how climate
forecasts are made, and the basic idea applies to other boundary conditions as well (sea ice,
land ice, soil moisture, vegetation cover, etc.). The numerical methods are limited by the
availability of ocean data so that prediction by statistical methods is sometimes the best
available prediction for the region.
In the last five years, climate scientists in different regions of Africa have been trained
to produce climate forecasts. They combine outputs from global and statistical models to
produce climate forecasts in the form of probabilities of rainfall falling in any of the following
three categories: above-normal, near–normal and below-normal.
Agrometeorological Information
Agrometeorological information may be composed of the following:
• Basic agrometeorological observations;
• An analysis and interpretation of the records of the weather and the climate that
has existed in the past, including the recent past;
• Biological observations; and
• Agrometeorological products.
Observed Data
The data observed at synoptic or agrometeorological stations which are distributed at
representative sites over the country includes air temperature, precipitation, humidity, cloud,
sunshine hours, radiation, wind, evaporation, soil temperature at various depths, and soil
moisture. The data is quality controlled and dispatched regularly, once or more times daily,
every seven or ten days and sometimes monthly to collecting centres which are usually
national or regional climatological centres.
Past weather, climatic data
An analysis of the past weather and climate is useful for assisting in planning the
location and design of many types of facilities such as irrigation schemes, water storage
systems and agribusiness enterprises (Maunder,1990). Climatic data is expressed in terms of
averages, totals and frequencies for specific time units. A certain degree of detail is required
regarding the time variability and trend of climatic factors in order that the users make reliable
and realistic decisions (WMO, 1980). Crude climatic data such as annual averages may result
in incorrect decisions and the use of monthly averages gives a much better indication of the
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true agroclimate of the area. In order to obtain greater detail of seasonal trend and short
period anomalies, it is necessary to determine ten-day or weekly averages of basic
agrometeorological data.
Biological information
Biological observations are important for relating weather events to crop growth and
production (WMO, 1980). Phenological observations, with records of pest and disease events,
can be made over wide areas on crops grown commercially. The information is collected,
analysed and disseminated to the users.
Agrometeorological products
The influence of weather on agriculture is due to a combination of two or more
variables, or the mean value of a particular variable or variables (Callander, 1990). For
example, potential evapotranspiration is derived from values of other elements such as water
vapour deficit, temperature, solar radiation, wind speed, length of day and latitude; successful
crop spraying may require certain values of temperature, wind speed and the absence of
rainfall (Callander, 1990). An agriculturally useful number or index which is derived from a
single or a combination of the basic weather observations is called an agrometeorological
product. The users of agrometeorological information usually require it in the form of products
rather than single variables. Some of the agrometeorological products are listed in Table 2.1.
The Value of Climate Forecasts and Agrometerological Information
In most countries, the changing socio-economic patterns, trends in population growth
from rural to predominantly urban areas, the increased incidence of climatic disasters such as
drought or floods, increased demand for energy and water, high incidences of diseases, the
accelerating demand for agricultural products, and the emergence of more sophisticated
agricultural production systems have created a need for more rational and effective use of
climate forecasts and agrometeorological information.
Recent research has shown that climate forecasts and agrometeorological products
are useful only to the extent that they provide information that people can use to improve their
outcomes beyond what they would otherwise have been.
In order to illustrate the value of climate forecasts and agrometeorological information
it is necessary to highlight the sections of agriculture that use the information in their
operations.

Observed Variable
Temperature

Precipitation

Agrometeorological Products
Temperature probabilities, chilling hours, degree
days, hours or days below selected
temperatures, diurnal variability, maximum and
minimum temperature statistics, growing season
statistics, frost risk.
Probability of specified amount during a period,
number of days with specified amounts of
precipitation, probabilities of thundershowers or
hail, duration and amount of snow cover, date of
beginning and ending of snow cover, probability
of extreme precipitation amounts.
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Wind

Cloud cover, sunshine,
radiation
Humidity

Free water evaporation
Dew

Soil temperature

Wind rose, maximum wind, average wind speed,
diurnal variation, hours of wind less than
selected speed.
Per cent possible sunshine, number of clear,
partly cloudy and cloudy days, amounts of
global and net radiation.
Probability of specified relative humidity,
duration of specified threshold of humidity with
time.
Total amount, diurnal variation of evaporation,
relative dryness of air, evapotranspiration.
Duration and amount of dew, diurnal variation of
dew, association of dew with vegetative wetting,
probability of dew formation with season.
Mean and standard deviation at standard depth,
depth of frost penetration, probability of
occurrence of specified temperatures at
standard depths, dates when threshold values of
temperature (germination, vegetation) are
reached.

Table 2.1. Agrometeorological products from Callander, 1990
(i)
Owners of large farms of one square kilometre or more often make large investments
in mechanization and labour. They grow a variety of crops. In order to run the farms
professionally, they may require extensive weather and climate information for making
operational decisions such as scheduling of irrigation, estimating fertilizer demand, or
forecasting of agricultural production and possible future prices of agricultural products
(Maunder, 1990);
(ii)
Horticulturists deal with high-value crops grown over a very small area. They usually
control the climatic conditions as much as possible in a greenhouse or in plastic tunnels. In
order to make the necessary adjustments to regulate the radiation passing through the roof of
the greenhouse and the ventilation of the air inside the greenhouse, the horticulturist needs
quantitative information on cloudiness and local humidity routinely;
(iii)
Family farms whose main products are animals or regional staple foods such as
cereal, grain, grasses, beans, fruits, vegetables and some minor crops usually require agroweather broadcasts which guide their short-term operational decisions;
(iv)
Cattle farmers require agrometeorological information to provide forage for their herds.
In countries without winter, farmers are interested in early warning about impending disasters
such as drought, floods or severe storms;
(v)
Government planners require yield forecasts of staple crops or an early warning of
impending crop failures so that they can take measures to combat food shortages. Agricultural
planners need information on agroclimatic zones of each country so as to advise farmers on
the choice of crop varieties;
(vi)
Agro-based industries and other related businesses involved in processing or
transporting food to markets use climate forecasts and agricultural information for planning
purposes;
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(vii)
Hydrologists use agrometeorological information for planning the locations and designs
of water storage systems and irrigations schemes. They use the information in projecting the
amount of water expected in the dams or reservoirs.
Methods of Dissemination
The climate forecasts and agrometeorological information is disseminated to users in
the following ways: meetings, workshops, telephone/fax, radio, print and electronic media,
electronic mail, Internet/Websites, bulletins, agricultural extension officers, disaster managers,
farmers’ clubs, schools, chiefs, churches, personal contact (farmer to farmer, farmers to
agrometeorologists, farmers to agricultural advisers) and non-governmental organizations.
Ways of Achieving Better Use of Climate Forecasts and Agrometeorological
Information by Users
The following are possible ways of assisting users to derive maximum benefit from the
climate forecasts and agrometeorogical information:
Match the information package to the characteristics and situation of the target group.
To influence a user’s behaviour, it is important to see the decision situation from that
user’s perspective (Stern and Easterling, 1999). Users vary in their capacities to understand
information that is potentially useful to them. They differ in the levels of basic literacy and
information is most effective if it meets the users at their own level. They also differ in the
kinds of information that is most useful given their particular situations, and in some situations,
the effectiveness of the information depends greatly on other conditions. For example, a
forecast of the precipitation for the next growing season may be more useful to dry land
farmers than to irrigators in the same region. Some users are more interested in the forecast
of the onset and cessation of the rainy season rather than the estimate of the average monthly
or seasonal precipitation.
Provide the information timeously and make regular updates.
When information reaches the users, it is of great importance for decision-making. For
example, crop yield forecasts are much more useful to farmers if they are made before
planting; storm or flood forecasts are much more valuable if they are made before insurance
policy renewal dates. Lead time is a very important factor. It usually takes a long time to get
drought relief systems functioning and so forecasts will be more valuable to users if they are
provided with enough lead time. The usefulness of a climate forecast may also depend on
how frequently it is updated and how well users understand the implications of updating,
because forecasts often improve in accuracy as time passes and their implications for action
may change.
In designing information to be disseminated to users, consider the entire information
delivery system, not just the message and the users.
Users differ in the sources of information they use, consider and trust and in their
levels of concern with particular hazards or risks. It is generally helpful to get information to
users from sources they trust and to make sure the information addresses their most relevant
concerns. Any effort to inform a diverse spectrum of users must consider the roles and
interactions of a variety of information sources. It may be necessary for the climate scientists
or agrometeorologists to inform the agricultural extension officers, who will downscale and
interpret the information and then pass it on to farmers. Sometimes it is advisable to use
redundant sources of information, with the same message sent through multiple channels so
that the users will receive the information from a trusted source.
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Use participation to enhance information delivery.
Participatory approaches to delivering climate forecasts might include structured
dialogues between climate scientists and forecast users to identify climate parameters of
particular importance to users and the organizations that the users might rely on for climate
forecast information. Such dialogues might assist in establishing communication channels
among scientists, information disseminating organizations and users. These approaches will
make climate forecasts and agrometeorological information more decision relevant, and
improve mutual understanding between climate scientists, agrometeorologists and users.
Combine information with mitigation or preventive strategies.
Information on the behaviour of the weather or weather related parameters is more
acceptable when combined with mitigation or preventive strategies. For example a frost
forecast can be combined with frost prevention mechanism and a forecast of drought with
ways of conserving soil moisture.
Use principles of persuasive communication.
The principles likely to make an important difference in this field include presenting
short and simple information packages and giving guidance to users on what to do to take
advantage of the climate forecasts and agrometeorological information available.
Educate and train the climate scientists, agrometeorologists and users.
It is very important to educate the climate scientists and the agrometeorologists on
how to package, disseminate and market the information to the users. The users must be
educated on the value and cost benefits of applying the information disseminated to them in
their operations. The users must also be trained on how to analyse, summarize and interpret
the information they receive so that they can derive maximum benefit.
Carry out research into users’ needs.
Agrometeorologists and climate scientists should carry out research into the
information required by each target sector. The research will enable documentation of the
scope (scale, timeliness, detail and importance) and dimensions (spatial and temporal
domain, lead time, nature of variable or event, form of information, content and format of the
information package) of the user’s needs (Aber, 1990).
Design an information dissemination system for all users.
The typical information disseminating systems such as the distribution of written
material, television broadcasts, Internet and so on, are oriented primarily for the educated and
the rich farmers. The information distributed through these channels does not normally reach
the less-educated, elderly, people with low incomes and those without power. These
constraints can be overcome by disseminating the climate forecasts and agrometeorological
information through the people who are known and trusted by the marginalized groups,
including their social networks.
Conclusion
Climate forecasts and agrometeorological information are only useful if the recipients
of the information use it to improve their production and operations. To achieve better
recognition of the value and benefits of climate forecasts and agrometeorological information it
is important to identify the decision attributes of the information for particular activities and to
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encourage climate scientists and agrometeorologists to package the information with those
attributes when possible. The information should be disseminated using all means possible so
that it reaches all the users and with enough lead time to influence decision-making. Research
should be carried out to try and close the gap between the potential value and actual value of
the information.
The scientists should be educated on how to formulate and disseminate the
information. Climate scientists and agrometeorologists should make an effort to convince the
potential decision-makers of weather and climate sensitive operations, about the value and
benefits of climate forecasts and agrometeorological information disseminated to them.
The potential value of climate forecasts and agrometeorological information to an
economic activity (including farming and related agro-business activities) and to a particular
operation will be realized only when the qualified climate scientist or agrometeorologist
working with the cooperation and backing of management, develops the information most
suited to the specific needs of the activity.
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Mechanisms to Promote User Satisfaction to Achieve Recognition of the Value of the
Meteorological Services
Sue Walker 17

Abstract
Meteorological services and weather forecasts are used by many people with a wide
range of interest everyday. However, due to the high variability and random nature of
atmospheric processes, weather forecasts only provide a likelihood of the occurrence of
certain conditions. This results in a poor image of the weather forecast. The contributions to
the general user satisfaction and their recognition of the value of the services provided are
reviewed. Several mechanisms to improve the services provided are discussed, including
developing credibility and new products as well as responding to the needs of the user. The
role of the media is highlighted in the process of transferring the message from the scientists
to the general public. It is vital that there is a two-way communication between the
meteorologists and the users and preferably a partnership to devise and develop specific
tailored products for routine use in various businesses.
Introduction
Long-term climate data is used together with the current weather conditions to make
forecasts of the possible future weather conditions for periods of one day to several weeks
ahead. These forecasts have been available to varying degrees throughout the last century.
However, during the last few decades, the range of climate forecasts was expanded to include
seasonal forecasts with one, three or six month lead times. This type of climatology is at the
cutting edge of atmospheric science and advances are being made every year. Sometimes in
their eagerness of new discoveries and capabilities, the scientists try to make the forecasts
operational before they have been well documented or verified. This has resulted in a rather
poor image of long-term climate forecasting throughout the world. Therefore, conscious steps
need to be taken to remedy this matter.
To restore the integrity to the scientists there needs to be a growing public awareness
of the fact that much of the work is stretching our boundary of knowledge and expertise. The
users of the climate and weather information comprise a group of people with wide interests in
all walks of life. Usually they want to receive regular and updated information that they can
apply for a specific purpose in their own line of business. For the weather information to be
useful it must be able to be applied and produce a good result. For the user to be satisfied,
the information needs to fulfil their requirements. They should be content or pleased with the
service provided by the forecast and it should leave nothing to be desired if they are to be
completely satisfied. This needs to be what forecasters aim at and work towards, as all will
admit that the users are not completely satisfied at present. This paper will try to address
some of the ways of achieving user satisfaction and thereby improving the image of the
forecasts.
User Satisfaction
User satisfaction depends on the monetary value of the forecast to the user. If the
user can directly apply the information in their routine operations, then it has monetary value
to them. The application should be such a way that it can make a impact, to change the
turnover or profit. A cost/benefit ratio should be calculated whereby the effect or influence of a
17
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correct forecast is evaluated, against the situation without any weather information (Von
Solms 2002). The effect of a false forecast also needs to be taken into consideration. The
forecast can be used during annual planning operations for decisions such as cultivar or crop
choice, and seeding rate to get a certain plant population. The seasonal outlook information
could also be used for a comprehensive risk analysis. In such an exercise the extremes of the
climate information are used as inputs to simulation models to provide the probability of longterm yield levels under certain agronomic operations.
The weather forecast (e.g. daily to 7 days) can be used for predictions of irrigation or
frost prevention or for selection of the best time to spray insecticide/herbicides/fungicide.
User satisfaction will depend on the confidence which the specific users have in the specific
products that they utilize on a regular basis. This confidence will depend on the reliability of
the forecast and the ease with which it can be applied to the routine operations. An example
of a product that has a high degree of user satisfaction is the monthly service provided by
Envirovision in the “Maize Vision” product (Walker et al. 2001).
Maize vision provides an integrated analysis of the current status of the global climate
situation and its effect on maize production in RSA. The current SOI is applied locally to a
typical maize production system in South Africa via a crop growth simulation model using
climate scenarios. These predicted yields are used together with the current trends of
economic indicators (e.g. maize price/exchange rate (Rand to US $) etc.) to allow the
producers to make informed/educated decisions regarding the on-farm operations such as
planning for the new season and planning for the following month. Mr. Johan van den Berg of
Envirovision also provides a personal service to the farmers and speaks at many of the farmer
study groups in the maize growing area of RSA during the months (August, September and
October) prior to the planting season (e-mail: jvandenberg@xsinet.co.za).
Value of Services
An assessment of the value of the service provided by the meteorologists is in the
eyes of the user. It would be according to the type of products and the applicability to the
business objectives. Another aspect that will be taken into consideration by the user is the
significance and worth of the forecast given with respect to their own applications. The value
will depend on the frequency, the convenience of its use, and the availability of the forecast.
The availability will depend on the means by which it is communicated either through radio,
television, print media, telephone or telefax or other means.
The value of the services also depends on the confidence the user has in the supplier
of the forecast and whether it is tailored to meet the specific needs of that user. An example
of a valuable service provided by the agrometeorologists in South Africa is that of the
estimation of the maize crop during the growing season.
The South African Crop Estimates Committee has been in operation for many years to
make an assessment of the value of the current maize crop during the season. They have
employed various methods over the years to supply a consensus estimate to the producers,
millers and national decision makers. At present there is a project running which aims at
improving the estimate using advanced stratification modelling and new Landsat imagery.
This is an example of a tailor-made produce which has been developed together with the user
over many years and evolved into something of very high value to the maize industry in RSA
(Monnik, 2002).
Another product used by the farming community is provided by the South Africa
weather service as a monthly update of the seasonal forecast for rain and temperature. This
forecast provides an outlook for the next 3 months over the whole country. The final product
is in the form of a map with probabilities of rainfall relative to the long-term normal rainfall in
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the specific areas. This is widely distributed and available on the Website with an update
each month (http://www.weathersa.co.za/nwp/seasonal.html). This information is highly
valuable for the farmer and so the value placed on such forecast is also high due to the
relevance to operational decisions (Klopper, 2001).
Recognition of Services
Some of the critical factors that need to be addressed when considering how the
weather/climate services are perceived include timelessness, format, accuracy and content.
The forecast provider needs to acknowledge that the user has specific needs that may be
different from those traditionally addressed by the routine weather forecast. They need to
distinguish between different users and different requirements and applications so as to
achieve a good service. As far as the timing of the provision supply of the daily weather
forecast, in many countries, it is timed so as to be available for the peak news broadcast on
radio and TV in the evening. So in the same way, the other types of forecasts need to be
tailor-made to be provided at the specific time when the user will be most receptive to the
message.
For agricultural purposes, the time appearance of the seasonal forecast for the next
three months is a most useful tool in planting the forthcoming season. The farmers are able to
use it to make certain decisions pertaining to the lands to be planted, the crop and cultivar to
be used, the application of pre-plant fertilizer, and the seeding rate among other specific
activities. The supply of a monthly update of this “next three months rainfall forecast” is also
useful for decision pertaining to the late plantings, or planning for the harvesting operations,
the application of fertilizer topdressings, pesticides and disease control etc. When any new
product is developed, it is necessary to assess the optimal time frame needed by the user for
that specific product.
The format of the product is also a crucial aspect to obtain recognition of useful
services. The products need to be simple and easy to understand. They will be more readily
used if they are “user-friendly” and readily available in the users’ environment. For instance, if
the farmers use the co-operative for obtaining supplies on regular basis, then the forecast
would be made available at the local co-operatives in an attractive format. The forecast
should also be written in a language readily understood by the layman and general public or
preferably in the local language. This would mean that it is more readily available and can be
easily incorporated into everyday use on farm decisions.
The best recognition of services will be if the forecasters make a specific custom-made
forecast for a specific industry or community. This type of forecast will have to be developed
as a team effort between the user and the meteorologists. This will result in an area specific
and commodity specific forecast to meet the needs of the user. It will be a forecast that meets
the specific individual requirements of that user and annually will have some additional value
over and above the traditional weather forecasts. Some examples of these types are forecast
are available at the sites Website
e.g: pigeon racing racing http://www.weathersa.co.za/fcast/pigeon.htm
radar http://metsys.weathersa.co.za/general_radar.htm
road running races e.g. http://www.weathersa.co.za/fcast/comrades.htm
fire http://www.weathersa.co.za/fcast/fire.htm.
The accuracy the forecast provides is critical when the users are trying to utilize it for
decisions that affect their livelihoods or businesses. Although everyone acknowledges that
the atmospheric processes are random in nature, every effort must be made to provide an
accurate and detailed as possible forecast. The forecasters should be willing to be evaluated
for success via an independent body for the forecast correctness, or false or miss forecasts.
This will enable them to build up a historic record of the success of the forecasts and increase
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credibility. It will also help in the forecasters to provide an assessment of the situation
following the weather event. It should give details of the forecast provided as well as the
severity of the event or consequence of the event (e.g. floods
http://www.weathersa.co.za/stories/Weatherevents.html etc.
Mechanisms to Promote Recognition of Value of Forecasts
There are several things that the provider of forecasts can do to promote better use
and recognition of the services provided. These include some of the usual actions that are
used when marketing services to the public. However, some specific aspects can be applied
to the meteorologists.
(a) To develop credibility among the consumers. The consumers are sensitive to the
performance of the forecast in the past in relationship to the occurrence particularly of
severe weather. Therefore it is vital to develop a good historic track record. This can
be done by making public a scientific analysis of the forecast over the last period
compared to the actual weather received (Marx 2002). This information needs to be
publicized to the general media so that the public can develop some confidence in the
forecasts. The forecasters need to provide the media with both success stories and
disaster stories that would help to build credibility. When the analysis is done, usually
there are 3 categories. There are two types of “hit” when either an event was forecast
and it did occur or when an event was not forecast and it did not occur, both constitute
a “hit”. There is a “miss” when it was forecast and did not occur. Finally, there can be
a case when the event was forecast, but it did not occur. The public needs to be fed
some post-analysis via the media of each of these situations. Above all the
forecasters need to be able to harvest in their analysis and also humble when adding
the false alarms and mission. There is then a chance that the public will begin to give
recognition where it is due.
An example of a severe rainstorm working was on 20 November 2001 in Bloemfontein,
South Africa (Visser & Rossouw, 2002). The radar was used to detect an approaching
hailstorm and a warning was issued an hour prior to its arrival in the city on the local FM radio
station. A survey was conducted following the event to assess the impact of the radio
broadcast warning. Those who heard the warning suffered less damage to their motor
vehicles than those who did not hear the warning and were unable to take precaution ally
measures. This provides a good success story for severe storm warnings (Visser & Rossouw,
2002).
(b) A strategy should be put in place to develop new products from the existing weather
and climate information for a wider variety of applications. To be able to serve the
consumers better, the meteorologists need to develop specific forecasts that will meet
the needs of specific users. These type of “tailor-made” forecasts can then meet a
niche market. Distinct advantage can be achieved if the meteorologists and users
form partnerships to develop original, individual packages to meet the special needs of
a particular user group. Firstly, the niche markets need to be identified where the
weather has a definite specific effect on production. Then the requirements specified
so as to devise an action plan and develop a product to meet the user needs. Just
such as exercise was carried out during the annual SADC Agrometeorologists Training
session in Zimbabwe during November 2002.
Various country groups of
agriculturalists and agrometeorologists were able to devise plans for commodity
specific forecasts for agriculture production such as timber, maize, sugarcane and goat
rearing. These plans will be further developed on return to each country and following
more interaction with the wider group of stakeholders.
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(c) Forecasts should be able to respond to the user needs and demands. A good needs
assessment should be conducted to ascertain the market requirements for weather
and climate forecasts. This can be achieved by a survey which should be followed up
by specific face to face consultations with the potential users. One of the areas that
needs to be addressed is that of the format of the forecast. For many of the users, the
terminology used by the meteorologists is too scientific and not easily comprehended.
Sometimes, a simple solution would be devised if the meteorologist and user sit and
work out a good mutual language or terminology that both groups can understand.
Many of the general public are involved in games of chance and so the probability
system is not unknown to them. However, it appears that there is a definite lack of
understanding of the scientific terms used in describing probabilities (Mukhala, 2000).
If some effort is made to tease out the specific requirements of the user and how they
will utilize the specific information, a more user friendly product can be designed to the
user specification. Such forecasts can then be distributed to the niche markets via
dedicated media sources. This would also allow for some confirmed education and
public awareness programme for these specific stakeholders.
If the meteorologists are to respond to the needs of users they also need to meet the
time requirements specified by the users. If the meteorologist takes time to
understand the process of the users then they can ensure that the flow of weather
information is also timeously provided. This is a vital aspect of weather forecasts as
the meteorological information is considered a “perishable” item i.e. today’s weather
forecast is of no use tomorrow. In the same way the seasonal forecast has a limited
time for which it can be applied to give the most effective usefulness.
(d) The forecast services should not be limited exclusively to the National Meteorological
Services (NMS). In countries where there is scientific expertise outside of the NMS,
then they should be allowed to issue weather forecasts to the general public. In the
interest of the promotion and extension of the science of weather and climate
forecasts, other qualified people or organizations such as universities are also allowed
to issue forecasts (personal communication B.C. Hewitson). There are many private
consultants and climate experts that use scientific methods who can provide a service
to the community and to various industries which would not be able to be met by the
limited capacity within the NMS. This would also allow the weather forecast to become
a commodity in its own right that has value to the consumers.
(e) The use of the media in communicating the message of the forecast and services is of
vital importance in improving the image of the climate predictions and weather
forecasts. The main means of communication from the NMS to the general public is
via the print and audio media. It is vital that the media is on the side of the
meteorological service and that they can understand the vital role they have to
communicate the forecast clearly to the general public. The meteorologists have
began to realize this and have initiated some awareness campaigns and training
session to meet with the media people and train them in the specifics of weather
forecasting. As the weather and climate affects every walk of life it is vital to
communicate with the general public in a plain, understandable fashion. The media is
a vital link in this chain of message transfer. If the media understand the importance
and application of the weather in various situations, they will enable the meteorological
services to transfer their message at the right time in a correct fashion. So the NMS
need to put some additional effort into good public relations to achieve this.
Conclusion
There is much that can be done to achieve better recognition of the usefulness of the
meteorological forecasts and services. There needs to be clear communication via an
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educated and interested media core in both electronic and print media sectors. An
investigative survey should be conducted to identify specific products that could be developed
for use by a wide range of users and stakeholders. The meteorologists need to submit the
forecasts services and other products to stringent scientific evaluation and be willing to
publicize the findings. New products should be developed by teams from the atmospheric
scientists and the user community that will meet the particular requirement of content, timing
and presentation. Together, they can dream of making the weather forecast a highly valuable
product which is utilized in every walk of life. Then together they can run with vision and serve
the general public and specific stakeholders with regular, accurate and clearly understandable
weather products.
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Improving user perception of the value of agrometeorological services provided
Omar Baddour18

Introduction
Agrometeorological services are commonly defined as meteorological and
climatological information tailored to agriculture activities ranging from simple ten days rainfall
data to more elaborated services such as the advice on daily irrigation information, short- to
medium-range weather forecasts and climate prediction at a longer range. In Africa and
recently in the late 1990s, seasonal forecasts became one of the major new kinds of services.
In fact regional climate outlook forums have been widespread under the sponsorship of many
international organizations: WMO, NOAA/OGP, World Bank. The main objective of these
forums is to alleviate and mitigate climate variability impacts on agriculture, food security and
water resources. In these forums, scientists and experts from various fields met together to
establish the best estimate of the state of the coming rainfall season using categorical
description in three categories: below, near, and above normal categories, each category
assigned with probability of likelihood of occurrence. (ACMAD/WMO, 1998, ACMAD/WMO,
1999)
The present paper is organized in three parts:
1. General structure of agrometeorological services;
2. User perception;
3. Estimate of potential predictability of seasonal forecast in West Africa.
General structure of agrometeorological services
Agrometeorlogical services constitute links between meteorological information and
agriculture activities, so that one can structure the services according to type and scale of
these activities as follow:
Historical climatolgical information
From this information users try to identify the structure of the climate at a given site;
such information is needed before establishing the activity for which the climatological
investigation is seeking, such as site identification, investment prospect, agro-studies, forestry,
etc.
Frequencies, averages, extremes, variances of various weather parameters and
phenomena are among this information.
Operation oriented information
This information is used on daily and weekly time scales in the field operations such as
planting, irrigation, pesticide treatment, storage, harvest etc. Daily, weekly, 10 days basic
meteorological information and short- to medium-range weather forecasts are among the
information provided for this type of activity.
Climate prediction information
Seasonal, intra-seasonal and inter-annual climate variability and prediction information
and services are provided for an early planing of agricultural activities such as anticipation of
the outcome of crop yield according to expected trend in the climate system and its impact on
18
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various weather risks and hazards: flooding, droughts, forest fires, sea high tides, etc. The
recent development of climate outlook systems and regional outlook forums has triggered the
need for such information especially for decision making at policy level: government, food,
security units, early warning agencies and aid agencies.
In Africa, such services have been put in place at the regional level through several
regional centres: ACMAD, AGRHYMET, DMCs. Most emphasis has been made on the
delivery of probabilistic predictions of the likelihood occurrence of one of three categories of
rainy season: Below, Near and Above normal. Each of these categories is assigned a
probability figure so that the highest probability indicates the most likely category to happen. A
tentative of delivering rain onset prediction was made within the ACMAD demonstration
programme from 1997 to 1999 based on wind shear methodology (Omotosho, Second climate
Outlook Forum PRESAO-2); unfortunately the lack of continuity in this is tentative due to lack
of data input at appropriate periods of the year which has not permitted the verification of this
prediction. Nevertheless, this service, including rain onset and dry spell prediction, remains
highly demanded.
Service channels
Various schemes can be established for communication channels of the
agrometeorological information and services. Basic and simple schemes put channels
according to type and scale of this information. Figure 1 illustrates information channels
through various users layers which could be classified in three main sets of layers. The top
layer consists of government agencies and administration where appropriate contingency
planning for action exists; downward we find intermediary layers which we call end users
service providers such as multidisciplinary groups such as ‘’Group des Travaux Pluridisciplinaires (GTP) “in many of the west African countries, semi public offices such as ‘’Office
de mise en valeur agricole’’ in Morocco and private bureau of consultation in other continents
and nations. These intermediaries act for shorter term action planning than the upper layer for
advisories and monitoring. End-users layers consist of farmers, traders, agro-industrials,
irrigation services and many others acting on the ground in agriculture for output production
and field actions.
Figure 1 shows agrometeorological service channels from the meteorological office to
users: thicker arrows indicate privileged channels. Red is for an extended early warning type
of information: drought, general flooding, etc. Black arrows are for basic agrometeorological
services on daily and weekly time scale. According to type of information, privileges of
information are often given to one more than to the others, for example early warning
information at extended time and scale (Red arrows in figure 1) are given specifically (thicker
arrows) to the top layers (government agencies and administration). Day to day type of
information (black arrows) is directed generally toward intermediaries and end users more
frequently than on top layers (thicker arrows downward).
User perception improvement of agrometeorological services
Weather and climate information are generally demanded at a high degree of need
especially for agriculture and water resources. Governments and intermediaries in Africa are
those that most request this information. In order to improve users perception regarding
agrometeorological information we need first to assess the present state of this perception.
Information collected within several reports and proceedings across various ad-hoc meetings
and workshops (REPORTS from PRE-PRESAO1, PRESAO1, POST-PRESAO1, PREPRESAO2, PRESAO2, POST-PRESAO2, GHARCOF and SARCOF, 1998,1999, 2000, 2001)
permits roughly to summarize this perception that in general climate and weather information
are well perceived and appreciated by users, whereas improvements are mostly needed for
climate prediction at seasonal to inter-annual time scales. Table 1 summarizes the perception
of users for usefulness, clarity, precision and availability of meteorological and climatological
information including basic one and prediction.
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Figure 1. Service channels
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Table 1. Perception of Users
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From this synthesis one can conclude that seasonal forecasts need much
improvement to meet user requirements for all characteristics of the services: usefulness,
clarity, precision and availability. Since the mid-1990s WMO has established the CLIPS
project mainly to address user aspects of climate prediction and information services. as
preliminary applied research we should beforehand assess the afforded possibility driven
from the climate system in terms of skill and range of the forecast. Having identified this
possibility, refinement, packaging and delivery of seasonal forecast products becomes a
matter of application domain. As an example we present a general assessment of
predictability potential for seasonal forecasts in West Africa in the following section.
Estimate of potential predictability for seasonal forecast in West Africa
Statistical models based on sea surface temperature anomalies have been constructed
on grid boxes for the whole domain of West Africa (figure 2). Multiple linear regression
methods applied during the past 40 years and then cross-validated using one year removal
has led to a compilation of year to year comparisons between hind-cast obtained from the
cross-validation and observation. The potential of predictability is therefore assessed using
contingency tables for the three-category forecast: below, near and above normal. This
statistical analysis allows computation of two measures of predictability potential: the
probability of detection and the false alarm rates referred herein as POD and FAR respectively
(Baddour, WMO/ACMAD ,1998).

Fig 2: Domain of West Africa and grid boxes for which statistical method for seasonal
forecast was performed and predictability potential assessed.
POD and FAR are classified therefore according to their values into four classes as
given in table 2. Limits between classes have been selected subjectively, nevertheless they
indicate reasonable limits considering that a chance forecast outcome has 33% of POD and
FAR values.
Level of goodness Colour scale Value of POD
Value of FAR
Good
blue
> 70 %
< 10 %
Fair
green
50 % to 70%
10% to 20%
Moderate
orange
40% to 50 %
20% to 30 %
bad
red
< 40%
> 30 %
Table 2: Scale of degree of goodness of predictability potential given by the probability
of detection (POD) and False Alarm Rate (FAR)
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Table 3 gives for each box and each extreme category (below or above normal) value
in percent and scale of POD and FAR for the rainy season July-August-September. Boxes are
labelled from top to bottom: A1.A2,..E3. Below the table are given total number of boxes for a
given colour. One can see that among 21 grid boxes we get 18 (85% of total boxes) of fair to
good POD and 15 (71 of total boxes %) of fair to good FAR when predicting either below or
above normal categories. One can notice that near normal category is not treated here
because the assessment targets extremes early warning potential.
Table 4 is as table 3 except for September-October-November rainy season recalling
that the first season is a major one for the Sahelo-Soudanaise region (north of 7 degree north)
whereas the second is the short rainy season in the Guinea coast. Although the good
potential is less than for July-August-September, there is acceptable potential for seasonal
forecast, in fact most of boxes shows moderate to good POD falling mainly in fair class. FAR
is as good as in July-August-September:15 out of 21 boxes shows fair to good class.

POD

>=70
50..70
40..50
< 40

FAR

good
fair
moderate
bad

<=10
10..20
20..30
>=30
Probability of detection

grid box
A1
A2
A3
A1B1
B1
B2
B3
B4
B5
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
D1
D2
D3
D4
E1
E2
E3
N = 21

SKILL
0.44
0.42
0.64
0.5
0.49
0.56
0.55
0.49
0.57
0.47
0.47
0.5
0.52
0.37
0.36
0.63
0.57
0.21
0.71
0.51
0.2
Total
Total
Total
Total

Dry
50
30
70
70
50
70
60
70
50
50
70
50
60
40
70
90
67
33
70
70
50

False alarm rate

Wet
70
50
70
50
50
30
55
50
60
50
70
67
40
70
60
70
50
50
70
70
10
9
9
1
2

Dry
17
29
9
15
13
0
20
25
13
13
11
18
9
20
25
8
25
22
0
0
38
7
11
1
2

Wet
23
0
0
25
14
17
9
30
21
13
15
11
0
30
0
0
8
11
0
8
21
6
9
5
1

9
6
4
2

Table 3: Potential of predictability for July-August-September Rainy season
Conclusion
Agrometeorological services have been described according to the agriculture sector,
the services are channelled to end users through various layers of users: Government
agencies and administration layers, intermediaries and end users. This stratification comes
along with the scope of the use of the services from top to bottom, at strategic long term
planning for the first layer, medium planning and advisories for the intermediaries and day to
day actions for the end users layers. Perception of agrometeorological services driven from
African ad-hoc meetings and workshops shows increasing needs in new services such as
climate prediction, including seasonal forecast, rain onset and dry spell prediction. Much need
of improvement for seasonal climate prediction services is dominant from reports of these
meetings and workshops.
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POD

>=70
50..70
40..50
< 40

FAR

good
fair
moderate
bad

<=10
10..20
20..30
>=30
Probability of detection

grid box
A1
A2
A3
A1B1
B1
B2
B3
B4
B5
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
D1
D2
D3
D4
E1
E2
E3
N = 21

SKILL
0.54
0.22
0.14
0.38
0.37
0.26
0.54
0.25
0.36
0.58
0.52
0.3
0.31
0.24
0.43
0.24
0.38
0.19
0.53
0.51
0.43
Total
Total
Total
Total

dry
30
56
30
67
55
36
60
40
60
40
60
50
60
80
70
30
50
45
50
55
30

False alarm rate

wet
60
75
44
50
50
50
70
50
40
60
80
45
60
55
60
40
40
55
50
60
60
2
11
3
5

dry
25
0
11
30
15
18
0
9
15
14
17
10
13
27
8
13
20
17
13
25
30
3
13
5
0

wet
0
10
30
0
10
11
10
25
22
0
11
22
10
0
10
33
44
27
0
18
10
5
11
3
2

11
3
4
3

Table 4: Potential of predictability for September-October-November

An assessment of predictability potential of seasonal forecast was given and
summarized in this paper, statistical methods for modelling using multiple linear regression
regressed on seasonal rainfall and sea surface temperature with 1 to 3 months lag time.
Predictability assessment is based on probability of detection and false alarm rate driven from
cross validation of the regression methods (Baddour et al, 1998) over at least 30 years of
data. Results show good potential for both rainy season July-August-September and
September-October-November at range. In fact 70 to 85 % of West Africa domain (percent of
total boxes used) falls in fair to good predictability. Results are better for July-AugustSeptember than for the September-October-November rainy season although for the latter
fair predictability is dominant.
These encouraging results should be attributed to the strong impact of sea surface
temperature anomalies signals coming from the Atlantic ocean and ENSO as well. Economic
assessment of the value of these forecasts on agriculture is therefore a strong step needed
toward improving perception of the users to the value of climate prediction in the agriculture
sector. A basic methodology for economic assessment has been presented during the
meeting and still needs refinement for publication, nevertheless other existing such as crop
yield modelling could serve as sensitivity studies for economic impacts.
References:
1. Climate Forecast in Africa – preface by O. Baddour (Edited by ACMAD/WMO, WMO/TDNo. 927, October 1998.
2. Climate Forecast for Hydrology in Africa- Executive Summary by O. Baddour (Edited by
ACMAD/WMO, WMO/TD-No. 982, December 1999)
3. Climate Outlook Forums Reports Available at ACMAD and DMC of Nairobi Contribute as
a leader team to the development of African capacity in climate research and applications
see below list of working services.
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Avantages des prévisions climatiques et des avis agroclimatiques
(Expérience sénégalaise)
Mamadou Ndiaye19

La sécheresse au Sénégal
Le Sénégal est situé à l’extrême ouest du continent africain entre 12° et 16°30 de
latitude nord et 11°30 et 17°30 de longitude ouest. Sa superficie est de 196,722 Km2 et le
climat, de type sahélien avec une courte saison de pluie de trois à quatre mois et une longue
saison sèche chaude tout le reste de l’année.
Comme la plupart des pays africains, l’agriculture est l’activité principale qui mobilise
60 % de la population active. Cette agriculture de type traditionnel est encore entièrement
tributaire du régime pluviométrique dont la variabilité interannuelle est très grande. La
production agricole couvre à peine les besoins de la population en année de bonne
pluviométrie; les années de faible pluviométrie, la production est très insuffisante et entraîne
souvent des exodes massifs vers les centres urbains.
Depuis le début des années 70, le régime pluviométrique, au Sahel et au Sénégal en
particulier, a subi des perturbations qui se traduisent par :
-

une importante baisse de la pluviométrie;
un écourtement de la saison culturale;
une forte occurrence des pauses pluviométriques.

Baisse de la pluviométrie
Une comparaison entre les cartes d’isohyètes des périodes 1941-1970 et 1971-2000,
montre une importante baisse de la pluviométrie. L’isohyète 400mm, jadis sur le nord, se
retrouve maintenant au centre du pays, soit 200 km plus bas. Actuellement, toute la zône nord
et la façade maritime entre Dakar et Saint-Louis sont régulièrement à moins de 200 mm par
an. En définitive, toute la moitié nord est devenue une zone marginale d’agriculture où les
paysans s’adonnent à la culture de l’arachide uniquement pour le fourrage, les rendements en
grain étant très faibles.
La baisse moyenne de la pluviométrie dans le nord varie entre 150 à 200mm.
Dans les régions centrales, cette baisse est encore plus importante et varie entre 250
et 300 mm, et pour le sud, entre 300 à 400 mm soit plus de 25 %.
Ecourtement de la saison culturale
Les données sur la carte suivante concernent la période favorable aux cultures qui va
de la première occasion de semer avec succès (en début de saison) à l’épuisement des
réserves en eau du sol (après les dernières pluies).
La comparaison entre les deux périodes montre, là aussi, des différences très
importantes dues pour l’essentiel, aux retards importants de l’installation de l’hivernage ou
plus rarement à un arrêt précoce des pluies.
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On constate un écourtement d’une vingtaine de jours dans le nord, où la saison
culturale qui s’étalait sur 70 à 90 jours varie actuellement entre 50 et 70 jours.
Pour les régions centrales aussi, l’écourtement moyen atteint 20 jours. La ligne
90 jours qui était au nord est actuellement sur Kaolack (au centre) partageant le pays en deux
zones égales.
Dans le sud, l’écourtement atteint en moyenne 20 jours, mais la durée actuelle de la
saison qui varie entre 130 et 150 jours dépasse généralement la longueur des variétés locales
(120 jours).
Assistance météorologique à l’agriculture au Sénégal
Devant ces nouvelles réalités climatiques, la production agricole a accusé une
importante baisse. Beaucoup de contrées autrefois autosuffisantes sur le plan alimentaire, ne
peuvent plus produire assez pour leur nourriture. Des cas de famine sont régulièrement
observés forçant les populations rurales à un exode massif vers les grands centres urbains.
C’est dans ce contexte que l’Etat du Sénégal a sollicité et obtenu l’appui du PNUD
pour le financement d’un projet d’assistance de la météorologie à l’agriculture. L’objectif
majeur du projet est amener le pays à tenir compte des prévisions et avis établis pour les
météorologistes avant la réalisation des différentes opérations culturales.
Ce projet qui a démarré en 1986, a été implanté dans le bassin arachidier (grenier du
Sénégal) à 120 km à l’est de Dakar. La zone ciblée subit de plein fouet la baisse de la
pluviométrie. Elle reçoit en moyenne 300 à 400 mm par an étalés sur un peu moins de 90
jours. Le village de Ndiéfoune Farba, qui est la principale base du projet, a bénéficié depuis
de nombreuses années de l’encadrement d’une société d ’encadrement du monde rural : la
SODEVA qui a introduit beaucoup d’outils et de techniques agricoles.
Il s’agit, pour le projet, de démontrer sur le terrain, les avantages des informations
météorologiques et avis agroméotéorologiques sur la production agricole afin d’amener le
paysan à intégrer le risque climatique dans l’exécution des techniques agricoles déjà
vulgarisées par la SODEVA.
Les prévisions climatiques
Le dispositif sur le terrain permet aux paysans d’appliquer les avis et conseils sur une
parcelle à coté d’une parcelle témoin sur laquelle, ils travaillent sans encadrement. En fin de
campagne, la comparaison de la production des deux parcelles permet de mesurer les
apports des conseils.
Les prévisions saisonnières
Basés sur les anomalies de température de surface de la mer, ces modèles de
prévision encore au stade expérimental donnent déjà de précieuses informations. Même si
elles ne sont pas encore très précises du fait qu’elles ne donnent aucune information sur la
date de démarrage et la durée de la saison, elles permettent d’avoir une idée du niveau de la
pluviométrie pendant les mois de juillet, août et de septembre, qui constituent l’essentiel de la
saison au Sénégal.
Sur la base des séries chronologiques, des cartes de probabilité de la pluviométrie
annuelle attendue sont produites et distribuées avec les explications qu’il faut aux sociétés
d’encadrement agricoles et aux décideurs.
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Les résultats obtenus durant ces cinq années d’expérimentation sont très
encourageants pour la poursuite de cette activité, qui gagnerait cependant à être plus précise
sur les quantités de pluies attendues.
Prévisions météorologiques à courte et à moyenne échéances
Ces prévisions sont fondamentales et rentrent en compte pour tous les conseils
agrométéorologiques: semis (pluies), application d’engrais (pluies), traitement phytosanitaire
(pluie, vent), sarclage (pluie).
Ces prévisions sont très satisfaisantes et leur prise en compte permet d’éviter
beaucoup de perte (semence, pesticide, engrais, temps de travail …), mais aussi de réaliser
des gains directs sur le rendement agricole.
De nombreux exemples d’utilisation bénéfique de cette prévision peuvent être cités
dans le cadre du projet AMAS. Nous n’en donnerons qu’un seul : une forte attaque de
pucerons a été signalée dans la zone du projet. La sévérité de l’attaque recommandait un
traitement rapide. A la réunion du 12 septembre, la prévision établissait un retour des pluies et
surtout le passage dans les 48 heures d’un important amas nuageux qui allait donner des
pluies fortes. Le G.T.P. a recommandé de ne pas traiter. Avec la pluie tombée dans la journée
du 13 septembre, 37 mm ont déjà été recueillis et les pucerons ont été complètement
nettoyés.
Prévision de début de saison
Cette prévision est très importante pour l’agriculture pour les régions centre et nord du
Sénégal où l’hivernage est très court (trois mois). Surtout pour la «culture industrielle» de
l’arachide, dont les semences sont acquises, le plus souvent, par crédit, il est très important
pour les paysans de ne pas rater le seul semis que leurs moyens financiers leur permettent;
c’est avec la statistique que l’on essaye de prévoir cette date. L’analyse fréquentielle de la
date de début de la saison culturale (l’occasion d’une pluie de plus de 20 mm non suivie d’une
pause de plus de 15 jours) permet d’avoir des références pour chaque zone.
Le problème est que la variation interannuelle de cette date de début est très grande ;
il est donc recommandé de prendre en compte d’autres outils, comme le bilan hydrique, pour
diminuer les risques. Il arrive souvent en début d’hivernage qu’une bonne pluie soit
enregistrée avant la période sûre de semis. Par simulation du bilan hydrique, on vérifie si
l’alimentation des éventuels semis peuvent être assurée jusqu’à la période des semis. Si tel
est le cas, le conseil de semis est donné, dans le cas contraire, on recommande d’attendre
encore.
Prévision de la longueur de saison
Cette prévision est très importante en début de saison. Elle permet de donner conseil
sur la variété à utiliser selon la date de semis, par simple différence avec la date moyenne de
fin de la saison culturale (date d’épuisement des réserves du sol après les dernières pluies de
la saison).
Les années où l’hivernage est en retard, cette prévision s’avère indispensable pour le
choix de la variété. On peut parfois changer carrément de culture (souvent du niébé de
45 jours à la place du mil) pour sauver la campagne.
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Les avis et conseils agrométéorologiques
Les prévisions météorologiques, associées à d’autres considérations sur le plan
agronomique et socioculturel, sont à la base de conseils agrométéorologiques que le G.T.P.
se charge d’élaborer et de diffuser tout le long de la campagne.
Les conseils agrométéorologiques ne sont pas des techniques agronomiques
nouvelles. Ces conseils ne s’intéressent pas trop au «comment» de l’opération, mais
uniquement au moment où elle doit être réalisée pour être plus profitable.
Dans le cas de l’expérience sénégalaise, les principaux conseils portent sur les points
ci-après :
Choix de la variété
Basé sur la prévision de la longueur de l’hivernage (voir ci-dessus), ce conseil sur ce
point est très important et permet, quand l’hivernage est très en retard, de sauver le reste de
la saison par le choix de variétés à cycle plus court (l’équipe du projet paye parfois pour une
distribution gratuite aux paysans).
Semis
Le conseil sur les semis est le plus attendu et certainement le plus important (voir cidessus) des conseils prodigués. Si pour le mil, la semence est disponible chez le paysan,
pour l’arachide par contre, il est souvent acquis par crédit et assez cher, et n’est en plus pas
disponible en quantité. Il convient donc de s’entourer de toutes les garanties pour ne pas rater
le semis et de ne pas semer trop tard pour que les plantes puissent arriver à maturité.
Avant le projet, la pratique dans la zone du projet consistait à semer le mil à sec avant
l’arrivée des pluies pour pouvoir, avec le démarrage de l’hivernage, se concentrer uniquement
à l’arachide. Cette pratique est très risquée puisqu’avec une petite pluie (5 mm) le mil peut
lever. Mais comme les pluies sont hésitantes en début de campagne, ces faibles pluies ne
permettent pas souvent une alimentation des cultures jusqu’à l’installation définitive de
l’hivernage. Ainsi, on peut avoir de nombreux resemis, ce qui est une perte énorme de temps
et de semence.
Le projet a introduit l’idée nouvelle d’abandonner les semis à sec de mil pour le semis
en humide qui donne aussi de meilleurs rendements dans la zone.
Deuxième culture fourragère
Le G.T.P. n’a pas eu l’occasion d’expérimenter le conseil à cet égard, mais celui-ci
peut s’avérer très avantageux sur le plan économique. Pendant les années où l’hivernage est
précoce, les cultures peuvent arriver à maturité alors que les pluies ne sont pas arrêtées.
Ce conseil recommande, pendant la maturation du mil, de semer entre les lignes du
niébé fourrager qui pourra atteindre un bon niveau du développement à la fin de la saison
culturale. On peut ainsi avoir une autre source de revenu par la vente du fourrage.
Epandage d’engrais
Le conseil sur ce point tient surtout compte de l’humidité du sol et de la prévision
météorologique à courte échéance. Il peut aussi avoir pour conséquence la perte d’un produit
et, par conséquent, d’argent. L’engrais perdu, s’il n’est pas remplacé, entraîne une baisse des
rendements.
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Traitement phytosanitaire
Comme pour l’engrais, il faut une accalmie après le traitement, mais on doit aussi tenir
compte du vent (calme). Le moment doit être bien choisi pour éviter une perte du produit (et
d’argent).
Sarclage
Il doit être réalisé avec des conditions (d’humidité du sol) permettant un enfoncement
facile de l’outil aratoire pour complètement déraciner les mauvaises herbes.
Bien réalisé, dans les conditions idoines, il permet un gain de temps précieux et une
économie d’énergie. Dans la zone du projet AMAS, les sols sont sablonneux et assez légers,
ce qui diminue les contraintes pour le sarclage, le plus souvent réalisé à la demande.
Récolte
Le conseil donné à cet égard est très important, surtout pour l’arachide dont la variété
la plus vulgarisée sur la moitié nord du Sénégal est non dormante. Il convient donc de la
récolter à temps et d’éviter le contact des gousses avec le sol mouillé pour empêcher la
regermination.
Pour ce conseil, il faut prendre en compte la prévision météorologique ainsi que les
statistiques de fin de saisons.
Avantages des prévisions et avis météorologiques
Les avantages induits par les conseils sont multiples :
Avantages économiques
Amélioration de la production agricole
Le tableau ci-dessous contient les données de rendement obtenu pour les parcelles
ayant bénéficié de conseils (C1) et celles sans conseils (C0).
Aussi bien pour l’arachide que pour le mil, l’accroissement moyen du rendement
obtenu tourne autour de 20 %, ce qui est très important.
MIL
Années

C1

CO

CO/C1
%

Region

REG/C1
%

1989

1230

720

58,5

547

44,5

1990

1250

1080

86,4

552

44,2

1991

72 4

614

84,8

564

77,9

1992

679

661

97,3

427

62,9
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ARACHIDE ( Kg/ha)
Années

C1

CO

CO/C1 %

Region

REG/C 1%

1989

1120

950

84,8

924

82,5

1990

550

450

81,8

546

99,3

1991

268

212

79,1

644

240,3

1992

180

172

95,6

162

90

Economie de semence
Ce gain est surtout obtenu avec le mil, pour lequel de nombreux cas de ressemis (à
cause des semis à sec) sont évités. La pratique des semis à sec est pratiquement
abandonnée dans la zone du projet.
Economie de produit phytosanitaire
Certains prédateurs (comme le puceron) sont lessivés avec les fortes pluies. Une
prévision de pluie permet d’éviter un traitement.
Production de fourrage
Pendant les années humides où l’hivernage est généralement assez précoce,
l’introduction d’une culture fourragère de relais peut constituer une nouvelle source d’argent
pour les paysans. La vente de fourrage représente une importante source d’argent au
Sénégal.
Avantages sociaux
Amélioration de la couverture des besoins alimentaires
Dans la zone, la production du mil et de niébé est surtout destinée à la consommation
de la famille. Malgré le projet, l’autosuffisance alimentaire n’est pas atteinte dans la zone mais
l’augmentation de la production a permis une augmentation de la couverture des besoins
alimentaires.
Diminution du risque de famine
Le retard important de l’installation de l’hivernage entraîne dans de nombreux cas des
risques élevés de famine. Avec le conseil sur le choix de la variété, le risque d’une production
nulle est toujours évité. Le risque de famine diminue considérablement. C’est là un des
objectifs principaux du projet.
Réduction du temps de travail
Certains travaux réalisés avec des conditions optimales peuvent ne plus être repris. Il
en est ainsi des semis, de l’épandage d’engrais et du traitement phytosanitaire. Les conseils
agrométéorologiques permettent de les réaliser avec un maximum de garantie de réussite ;
l’on évite ainsi d’avoir à les reprendre.
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Conclusion
Avec la baisse de la pluviométrie, depuis le début des années 70, l’agriculture
sénégalaise qui est encore extensive et entièrement conditionnée par le temps, a connu des
difficultés énormes. Les paysans découragés par la baisse de la production, source de
famines récurrentes ont migré en masse vers les centres urbains.
C’est dans ce contexte que le projet d’assistance météorologique à l’agriculture au
Sénégal (AMAS) est né avec, comme mission principale, la prise en compte des avis et
conseils agrométéorologiques dans l’exécution des travaux champêtres.
Durant toute la durée du projet, ces avis et conseils ont suscité un intérêt réel chez les
paysans, qui ont fini par les appliquer aussi sur les parcelles témoins. Ce succès est dû
essentiellement aux avantages multiples que ces avis ont induits : augmentation des
rendements (20% en moyenne), meilleure couverture des besoins alimentaires, économie de
semences, de produits phytosanitaire, d’engrais et de temps de travail. De tels avis et conseils
offrent une garantie pour enrayer la famine.
Les résultats atteints militent pour sa généralisation dans toutes les régions
climatiques du Sénégal, voire d’Afrique, ou tout simplement des pays où l’agriculture est
encore de type traditionnel. Les prévisions et avis météorologiques sont indispensables pour
une agriculture moderne et surtout face aux conséquences souvent douloureuses des
changements climatiques.
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The Impact of Accurate and Timely Issue of Climate Forecast and Agrometeorological
Warnings on Policy and Decision-Making
Peter Gibba20
Abstract
Since 1968, The Gambia had seen a sharp downturn in rainfall leading to greater interannual variability and lower agricultural production. Addressing the concerns raised by climate
variability and extremes through provision of timely and accurate forecasts to the public is
impeded by several factors. Both human and financial resources are dwindling quite rapidly,
so that the information providers are facing an increasingly difficult uphill task in their drive to
reach the diversifying user community. The potential users of the climate forecasts and
agrometeorological advice (farmers, decision-makers) do not understand the economic benefit
of using meteorological information in their activities.
In light of the need to forge a close relationship between information producers and
users, it is still seen that a lot of work is needed before meaningful progress is registered.
Timely and accurate climate forecasts and agrometeorological warnings are useful
tools for policy and decision-making, but can only be achieved if executed and applied in close
and continuous cooperation with the “data users”.
Introduction
The Gambia, like other Sahelian countries, has an economy that is largely dependent
on rain-fed agriculture, noted for its sensitivity to climate variability and extremes, particularly
drought (Gomez, 2001).
Weather affects crops at all stages of their growth cycle and is therefore a key factor of
production. Furthermore, weather-related fluctuations in the supply of farm products are
echoed by fluctuations in commodity prices, hence in farm income. In the case of extreme
meteorological events (e.g. droughts, floods) disruption reverberates throughout the economy.
It is thus certain that in an agricultural production system, advance information on key
rainy season variables, in the form of climate forecasts and agrometeorological warnings are
crucial for improving production. In the Gambia however, such information is not being
routinely applied in agricultural production.
Answers to concerns such as to when to plant, or whether to plant a certain crop
cultivar or even to invest in seasonal agriculture, when to apply fertilizer etc., are still a long
way off from getting satisfactory answers. It appears that potential users do not understand
the economic benefit of using meteorological information in their day-to-day agricultural
activities, hence the low demand for such information. Such being the case, the National
Meteorological Services (NMSs), have since the mid-nineties, embarked on the path of
greater engagement of the farming community.
For the NMSs, the provision of such services also raises the profile of the institution
which is an important factor in attracting scarce government resources allocated on a
competitive basis.
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Climate forecasts and agrometeorological warnings
Climate and weather forecasting for agricultural applications is very much a demanddelivery activity. The NMS needs to collect and process the basic data, and transmit
information generated in clear understandable language to government services, and, when
necessary, to primary producers (farmers, herdsmen).
The following information products are provided to the user community:
1. Climate Forecast: This deals with expected atmospheric conditions and inter-annual
variability obtained from statistical analysis of long series of data. This type of forecast
is particularly geared towards agricultural strategic planning which includes the choice
of farming systems and of the basic characteristics of crop varieties, the need for
mechanization of specific agricultural activities, and type of water conservation
measures to be adopted.
2. Weather Forecast: This type of product places its focus on day-to-day agricultural
activities that require real time information on prevailing weather conditions, and
expected conditions over the next 2 to 3 days in the future.
3. Agrometeorological warnings: Agrometeorological warnings in the form of advice
and real-time information about the season and the alternative operations are issued.
To ensure wide and effective dissemination of the information (forecast, warnings,
definition of conditions affecting crop growth in its widest sense), the NMS has built and
maintains an active partnership with agricultural extension services, pest management
services, information department, veterinary services, etc.
At this point, it is useful to present some agrometeorological variables that feature in
the forecasts, and which may be immediately identifiable with certain users.
Rainfall
Starting in 1998, long-term forecasts have been issued at the beginning of each
season. The forecast indicates whether the seasonal rainfall depth will be below normal,
normal or above normal. Information relating to such forecasts is used to select the most
suitable crop variety to sow. Evaluation of the possible length of the growing season is made
from statistical analysis of climatological data, indicating for example the geographic areas
that have expected growing season lengths of 80, 100 or 120 days.
The release of such information to farmers is expected to enhance their choices and
planning activities (e.g. weeding, fertilizer and insecticide or fungicide applications).
However, the definition of mid-season dry spells and their duration, early in the
season, is one area that would undoubtedly be of immense economic importance to the
farming community.
Weather forecasts including the occurrences of line squalls, and un-seasonal rains in
the Gambia are issued daily, and help shape decisions in weather sensitive economic
operators in general, and agriculture in particular.
Rainfall forecasts are also used by planning institutions to conduct crop yield
assessment, in the framework of food security.
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Temperature, humidity, wind
Short range temperature, humidity and wind (2 to 3 days) forecasts allow
meteorologists and agriculturists to evaluate the risks of the spread of plant diseases, and
risks associated with outbreaks of large–scale insect attacks that only occur under specific
meteorological conditions.
Additionally, air temperature and humidity forecasts are of considerable value in
evaluating harvest conditions.
Soil Water Balance
In the semi-arid areas, more than anywhere, soil water balance affects almost all
stages of crop production.
Using information on soil water balance, agricultural services are in the position to
advice competent government authorities and extension workers on the occurrences of plant
moisture stress due to early or mid-season dry spells, and adaptation options suited to the
circumstances.

The Gambia pilot project in agrometeorology
Genesis of the Project (MWG, 1988)
In 1988, the already existing Multi-disciplinary Working Group (MWG) of the
AGRHYMET Programme in The Gambia, finalized a project proposal entitled “Testing of the
Application of Agrometeorological Data and Information to Continue to Enhance Food
Production”. With a life span of four years, the project design was such that the first two years
would be for experimental purposes and the other two years for extension. In other words, the
first two years would serve as a learning process for members of the MWG and farmers
participating in the project, whilst dissemination of the new concept of using
agrometeorological data in farming practice to other farmers would be in years 3 and 4.
The project proposal was finally picked up for funding in 1992, by the Government of
the Netherlands, through WMO. For the implementation of the project, a Pilot Project
Coordination Committee (PPCC) made up of the following membership was established:
•
•
•
•

Agricultural Services (Extension and Phytosanitary specialists);
Information and Broadcasting (Print and Radio media specialists);
Agricultural Research (Agronomy);
Water Resources (Agrometeorology and Hydrology).

The Department of Non Formal Education Services, playing a vital role in adult literacy
and numeracy, was later welcomed to the PPCC.
The PPCC oversaw implementation of phase I of the project in the rainy season of
1993 in four pilot sites: Yallal (North Bank Division), Sare Soffie (Central River Division), Kiang
Karantaba (Lower River Division) and Jambanjali (Western Division). In 1994 new sites were
installed in Naudeh and Fatoto both in the Upper River Division.
Criteria used for the selection of the above six sites were as follows:
•
•

Presence of active Crop Extension Service;
Predominance of one of the major crops sown in the country.
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Project Objectives
The long-term objective of the project was to contribute to the enhancement of
agricultural production of The Gambia, by encouraging the farming community to use
agrometeorological and hydrological information in carrying out production-related activities on
the farm.
Methodology
In each of the six sites selected, four fields of millet, groundnut, sorghum and maize
were established. Each field was divided into four plots according to the following
experimental design, in order to evaluate differences in the use or otherwise of fertilizer and
agrometeorological advice:
•
•
•
•

Plot I: Use of agrometeorological advice and chemical fertilizer;
Plot II: Use of chemical fertilizer but no agrometeorological advice;
Plot III: Use of agrometeorological advice but no chemical fertilizer;
Plot IV: No agrometeorological advice and no chemical fertilizer.

Plots II and IV were farmer’s plots, using traditional farming practices; while plots I and
III benefited from recommended practices and advice issued by the MWG of the AGRHYMET
Programme
A special consideration to the implementation of the project objectives was the fact that
the majority of the farming community cannot read or write in English, thus spurring the PPCC
to translate the agrometeorological advisories into local languages.
Forecasts and warnings on the abnormality of the rainy season and the possible
occurrence of dry spells were issued. Information on the probability of the start of rains and on
optimum planting dates of various crops and varieties were also issued.
At the end of the season field days were organized and farmers from the surrounding
villages were taken on a tour to experimental plots, to evaluate the role and economic value of
agrometeorological information and advice, and interact farming and technical staff of the
project.
Assessment of the Experimental Phase
A Tripartite Review Meeting of the Pilot Project held in May 1995 brought together a
representative of the donor (Government of the Netherlands), the executing agency (WMO,
AGRHYMET and UNDP), and members of PPCC.
The review panel made the following major observations:
•
•
•
•
•

Orientation of field staff was inadequate, with the consequence that the information
passed on to the farmers was not clear enough;
The nature of the data/information provided by the PPCC to the farming community
was not clearly defined;
The design and protocol of the project did not emphasize the impact of
agrometeorological advice to increase yields;
Participating farmers’ reactions and appreciation were absent from the end-of-project
report; and
Training of farmers, agricultural field staff, and media personnel, was paramount for
the success of the project.
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Although pertinent, notice that these comments were made at a time when the project
was at the experimental stage, and therefore a learning opportunity for both the PPCC and the
farming community. Unfortunately, the extension phase did not take off due to the withdrawal
of the donor, apparently for political reasons.
Results
Despite the above constraints, results from the basic analyses revealed a highly
significant response of crops to fertilizer and timely agrometeorological practices. Increased
percentages of 13 and 23 in actual millet yields were registered at Pirang in plots I and III as
compared to the farmer’s plots II and IV. According to Alimi, 1991, timely agronomic practices
and agrometeorological advice are of more value to the farmer because the information was
cheap.
Implications for policy- and decision- making
The immediate-term policy problem of the agricultural and natural resources is to
increase agricultural production. This policy problem is manifested in low farm income,
growing rural poverty and household food insecurity, accelerated rural-urban migration and
rapid environmental degradation.
Results and lessons learnt from the pilot study suggest that successful agriculture and
natural resources policies require good quality information and improved knowledge on the
climate/weather system. The use of climate information and knowledge derived therefore can
help farmers and decision-makers plan their day-to-day activities.
Pilot Project
Production
The date of onset of the rains and the prediction of early and mid-season dry spells are
useful indicators as to whether the season is likely to be good, bad or average. Further
development of this approach, together with a more efficient use of scarce resources offers
the prospect of greater stability of crop yields, especially in seasons with poor rainfall. Parry et
al. (1988) for example suggest the management strategies in a maize-beans production
system.
•
•
•

Poor season – No fertilizer top-dressing, no inter-cropping and reduction of plant
population by thinning;
Average season – No fertilizer top-dressing, inter-cropping permitted and standard
plant population;
Good season – Fertilizer top dressing recommended, inter-cropping permitted and
plant population kept at standard level.

The knowledge on meteorological events can seriously affect the agricultural activity
and can lead to the substitution of other more resistant crops, as was the case in the Gambia
during the year 2002. In light of the late onset of rains, farmers were advised to cultivate
watermelon, sesame, etc., due to their short cycle.
The most promising application of weather prediction is to determine when it will be an
average or good season, so that additional input and hired labour may be considered. Greater
access to and use of draught animals may also be critical.
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Food security
Present government policy is to achieve national food self-sufficiency and to have a
strategic reserve. In case of depletion of this reserve, food imports are made before the locally
planted crop is harvested. Thus, in 2002, when it became apparent that widespread crop
failure could be expected due to poor rainfall, the effect on this strategic reserve was
anticipated. Surplus production could then be sold or stored for the inevitable drought. The
government was also involved actively in seed multiplication.
Marketing
Timely and accurate information on the climate helps the government to improve the
inter-regional transfer of food by improving transport networks and establishing appropriate
trade arrangements.
Routine Forecasts
Routing forecasts are of importance to the population as a whole. We single out
sectors of the economic activities that make the most use of such forecasts.
Transport
Forecasts are vital to both the safety of sea and air transport. With this information,
decision-makers can better plan their transport activities.
Storage
Un-seasonal rainfall can have a serious effect on late maturing crops that are yet to be
harvested or already harvested. Timely knowledge of such information does help farmers
transport their harvests and allow decision-makers to built good storage facilities (seccos,
sheds).
Fisheries
Recent weather-related tragedies in the local fishing industry call for closer interaction
between the providers of weather information and the fishing community. Although this
relation might appear less complex, resource constraints would pose a significant impediment
for the successful implementation of any meaningful collaboration.
Weather forecasts including the occurrences of line squalls is vital especially to
fishermen with light canoes. In the case of such line squalls, the fishermen are advised not to
go to sea or to reschedule their programmes.
Conclusions
The potential benefits of climate forecast and agrometeorological warnings for
decision-support in agricultural and natural resources management is beyond debate.
However, climate forecast and agrometeorological warnings can only achieve their full value if
conceived, executed and applied in close and continuous cooperation with the “data users”.
Thus, successful policies require precise information on the weather and how it affects
harvests.
Owing however to limitations in current practice, there is a need to improve the
accuracy and clarity of forecasts issued and to ensure communication between information
producers and users on the current and future conditions of the atmosphere.
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There is a need also for increased complementarity among information, technology
and public intervention through:
•
•
•
•

Improved information on agroclimatic potential, i.e., a greater range of measurement,
more computer–based analysis, more agroclimatic screening of environments to match
agricultural activities to regional weather–types and improve weather forecasting;
Improved use of new agricultural technologies (such as high–yielding varieties) to
increase production potential in good years and reduce losses in poor years;
A focus on integrated regional development to reduce overall vulnerability to drought
by increasing public awareness;
Development of a consistently applied and widely known set of drought policies to
reduce the uncertainty that stems from ad hoc public intervention.
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RA I Expert Group Meeting on the Application of Climate Forecasts for
Agriculture
Report of Working Group A
TOR 1. Identify observations and data limitations for producing and applying climate
forecast and seasonal prediction in Africa with particular emphasis on agriculture.
Propose how such limitations could be addressed.
The major recommendations regarding data and observations include:
1.1

There is need to identify and list out all climate and agroclimatological data that are
relevant to seasonal forecasting. It was noted that some specific recommendations on
climate data have been made in GCOS, WMO and NMHSs, and at several other
forums. Relatively less has been done on agricultural data.

1.2

There is need to make full use of satellite data available through remotely sensed
systems.

1.3

There is need to properly document and archive climatic data needed for seasonal
forecasts. Most of the available climate data are often not in usable format and have a
lot of gaps.

1.4

The number of climate observing stations have been reducing at an alarming rate for
most countries in Africa, and this needs to be addressed. For example, raingauge
network is not adequate in all African countries especially for agricultural applications.
It was noted that there are countries in Africa with the ability to fabricate raingauges.
Those who are disadvantaged could take the advantage of the situation.

1.5

There is need to strengthen NMHSs capacity to improve the measurement of the
atmospheric parameters.

1.6

There is need to encourage exchange of experts in Africa, including giving technical
support to countries with inadequate technical and human resources in order to
enhance their capacity for climate forecasting.

1.7

There is need for close collaboration among the stakeholders such as climate, water
resources, health, agriculture and others.

1.8

Schools could be used to take rainfall observations to improve the national rainfall
observation.

1.9

There is need to ensure the availability of global and other data that are required by
the regional and national centres for making seasonal forecasting.

1.10

There is a need to link agro and climatic databases.

1.11

There is need to enhance/improve agrometeorological data observations such as soil
conditions, evapotranspiration, vegetation/ animal conditions, etc.

1.12

There is need to educate the public on the importance of data observations and get
feedbacks using for example WMO Day, special agricultural shows, visiting schools,
etc.

1.13

There is need to motivate data observers as necessary and accordingly ensure that
regular and systematic data observations are taken.
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TOR 2: Identify the current developments in producing and applying climate forecast
and seasonal prediction in Africa.
2.1

Development of tools for producing Seasonal Forecasts

2.1.1 The current tools for Statistical/Empirical climate prediction using ENSO indices etc
exist but some countries are known to be unable to apply these techniques for
seasonal prediction partly due to lack of computers, Internet facilities and SST update
among others. There is need therefore to assist such countries to be able to provide
seasonal forecasts and national climate updates for their respective countries.
2.2

Application of Climate Prediction

2.2.1

The basic facilities such as equipment and human resources are essential in the
application of climate prediction. The dissemination of the climate prediction products
is also an essential component in the application of climate prediction. There is
therefore a need to ensure the availability of these facilities at national and regional
levels.

TOR 3: Identify climate forecasting and seasonal prediction tools that can be applied in
Africa, with particular emphasis on agriculture taking into considerations the various
limitations.
The climate forecasting tools include:
•
•
•
•
•

Models for downscaling the climate forecasts at regional and national levels applicable
to agriculture that includes dynamical, empirical/statistical models and down scaling
techniques;
Computing power and software;
GIS techniques;
Verification techniques;
Integrated disaster management policy.

The limitations include among others:
•
•
•
•
•

Human resource capacity;
Ability and skill of the models;
Hardware/software;
Lack of verification methods;
Lack of confidence in the forecast.

TOR 4: Identify the successes and failures in the implementation of climate forecasts
and seasonal prediction in Africa for agriculture. Propose the way forward.
Success and Failure Stories
Some successes and failure stories regarding seasonal prediction have been recorded
in several countries such as Nigeria, Mali, Senegal, Ethiopia, Kenya, Zambia, Malawi, South
Africa among others. These include stories the:
•
•

Onset of the rains and distribution of dry/wet spells;
The use of satellite data to monitor biomass information on pasture and communicating
these to the relevant authorities, like has been done in Senegal.
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•

Warning regarding El Niño related floods and droughts in Eastern, Western and
southern Africa;
Food security warning in GHA, especially Ethiopia. During the 1984 drought, Ethiopia
lost a considerable number of people but the number recorded during the more severe
drought of 2000/2001 was less than 100;
In southern Africa, drought was forecasted in 1992/93 and 1997/98 in many areas.
Firms refused to provide funds and insurance to farmers. The drought however turned
to be mild in some areas, and farmers who planted crops in such areas received
average crop yield;
Food intended for drought season arrived late and in the middle of the following good
rainfall season, flooding the market with imported food and lowering the prices of local
farm products, thus reducing the farmers normal income.

•
•

•

It was agreed that the following issues need to be addressed:
•

New products such as prediction of the onset, cessation, dry spells actual amount of
rainfall etc.;
Timeliness of the forecasts;
Forecasts not reaching the end users in time;
Research to improve forecasting methods.

•
•
•

TOR 5: Identify and propose ways for building sustainable regional capacity in climate
forecast and seasonal prediction.
There is need for capacity building in the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Data processing of climatic and agricultural data for various applications in
agriculture;
The use of remotely sensed data such as estimation of rainfall data from satellite
records and their calibration;
Training of the trainers in climatic data processing;
There is need to build capacity in the use of Empirical/Statistical methods for
countries that need to understand these methods;
Advanced techniques that add value to the Statistical/Empirical methods which
provide additional products such as the onset, cessation, duration and length of dry
spells among others needs to be enhanced. Capacity building in the use of these
techniques including the analogue methods needs to be improved;
There is need for capacity building in the General Circulation Model including
Regional Climate Models. Data for initial conditions are difficult to access;
GIS techniques;
Verification methods;
Downscaling techniques;
Intergrated disaster management;
Research techniques related to failures on climate forecasts;
Tercile transformation from probabilistic to user oriented products;
Evaluating of failures and successes;
Strengthen regional and International linkages and networks;
Sustainability of capacity building training;
Sustainability of COFs training activities to build capacity of effective focal points at
country level, and to stengthen networks;
Access of the availability of the training modules and materials, e.g. CLIPS have a
Web site with modules that can be used for training;
Training workshops;
Secondment to national institutions/centres;
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•
•
•
•

Regional institutions needs to have GIS as a useful tool for mapping (Project
proposals should be developed on the use of GIS);
(Training of Users should be noted);
Various countries should do an inventory to see what they have in terms of GIS
capabilities;
Pilot Projects looking to address successes and failures of climate prediction
including traditional indicators.

TOR 6: Develop a guideline to establish pilot project(s) for assessing the accuracy and
skill of seasonal forecasts and climate prediction for agriculture.
Areas for Pilot Projects included:
•

Data quality control including archiving and processing project;

•

Developing pilot projects on the use of new techniques such as start and end of the rains
among others;

•

Pilot project on downscaling techniques;

•

Pilot project on factoring climate information on integrated disaster management relevant
to agriculture;

•

Basic assessment on the success and failures of climate forecasts in agricultural
applications;

•

Modelling and verification of climate forecasts;

•

COF process is very useful in the region but various centres should try to reduce the cost
as much as possible. PAP for sustaining Climate Outlook Forums (COFs) cost effectively;

•

Capacity building through secondment to national, regional and international institutions.

ACTION: WMO, NMHSs, and the relevant national, regional, and international institutions to
consider which of these recommendations could be under taken immediately, and within their
short-, medium- and long-term plans.
Comments:
-

Need to specify who should carry out the various actions - need to have guidance;

-

Give examples specific of verification methods - no standard methods currently
present;

-

Integrated disaster management need to see the economical benefits of seasonal
forecasts;

-

Duplication is not a problem;

-

Observations by schools may not be good because of school closures.
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Report of Working Group B
TOR 1. To what extent are agrometeorological services, including forecasts and
seasonal prediction, being implemented for agricultural operations in Africa and what
are, or could be, the impacts of their application for agricultural production, forestry,
rangelands and control of forest fires. Brain storming development of specific (tailored)
forecast and agrometeorological services for particular user groups.
The group started with the brain storming indicating that seasonal forecasts were found
to be in high demand even though their applications differ from country to country. It was
noted that farmers are very conscious of their needs and always take advises to their
advantages. However, they don’t take advice or messages when the risks involved are high or
the messages are in a form not acceptable to them. Farmers appear often to be more
interested in the onset of rains, dry spells and quantities of rainfall and their distribution.
Since it is difficult to come up with tailored or specific forecast due to different needs of
farmers, farmers recommended that existing projects such as the CLIMAG being implemented
in West Africa should also be exploited.
During the discussion, it was among many other points noted that:
•
•
•
•
•
•

We have to distinguish farmers and other categories of decision-makers. Pilot forecast is
not for farmers while pilot advisories can go directly to farmers.
Seasonal forecasting is not widely used by farmers and decision-makers use it only in
some countries because such forecasting is at an experimental stage or there is no link
with early warning system and farmers.
There is a real limitation in the operation service in terms of mobility, training, financial and
human resources.
Training has been done for seasonal forecasters for all member countries in Africa through
ACMAD and DMCs.
Regional outlook fora were conducted to guide partners in the smooth implementation of
seasonal forecasting but verifications remain rare.
We have mixed successes in advising farmers at different levels on seasonal forecasting.

Case studies
1.

Mali: In 1998, the rains were late although totals were expected to be normal but
farmers were so discouraged, because they received information late, that they wanted
to migrate to the urban centers. However, the Director of the Meteorological Service
spoke to the nation predicting a normal to above normal season despite the late rains.
The actual rainfall was in agreement with the forecast and the harvest was very good
that year. It is therefore important for forecasters to be equipped with tools and models
to give adequate and reliable information to farmers through intermediaries.

In 1998, PRESAO predicted normal to above normal for Senegal, but at certain levels
there was lack of action. In 2002 PRESAO predicted drought in Senegal and it actually
occurred but authorities were criticized for not anticipating on the drought. In Chad there was a
lot of success in the forecast. In 2000, Burkina Faso sent 2 persons to collect seasonal
forecast from ACMAD. There is frequent exchange of e-mail on statistics on rainfall
probability.
In Ethiopia, in 2002, both rainy seasons were expected to be late so forecasts were
sent to extension officers. In Northern Ethiopia, farmers were advised to plant short maturity
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and drought tolerant maize and Sorghum and they implemented the advice. Though there was
an end of season drought, they got reasonable products. In eastern Ethiopia, the advice was
not taken leading to a crop failure. The advice was not used in eastern part because of the
socio-economic importance of the Sorghum usually grown there. Farmers use it for heating,
construction and feeding animals. It is therefore important for intermediaries to understand the
farming practice and traditions to give the right advice based on their forecast.
In The Gambia, farmers were not informed of the seasonal forecast because it was at
an experiment stage. This is not always a justifiable reason because farmers need to be
sensitized on the risks involved when they get the results. For example, a farmer’s
representative in Niger was invited to ACMAD and told that the rainfall may be good in that
particular year. They appreciated the effort but didn’t take the advice because it was their first
experience and the risks were high. The forecast turned out to be as predicted and they came
to ACMAD on their own the following year requesting to be invited every year.
Success stories from other agrometeorological services came from improved
underground grain storage in Sudan and some wind and sand protection advisories there.
With regard to TOR1, the group retained the following recommendations:
-

Best practices and methodologies currently available and applied in different countries
should be merged into new projects on the basis of the needs of decision makers,
already listed several times for different farming systems. These improved
methodologies should be adapted and promoted for application using data and
products easily available through the Internet and Web sites (CAgM software & Agmet
Bulletin, links on INSAM), and validated in CAgM OPAG context other methods of
climate forecasting and related response farming should also be tested.

-

We cannot develop agrometeorological services or assist in their development without
setting the needs for such services in the context of the farming system concerned.
Sharing of experience here also may be crucial not to waste human resources and to
learn from successes and failures.

-

It has also been recommended that in order to be able to assist farming systems better
with yield improvements, more yield data should be taken under various climatic
conditions. This will also make it possible to use crop growth models and other tools
for management purposes in agro meteorological services.

TOR 2. What are notable success stories and what have been clear failures in the
implementation of climate forecasts and agrometeorological services and how can they
be extended to other countries in the region.
Successes in Africa:
Mali was a success story because all stakeholders of the process of deriving and using
the agrometeorological information/services were involved at all stages of the project. It also
enjoyed continued donor support. However, one must emphasize that the rural population was
very organized and the coordination of the process was not interrupted. Exchange visits
between experts in Mali and Chad were also made to learn from the experiences of each
country.
Since Mali was a success story, the group is recommending that a post-evaluation of
the Mali experience be made to:
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•
•
•

Identify key areas of success in terms of structural, organizational, economical and
societal aspects;
Identify difficulties encountered during different stages of the project;
Build data base designed for capitalizing on the experience.

The outcome of the post-evaluation will serve as inputs for the development of
scenarios for projects similar to that of Mali to be implemented in other African countries. The
post evaluation will not re-evaluate the direct outcome but rather derive lessons and capitalize
on the experience. An agrometeorologist, an economist and a sociologist could constitute the
post-evaluation team.
Explicit failures in Africa:
Regarding the failures in the implementation of climate forecast, the group noted the
following:
•
•
•

The cotton belt in Burkina Faso. The cotton season failed because the rains stopped at the
end of the season despite a good seasonal forecast;
Shelter belt project in Nigeria: this was designed without the consultation of farmers or
scientists;
The Gambia Agromet pilot project: lack of appropriate field staff, inadequate orientation of
field staff, no incorporation of farmers’ reactions and project design errors made the
experimental phase a failure.

Of course the general lessons learned from the case study of failures in northern Brazil
to have climate forecasting applied in drought mitigating by small-scale maize/manioc farmers,
do apply to African conditions as well.
The group regarding TOR 2 retained the following recommendations:
•

Lessons learned from all the methodologies already existing in pilot projects should be
verified in a programme internationally funded and nationally executed by the NMHSs.
Positive and negative effects should be analyzed and documented and accuracies of
methodologies should be tested, and the evaluation and appropriate feedback
mechanisms should be used on a pilot project scale regarding the implementation before
the results of methodologies could be centrally organized for NMHSs to be made generally
available;

•

Most of the existing extension systems and proposed intervention systems as well as most
of the weather/climate/agrometeorological forecasting in agriculture appear to be
inappropriate support systems with limited success due to insufficient considerations of the
actual conditions of the livelihood of farmers. Such system/interventions/forecasting should
therefore be reconsidered;

•

Case studies show that as a consequence of the insufficient knowledge of the conditions
that actually shape the livelihood of farmers we have too often:
- Insufficiently taken into account local adaptive strategies or;
- Not made the right choices in the use of contemporary science;
- Not understood the overwhelming effect of inappropriate policy environment.
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TOR 3. What are the training needs for ensuring effective implementation of climate
forecasts and agrometeorological services? Is there a need to train intermediaries
between generators of the agrometeorological information/services and the users of
such information/ services?
The group noted that in many countries, there exists an appropriate structure with
intermediaries in place. Very often this is a dual carriage. One is the multi-disciplinary working
group in charge of making forecast messages and other agrometeorological information
available in forms suitable for extension, the other is the extension system in place.
Extension workers need to be trained to be able to deliver agrometeorological services
in the right way. They will have to understand that delivery of agrometeorological
information/services is also part of their duty and not the role of meteorologists.
There is need to introduce agrometeorological information in the school system or
regional colleges to contribute to solving the problem of continuity. Focal points trained at
ACMAD should form national networks to pass on their knowledge to others in the form of:
•
•

Rapid training to extension workers and representatives of NGO and farmers before the
rains;
Discussions of the tendency of the next rainy season at the end of the rains.

The following recommendations were retained with respect to the “end-to-end” system
for build up and transfer of agrometeorological information:
-

As to the production of weather forecast and other agro meteorological services,
constraints should be identified, new products developed, capacities of NMHSs should
be reinforced, and training programmes should already start in meteorological and
hydrological schools to sustain the competence in the meteorological services when
graduates will be recruited. Training activities under RMTCs on best utilization of
methodologies and related data should be improved;

-

Multi-disciplinary Working Groups for specific applications in well-defined farming
systems should be created in each country to analyze meteorological information
before its distribution. Pilot projects should then be fed with the use of such information
for applications. There are requirements for such pilot projects at the side of
agrometeorological services offered and at the side of the extension services needed;

-

Only very specific forecasts geared to the actual conditions and the most serious
problems of the farmers, of the different categories of vulnerability distinguished, have
a chance to be absorbed and used. Of utmost importance are the actual needs of end
users of agrometeorological services. Only well trained intermediaries can give the
necessary appropriate user training that will present the untampered use of raw
forecasts and of proposed interventions as agrometeorological services and that will
use products and adapted strategies approved by Multi-disciplinary Working Groups. It
will help to invite rural journalists, extension workers and representatives of farmer
associations to meetings of these Multi-disciplinary Working Groups of experts.
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RA I EXPERT GROUP MEETING
ON THE APPLICATION OF CLIMATE FORECAST FOR AGRICULTURE

WORKING GROUP C
REPORT
1-

Users who need weather/climate and agrometeorological information and
services.

Every sector of society uses weather/climate and agrometeorological services in one
way or the other but for the purpose of this workshop, the list below only include agricultural
sectors.
2-

Agricultural planners
Extension officers
Farmers
Government policy makers
Transport and communication
Hydrologists
Research communities
Seed companies
Agricultural chemical companies
Agro industries
NGOs
Health

Means of disseminating information to users
-

Radio where they exist
Meetings
Personal contact
Interest/target groups
News papers
Television
Telephone
Fax
Internet
RANET
Bulletins
Schools
NGOs
Intra groups
Traditional communicators

Ranking:
Only the first five were ranked in the order of importance
3-

Capacities to disseminate climate forecast and agrometeorological information

Most of the countries of Africa have the capacity to use any of the means of
communication in disseminating the climate forecast and agrometeorological information.


Radio if available has the best capacity to disseminate the agrometeorological
information;
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Meetings are a very good medium of communication but they can be slow since they
need time to be organized. The meeting place can be a long distance from some of the
target audience;
Personal contact may be very good but information can be distorted;
Newspapers are only useful if the target group is literate;
Interest/target groups are very effective but slow and may result in low coverage.

4-

Means of achieving better recognition of the value and economic benefice of
climate forecast and agrometeorological services.



The users should be informed on the importance of agrometeorological information
and services that are available;
The information should be in the local languages where possible and in a format that
the users understand;
There is a need for dialogue between climate scientists, agrometeorologists and users.
This will help to establish trust among the stakeholders;
The users should be educated/trained on the uses of the available agrometeorological
information and services;
There is a need for a more participatory approach by involving all the stakeholders;
There should be credibility of the producers and disseminators of the information;
Scientists should demonstrate and evaluate the effectiveness of the use of
agrometeorological information and services;
Build the capacity of the agrometeorologists on how to package and market the
information;
National Climate Forums where experts share information.









5-

Ways of assessing the
agrometeorological services

economic

values

of

seasonal

forecasts

This includes all the economic calculations.

Carry out on-station and on-farm trials of application of seasonal forecasts and
agrometeorological information;

Compare production of farmers who have used agrometeorological information with
those who have not.
6-

Creation of a track record for using climate/weather and agrometeorological
services





World meteorological;
Open days;
Regular meetings between NMS and target groups.(e.g. NGOs, communities,
journalists, industries);
Surveys/questionnaires, to inquire users’ needs;
Train media/journalists to better understand meteorological terminologies;
Accuracy and quality of forecast products by meteorologists should be stated;
Example of success stories/good practices printed/distributed/analyzed after events.





7





Case studies
Meteorological assistance to agriculture in Senegal (success);
Agrometeorological information dissemination in Mali (success);
Improving climate forecast communication for farm management in Uganda (success);
Use of RANET for disseminating agrometeorological, climate and environmental
information to rural people in Niger (success);
Use of RANET for disseminating agrometeorological, climate and environmental
information to rural people in Kenya (ongoing);
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Use of RANET for disseminating agrometeorological, climate and environmental
information to rural people in Uganda (ongoing);
Use of RANET for disseminating agrometeorological, climate and environmental
information to rural people in Zambia (ongoing);
Envirovision; prediction of maize use yields using various scenarios in the Free State,
South Africa (success);
Vegetable farming at Mingondi, Limpopo province, South Africa (success);
Agrometeorological assistance to rural folk in Mali (ongoing);
Agrometeorological weekly bulletin in Zimbabwe (ongoing);
Testing of the application of agrometeorological data and information to continue to
enhance food production in the Gambia;
Other studies supported by national and regional institutions.

8-

Pilot projects

8-1
8-2
8-3

8-9
8-10

Independent evaluation of the Malian project;
Agrometeorological information dissemination to users in Africa;
Evaluation of the seasonal outlooks disseminated to users in Africa during the last five
years;
Evaluation of agrometeorological advisories issued in selected countries of Africa;
Capacity building of the media practitioners in Africa to improve the dissemination of
climate forecast and agrometeorological advisories;
Capacity building of agrometeorologists in conducting the needs assessment and
packaging of agrometeorological products;
Development of methodologies to predict onset, distribution and cessation of rainfall in
different parts of Africa;
Cost-benefit analyses of the use of seasonal forecast and agrometeorological
advisories in Africa;
Implementation of the RANET project in other countries of Africa;
Development of new and innovative agrometeorological products and services.

9-

The way forward/recommendations

9.1.

There should be an increased participation of users in meetings to discuss the use of
climate forecasts and agrometeorological services;
The National Meteorological and Hydrological Services (NMHS) must conduct a needs
assessment of climate forecasts and agrometeorological services among users;
The NMHSs must evaluate existing climate forecasts and agrometeorological services
disseminated to users;
The media practitioners should be educated on the meanings of agrometeorological
terms, concepts, informed on the agrometeorological services available and trained on
ways of disseminating agrometeorological information;
Climate scientists and agrometeorologists should be trained on how to package and
marketing agrometeorological information;
There should be training of intermediaries including extension workers;
There is need to raise a awareness of policy makers on the importance of climate
forecast and agrometeorological information and services;
The school curriculum or other means should include agrometerological starting from
the lower/primary levels.








8-4
8-5
8-6
8-7
8-8

9.2.
9.3
9.4

9.5
9.6
9.7
9.8

There should be a follow up of the above recommendations.
All the above is dependent on the availability of adequate funds. Therefore, there is a
need to sensitize funding agencies, national governments and NGOs to provide enough funds
to enable the recommendations to be implemented.
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Comments:
Climate forums are not the best means to get the users, but for active participation
need in forums you need more funds.
There many other case studies hence need to put those in a Web-site for example on
www.agromet.org
Define a combined pilot project- not individual
Need to sensitise the policy makers
Need to develop a philosophy of marketing our product.
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Conclusions and Recommendations of the Meeting
Conclusions
1. The meeting concluded that climate information required for agricultural activities vary
from one application to another and sometimes from one region to another. The required
information at the farm level include: the onset and cessation of rains, amount of rainfall,
duration and distribution of wet, dry, cold/warm spells, mean, maximum and minimum
temperatures and other extreme weather/climate events. It was noted that farmers are
very conscious of their needs and that they always take advice to their advantage.
However, they do not take advice or messages when the risks involved are high or the
messages are in a form not acceptable to them.
2. The meeting agreed that seasonal forecasting is in high demand. However, so far, it is not
widely used by farmers because such forecasting is at an experimental stage and there is
no appropriate link with early warning systems and farmers. It is used only by decisionmakers in some countries. Most of the methods for rainfall prediction in Africa have not
addressed the important issue of the onset of rainfall and do not give consideration to the
first few weeks after sowing or planting, which are extremely critical for crop growth and
establishment. The capability to predict the cessation and, hence, length of the rainy
season, the expected annual or seasonal and monthly rainfall amount as well as the dry
spells between rainfall episodes is currently very limited. The meeting noted that most of
the models used in Africa are largely statistical and efforts to develop the capacity of
National Meteorological and Hydrological Services (NMHSs) to use these statistical
models in the subregions of Africa have been undertaken by ACMAD and the DMCs within
the framework of the regional climate forums.
3. It was recognized that dynamical models are often very complex and require very high
computing power. These models, including regional models, are available at few climate
centres of the advanced countries. Apart from South Africa and a few others, many
countries in Africa rely largely on the advanced centres regarding GCM products. There is
inadequate capacity to interpret and verify the skill of such models in the Region. This is a
serious challenge to ACMAD and the DMCs, and other regional centres. The meeting was
informed that DMC-Nairobi is currently running some trial dynamical models in conjunction
with IRI through support by USAID.
4. The meeting noted the difficulty to come up with user-tailored or specific forecast due to
different needs of farmers and encouraged efforts to develop new products. It agreed that
for Africa, one should make use of the farming systems database on the techniques used
by farmers. Existing projects such as the CLIMAG being implemented in West Africa
should also be exploited.
5. The meeting expressed its satisfaction with the implementation of the Mali pilot project and
noted that it was a success story because all stakeholders of the process deriving and
using the agrometeorological information/services were involved at all stages of the
project. It also enjoyed continued donor support. The rural population was very organized
and the coordination of the process was not interrupted.
6. Climate forecasts and agrometeorological information are only useful if the recipients of
the information use it to improve their production and operations. The information should
be disseminated using all means possible so that it reaches all the users and with enough
lead-time to influence decision-making.
7. The meeting discussed the Ranet project, designed specifically to address information
access and support for rural communities. It is intended to improve technical capacities
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and networks of national hydro-meteo service and extension agencies so as to provide
vital information to farmers in local languages. The Ranet system disseminates information
and products in audio, graphics, text and video form (i.e. multi-media). It is a new
information and communication technology for the rural areas, which is now being tested in
pilot projects in Senegal, Niger, Chad, Uganda, Zambia and Kenya. The meeting took note
of the positive results so far obtained in these projects and felt that continued efforts should
be made to introduce Ranet to the other countries in Africa.
Recommendations
The meeting took note of the advances made in the science of climate prediction and
agrometeorological science and discussed the challenges facing Africa to translate these
opportunities into real benefits for the farming and local communities. In order to meet the
challenges and pave the way forward, the meeting made the following recommendations,
directed mainly to WMO, NMHSs, Specialized Climate Centres (SCCs), Scientists,
Universities/Research Institutions (U/RIs) and donors:
i.

Build regional capacity for climate modelling and prediction, especially the downscaling
of information for agricultural uses and addressing issues related to dynamical and
probabilistic products, especially with respect to the specific requirements of users
such as amount of rainfall, onset date, wet/dry spells etc. that are required by many
users. Promote the development of climate/weather-agro models and new products of
climate forecast, bearing in mind the needs expressed by farmers; (Action: WMO,
SCCs, NMHSs, U/RIs)

ii.

Encourage the merging of various methodologies such as those presented by
Maracchi, Omotosho and Baddour to advise the farmers on the onset of the growing
season, the sowing date, the rainfall distribution and amount and the length of growing
season through the combination of various tools, crop models, seasonal predictions,
climatic analyses, ITCZ position, etc.; (Action: SCCs, U/RIs, WMO, NMHSs)

iii.

Promote the use of these methodologies through the utilization of the data and
products available on the Internet and also through the Website of CAgM for the
Agrometeorological Bulletin. Validate the methodologies within the context of activities
of CCl and CAgM and particularly in the OPAGs on agrometeorological and climatic
information applications; (Action: WMO, SCCs, NMHSs, U/RIs)

iv.

Provide the results from models or researchers to users and involve them in the
validation, verification and evaluation processes. Adaptation strategies should be
developed for the provision and practical use of seasonal forecasts, and meetings
should be organized to encourage the exchange of experiences on these issues;
(Action: SCCs, NMHSs, U/RIs)

v.

Test the accuracy of the seasonal forecasts for agriculture and analyse the positive
and negative effects. Give technical support to ACMAD Centre, DMCs and other
centres to test methods of climate forecasting (dynamic and hybrid) before adapting
them to particular conditions of the African climate; (Action: SCCs, NMHSs, U/RIs,
WMO)

vi.

Reduce uncertainty by performing several forecasts starting from the same initial time
but using slightly modified values of the parameters of the simulation; looking at the
dispersion of the parameters as a function of the time integration and describe the
encountered value distribution rather than the values themselves; using confidence
indices with a more or less high value; and including the uncertainty inside the
statistical tools; (Action: SCCs, NMHSs, U/RIs)
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vii.

Conduct surveys to identify specific products tailored to users. Only very specific
forecasts geared to the actual conditions and the most serious problems of farmers,
and delivered in plain and simple language, have a chance to be accepted and used
by farmers; (Action: SCCs, NMHSs)

viii.

Encourage a regional approach for the development of effective agrometeorological
services and ensure that adequate consideration of policies in favour of local
communities is given. It is crucial to take into account the conditions that actually
shape the livelihood of farmers and the local adaptive strategies; to make the right
choices in the use of contemporary science and to understand the overwhelming effect
of inappropriate policy environments; (Action: WMO, SCCs, NMHSs)

ix.

Promote the merging of the best practices and methodologies of the current Early
Warning Systems (AP3A, FEWS, GIEWS, WFP, SISP, ZAR), taking into account the
needs of decision-makers and the operational limitations such as data, personnel,
financial resources; (Action: SCCs, NMHSs, U/RIs)

x.

Improve the algorithms of rainfall estimation by satellite and put them at the disposition
of national meteorological services to complete the data gaps to run the models and
for the monitoring of the cropping season; (Action: SCCs, NMHSs, U/RIs)

xi.

Promote the use of geographical information system (GIS) and the development of
new remote sensing products, taking into consideration the needs of end users. Ways
and means should be studied on how to adopt in other countries risk zone
determination models and vegetation monitoring developed in Senegal by the
Ecological Monitoring Centre (CSE); (Action: SCCs, NMHSs, WMO)

xii.

Introduce training on seasonal forecasting in the programmes of meteorological and
hydrological schools (IMTR, AGRHYMET, EAMAC, etc) to develop and sustain the
competence in the meteorological services and improve the training activities also
under the RMTC on the best utilization of the data and related methodologies on
Internet; (Action: SCCs, U/RI, NMHSs, WMO)

xiii.

Create a Multi-disciplinary Working Group in each country to analyze the
meteorological information before its distribution to end-users. Invite intermediaries
such as rural journalists, extension workers and representatives of farmers
associations to expert meetings on the applications of climate forecasts. Appropriate
feedback mechanisms should be designed regarding the implementation of the
advisories given; (Action: NMHSs, WMO)

xiv.

Develop partnerships with users and identify or form a network of stakeholders in the
agricultural production chain as a way of adding value to the advisories. Crop,
animals, fisheries, construction, health, water, transport, marketing and other sectors
that identify with the products need to be linked; (Action: NMHSs, WMO)

xv.

Carry out a massive awareness campaign targeted at the public, policy makers,
politicians and, above all, the front line agricultural worker and the peasant farmer.
Carry out self-evaluation/assessment and try to achieve excellence by improving and
introducing better products and encouraging continuous change; (Action: NMHSs,
WMO)

xvi.

Develop a strategy of targeting students from an early age; primary schools are an
ideal entry point. The pupils are the farmers of tomorrow but they also speak daily with
their farming parents; (Action: NMHSs, WMO)
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xvii.

Consider the possibility of launching a pilot applications project, funded by
international/national institutions dealing with the application of climate forecasts to
agriculture in order to address the challenges regarding the effective use of all the
methodologies already existing; (Action: WMO, Donors, SCCs, NMHSs)

xviii.

Since Mali was a success story, the group strongly recommended that a postevaluation of the Mali experience be made to:
•
•
•

Identify key areas of success in terms of scientific, structural, organizational,
economical and societal aspects;
Identify difficulties encountered during different stages of the project;
Build a database designed for capitalizing on the experience.

The outcome of the post-evaluation will serve as inputs for the development of
scenarios for projects similar to that of Mali to be implemented in other African
countries. The post evaluation will not re-evaluate the direct outcome but rather the
lessons derived and capitalize on the experience; (Action: WMO, Donors, SCCs, and
NMHSs)
xix.

Encourage the active participation of the intermediaries in the implementation of pilot
projects on the applications of climate forecasts and agrometeorological information to
agriculture; (Action: NMHSs)

xx.

Develop an African training programme on communications to get the best products to
the end users. The target communicators (intermediaries) include journalists,
meteorologists, and agriculturists, extension agents and NGOs; promote the most
feasible means of disseminating information and products including radio, television,
and newspaper to the rural communities giving special emphasis to new and
affordable technologies such as Ranet (Action: WMO, Donors, SCCs, NMHSs).
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Closing Remarks
by
Momadou M. Saho
(Agricultural Meteorology Division, WMO)

Mr Chairman,
The Permanent Secretary, Department of State for Agriculture,
Mr Bubu Jallow, Permanent Representative of Gambia with WMO,
Distinguished Ladies and Gentlemen,

We have now come to the end of five days of constructive discussion on the state-ofthe–art of current scientific advances in climate forecasting and on the various types and
methods that are presently being utilized in Africa. The participation of experts from the
Region, especially those from the media and user groups has contributed significantly to the
debate and discussion that helped in identifying the forecasting needs, the optimum means of
the forecasts and the means of achieving a better recognition of the value and benefits of
agrometeorological information disseminated to the users.
Indeed the brainstorming we had during these days has enabled us to develop
appropriate recommendations on how the most suitable forecasting tools that are readily
available could be effectively applied for agricultural production in Africa. The Proceedings of
the Meeting, including contributions from the participants and the conclusions and
recommendations, will be published by WMO. This volume would serve as a major source of
information to all NMHSs and other agencies involved in preparing and disseminating
agrometeorological information and advisories in the Region.
Mr Chairman, on behalf of the Secretary-General of WMO, I would like to thank Her
Excellency the Minister, and through her, the Government of the Republic of the Gambia for
hosting the meeting and for providing excellent arrangements and facilities to ensure its
success. We are thankful to Mr Bubu Jallow, the Permanent Representative of Gambia with
WMO, for the dedicated services rendered to the meeting and for the warm and generous
Gambian hospitality.
Let me also extend the sincere appreciation of WMO to all the experts, some of whom
have travelled very long distances to come and impart their knowledge on scientific issues that
are crucial to the sustainable development of the African. WMO will make sure that the end of
this meeting would not be end of the process initiated here in the Gambia. Be sure that you
will be called again and again to contribute to the implementation of the recommendations
agreed here in the Gambia.
I once again thank you all and wish those travelling, bon voyages.
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Closing Statement
by
Permanent Secretary, Department of State for Agriculture

Mr Chairman
Representatives from WMO, Mr B. Nyenzi and Mr M. Saho
Distinguished Experts
Ladies and Gentlemen
On behalf of the Permanent Secretary, Department of State for Agriculture, it is my
pleasure to be accorded the responsibility to deliver the closing statement for this important
Expert Group Meeting.
I was present at the Opening Ceremony of this Meeting when the Secretary of State
for Fisheries, Natural Resources and the Environment, The Honorable Susan Waffa Oggo in
her opening statement expressed the national concern of the erratic rains that have resulted in
crop failures and food shortage experienced this year. In addition, this year, the country is
experiencing unseasonal rains at a time when crops harvested by farmers are still in the field.
Mr Chairman
Distinguish Experts
The Department of State of Agriculture being mindful of the plight of Gambian farmers
and the economy, that are to a large extent dependent on rain fed agriculture, sees the
Gambia’s hosting of the Experts Group Meeting for Regional Association I (Africa) on the
Application of Climate Forecasts for Agriculture as timely.
The active participation of the line department i.e. the Department of State for
Agriculture, at this five days meeting has further contributed to the capacity of the services to
have first hand knowledge in inter-annual climate variability and how it affects crops, livestock
and households. The knowledge acquired will help participants to understand and use Climate
Forecasts to manage their operations to enhance food security and poverty reduction.
The participation of the local media in this Meeting is also noted with pleasure. It is
through collaboration with such vital institutions, which in my view are the visible vehicle of
information transmission, that the forecasts and advisories can reach the grassroots level and
in retrospect obtain the feedback for fast evaluations of accuracy and timeliness, and of
course impact.
Mr Chairman
Distinguish Experts
On behalf of the Gambia Government, I wish to express our sincere gratitude to the
Secretary-General of WMO, Professor G.O.P Obasi for allowing The Gambia to host such an
important meeting. Also to our visitors, we are quite happy for having you with us and please
make some time to visit again, the Smiling Coast of West Africa.
As you come to the end of these five days of intensive deliberations, I do hope you
were able to have some experience of our local Gambian environment, if not please try to do
so before your departure.
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On a final note, on behalf of the Permanent Secretary, Department of State for
Agriculture, I wish all of you a safe journey back home and I now declare the WMO Regional
Association I Expert Group Meeting on Climate Forecasts for Agriculture closed.
Thank you for your kind attention.

____________________
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APPENDIX I
REPORT OF THE WORLD METEOROLOGICAL ORGANIZATION RA I EXPERT GROUP
MEETING ON THE
IMPLEMENTATION OF CLIMATE FORECASTS FOR AGRICULTURE
(9 to 13 December 2002, Banjul, The Gambia)

1.

The World Meteorological Organization (WMO) Expert Group Meeting was opened at
the Jaama Hall of the Kairaba Beach Hotel at 10:15 a.m. on Monday, 9 December 2002
by the Honorable Susan Waffa-Ogoo, Secretary of State for Fisheries, Natural
Resources and the Environment. Fifty-one participants from Africa and outside attended
the meeting. The list of participants is provided in Annex I.

2.

On behalf of His Excellency, the President, Alhagie Dr. Yahya A.J.J. Jammeh, the
Government and people of The Gambia, the Secretary of State extended a warm
welcome to the participants and expressed The Gambia Government's sincere
appreciation to Prof. Obasi, the Secretary-General of WMO for allowing The Gambia to
host this important meeting. In addressing the participants, Honorable Waffa-Ogoo
noted that "at the beginning of the rainy season, the rains failed and crop productivity
was reduced. At the end of the rainy season, unseasonal rains destroyed the little
amount of crop that was harvested. Productivity was again reduced. That tells you the
plight of the Gambian farmers and the economy, which are completely dependent on
rain-fed agriculture".

3.

She expressed the shortcomings of the Gambian forecasters in making seasonal
weather forecasts but noted that a seasonal forecast model, which provides forecasts of
average seasonal rainfall quantities and anomalies thereof, is presently being
experimented. Through the WMO Voluntary Cooperation Programme, the Government
of the United Kingdom and the Meteorological Office provided the Gambian
Meteorological Services with a Media Weather Presentation System. A technician from
the UK Meteorological Office was in The Gambia to upgrade the Media System with
state-of-the-art equipment and software. The Government of The Gambia also
constructed a building for the Media Weather Studio. In this connection, she
emphasized the need to have accurate predictions of beginning and end of the rainy
season; start, duration and end of dry spells and magnitude and duration of floods in
The Gambia and the Sahel, and highlighted the lack of technical and technological
capacities.

4.

The Secretary of State ended her remarks by saying, "We in The Gambia look forward
to your state-of-the-art presentations and discussion papers that, we hope, will
contribute to addressing and alleviating our climate-related agricultural problems and
those of the African Region in general. We also look forward to future collaboration and
cooperation with your parent institutions in advancing climate forecasting in The Gambia
and the African Region as a whole. I hope the brainstorming sessions of the Meeting
will take into consideration all the needs of the Region to come up with tangible and
practical recommendations for future actions by the scientific community, WMO and
Member States of the African Region".

5.

On behalf of the Secretary-General of WMO, Dr Buruhani Nyenzi, Chief, World Climate
Applications and Climate Prediction and Application Services (CLIPS) Division
addressed the meeting, during the opening session. He informed the meeting that the
RA I Expert Group Meeting was jointly organized by the Agricultural Meteorological
Division and the Climate Applications and CLIPS Division of WMO. He reiterated that
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the meeting was timely as many countries in Africa including The Gambia are currently
engaged in combating the impacts of climate variability, droughts and famine that pose
many challenges to the agricultural sector, which is one of the largest contributors to
gross domestic product (GDP).
6.

Dr Nyenzi highlighted the purpose of the meeting and the expected outcome. He
assured the meeting that WMO is working very hard to see how it can help the
Meteorological Services within the Region in improving the provision of early warning for
climate-related events within the Region. In order to enhance this effort, he urged
governments in the Region to provide adequate support to National Meteorological and
Hydrological Services (NMHSs), as well as other related national and regional
institutions and programmes, so as to ensure that these institutions and programmes
continue to utilize new developments and skills in climate prediction in support of
sustainable development.

7.

Finally, he assured the participants that on its part, WMO will continue to support the
activities of the NMHSs and those of the African Centre for Meteorological Applications
and Development (ACMAD), Agrhymet Centre and the Drought Monitoring Centres
(DMCs) in their effort to further contribute effectively to a sustainable national and
regional agricultural development. WMO will also continue to work with its partners in
the international community as well as Governments in order to ensure the sustainability
of these institutions.

8.

Following the opening session, and the adoption of the programme of the meeting (see
Annex II), papers were presented under the different themes. The presentations and
discussions that followed are summarized here below.

THEME I: CURRENT ADVANCES IN THE SCIENCE OF CLIMATE PREDICTION:
CAPACITY FOR AGRICULTURAL APPLICATIONS IN AFRICA.
9.

The meeting noted that most of the models used in Africa are largely statistical. Apart
from South Africa and few other African countries, many African countries rely largely on
the General Circulation Model (GCM) outputs produced from Advanced Centers without
adequate capacity to interpret and verify the skill of such models in the Region. This is a
serious challenge to ACMAD and the DMCs that have recently undertaken the
responsibility to ensure that the NMHSs use of similar statistical models is discussed
and experimented within the auspices of the regional climate forums. DMC-Nairobi is
currently running some trial dynamical models in conjunction with International Research
Institute (IRI) through support by United States AID (USAID).

10.

The process for the development and dissemination of seasonal forecasts in Africa
starts with a pre-forum (typically a few weeks) at which key points and national statistics
for the next rainy season are prepared and presented. This is followed by the Forum
(typically a few days) which involves the presentation of the latest information on the
climate system and its evaluation, elaboration of regional forecasts for the next rainy
season and the presentation and discussions of the application of the forecasts on
various sectors such as agriculture, hydrology, health and transport. Users from these
various sectors are usually invited to participate in these Forums. Forecasters from
NMHSs are directly involved in the preparation and elaboration of the forecasts. When
the forecasters go back to their countries, they downscale it and disseminate the
products to the users at national level. Dissemination involves appropriate interpretation
to the benefit of users including national adaptation of regional products.
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11.

The second phase of the process involves the update of the forecasts on monthly basis
and the continuous adaptation of the forecasts to the latest available information, e.g.,
Sea Surface Temperature (SST) on the climate system. This is followed by the evolution
of the forecasts in terms of the quality of rainfall forecasts (technical evaluation) and
utilization of the forecasts from the point of view of the users.

12.

The forecasting methodology used in these regions involves the division of the oceans
into key ocean zones Central/East Pacific (Niño 3 & 3,4 boxes), Atlantic (including the
Atlantic dipole), Gulf of Guinea and Indian Ocean. The countries of Africa are also
divided into subregions, namely: PRESAO for West Africa, PRESAC for Central Africa,
GHACOF East and the Horn of Africa, SARCOF for Southern Africa; and PRESANOR
for North Africa and this partition into subregions is based on the features of the rainy
season in Africa. One model is used in each subregion and multiple regression models
and stepwise predictors are selected. Quantitative forecasts are transformed into
qualitative forecasts [building 3 categories (below normal, normal, above normal) using
the terciles of the anomalies’ distribution] and the quality of each model is evaluated
using cross validation and contingency tables (observed categories versus forecast
categories).

13.

To arrive at a forecast agreed by the Forum (Consensus Forecast), forecasts coming
from the countries are integrated, taking into account the complementary information
coming from Numerical Models (coupled and forced). The forecasts are also adapted to
the expected evolution of the climate system using expertise of well-known experts
present at the Forum or through consultation. The outcome is a regional forecast
(PRESAO, PRESAC, GHACOF, SARCOF, and PRESANOR) expressed as a
probabilistic forecast for the three categories previously presented (dry, normal and
wet).

14.

A typical example of a seasonal rainfall prediction methodology and models used by the
National Meteorological Services Agency (NMSA) of Ethiopia was presented. These are
mainly based on the results of ENSO analogue methodologies. The Agency uses the
Markov Chain approach to summarize large data records into equations of few curves
and few shape parameters. It also uses this approach to study the effects of ENSO on
Ethiopian rainfall.

15.

Another methodology used in NMSA was related to the investigation of the effects of
El Niño – Southern Oscillation (ENSO) episodic events on the amount and distribution of
rainfall as well as dry spell lengths within the rainy seasons of Ethiopia. This information
and its implications are found useful for agriculture.

16.

To proceed with this study it was necessary to classify the historical rainfall data into
years of La Niña (cold episode with cold/negative Sea Surface Temperature Anomaly
(SSTA)), normal episode (Mean SSTA) and EL Niño (warm episode with positive SSTA)
as follows:
-

Cold (La Niña):
Normal episodes:

-

Warm (El Niño):

1964,1971,1973,1974, 1975, 1988, 1998, and 1999.
1967, 1968, 1970, 1976, 1977, 1978, 1979, 1980, 1981, 1983,
1984, 1985, 1989, 1995, and 1996.
1965,1966,1969,1972, 1982, 1986, 1987, 1990, 1991, 1992,
1993, 1994, and 1997.

Markov Chain was fitted into the classified years and the characteristics of the rainfall in
each episode were studied. The link found between the ENSO phenomena and rainfall
variability in Ethiopia was strong and not a simple statistical chance and agricultural
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planners should be advised to incorporate the possible effects of ENSO episodic events
in their decision-makings when ENSO signal is evident.
17.

Some of the existing key climate prediction models and methodologies include the
following:

The International Research Institute for Climate Prediction Group provides a net
assessment (or distillation) of information from a variety of climate prediction tools to arrive at
an integrated forecast. These tools, include:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Coupled ocean-atmosphere model predictions of tropical Pacific SST covering the
forecast period;
Statistical forecasts of Indian Ocean and Atlantic Ocean sea surface temperature
developed by the IRI;
The response of atmospheric global circulation model (GCM) predictions to the present
and predicted SST patterns;
Statistical analyses; and
Appropriate Regional Climate Outlook Forum consensus guidance.

The output of the IRI integrated forecast model consists of maps that show expected
precipitation probabilities in tercile classes. The maps indicate probabilities that seasonal
precipitation will fall into the wettest third of the years (top number), the middle third of years
(middle number) or the driest third of the years (bottom). The output has a resolution of 2.8°
and is issued twice a year.
IBIMET Group provides a short-term prediction of the onset of the growing season. The
development of this methodology has followed three different steps in order to assess the
onset and the development of the growing season in Mali, with a particular attention to the
determination of the sowing date.
a)
b)
c)

Step I - Utilization of the AGRHYMET Data Bank to determine the average decade for
the onset of the growing season;
Step II - Determination of the planting date and evaluation of the crop installation using
the SISP system; and
Step III - Operational application of the climate predictions.

The scope of the exercise is to predict the planting period for the different zones in order
to provide lead-time advisories to the peasants concerning the most opportune moment to
plant their crops.
Omotosho’s Prediction of the onset of growing season (two Empirical/Dynamical
methods used for a few years now in West Africa) is a model that uses the U-component of
the wind at the surface and upper levels. It requires that the difference between the Ucomponent of the wind at 3000m (700 mb) and that at the surface must be between 20 m/s
and 5 m/s. Also the difference between the U-components of the wind at 7500 m (400 mb)
and that at 3000m (700mb) must be between 0 and 10 m/s. The method gives the date of the
onset of the rainy season two to three weeks ahead after the above conditions have been
satisfied for three consecutive weeks. The scale of the analysis is over the Sahelian region,
from the Senegal to Chad.
18.

As a way forward, the meeting discussed and agreed that the use and value of the
forecasts should be evaluated and new user-oriented products elaborated and adapted
particularly in terms of downscaling models and model products. Existing material
(statistical models, new predictors, etc.) should be consolidated and improved. The
communication system with users should be strengthened and co-ordinated.
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THEME II:

REGULAR MECHANISMS FOR THE IMPROVEMENT AND CONSOLIDATION
OF METHODS OF CLIMATE FORECASTS.

19.

It was noted that seasonal climate forecasting procedures normally start with appropriate
historical climate records, or a climatological database. This database (temperature or
precipitation) should be ‘clean’ (quality controlled), complete and as long as is possible.
A standard 30-year period, such as 1961-90 or longer is applied for most databases.

20.

Another mechanism for the improvement of seasonal forecasts is verification of forecast
skills using verification measures such as accuracy, skill, reliability or bias, resolution
and sharpness. Various quantitative measures for verifying forecast skills were also
presented. These include the use of contingency tables and associate scores, Critical
Success Index (CSI), Heidke skill score, and Linear Error in Probability Space (LEPS).

21.

Predictability depends on scale of the forecast phenomenon and the range of the
forecast. It is also a function of the deterministic (error or lost of information is inherent)
and probabilistic (interpretation problems likely to arise) formulation. All these lead to
uncertainty in the forecast and this situation must be addressed to improve the methods
and models for forecasting. Uncertainty also arises from measurements, assimilation
and inadequate data representation of regions.

22.

The meeting highlighted the following points regarding the issue of uncertainty and
verification of the seasonal forecast:
• the verification process is an important part of the prediction process;
• the verification of the utilization and impact of the seasonal prediction should
carried out;
• the feedback of user experience to the climate forecasters should be improved;
• pertinent and reliable databases at the end of verification should be established
and made accessible;
• a formulation of the forecast, basically probabilistic should be considered;
• the promotion of the transformation of the probabilistic forecasts in more
accessible and comprehensive terms should be encouraged ( transformation in
terms of scenarios or the risk incurred by the user and some associated
probabilities etc).

23.

For the effectiveness of all the forecast systems existing in Africa, monitoring activities
represent an added value to the system analysis both because they allow evaluation of
the conditions of the wet season on the agricultural and food situation as well as the
conditions and the effectiveness of the early warning systems and of the mechanisms of
crisis management. Several monitoring tools exist, dealing with food security and
primary production in the Sahelian region. Most of them are based on the
meteorological stations and the field surveys. Recently, a portion of the monitoring
activities are carried out using remotely-sensed information, supposed to be more
objective, near real time and validated data sets.

24.

Apart from the methods mentioned earlier, the meeting recognized other season
prediction products that are being utilized in and outside Africa. These include:


numerical products from big world prediction centres such as IRI, European
Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecast (ECMWF), United Kingdom
Meteorological Office (UKMO); Meteo France (MF), Japanese Meteorological
Agency (JMA), and National Centres for Environmental prediction (NCEP);
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statistical products, generally prepared outside Africa for example the African
Desk in the USA;
complementary products from methods including that of Cèron and Gueremy on
intraseasional evolution in West Africa, and Mainguy, Cèron and Gueremy on the
long rainy season in Kenya;
monthly and decadal bulletins and products from ACMAD, DMCs and the
Agrhymet Centre.

THEME III: THE APPLICATION OF CLIMATE FORECASTS AND
AGROMETEOROLOGICAL INFORMATION FOR AGRICULTURE, FOOD
SECURITY, FORESTRY, LIVESTOCK AND FISHERIES.
25.

The meeting considered the different areas of application of climate forecasts and
agrometeorological information and noted the following:
In the short-term, agrometeorological information is useful for:
a)
b)
c)
d)

provision of planting schedules;
utilization of inputs or other factors of production;
identification of varieties adapted to seasons; and
identification of dates suitable for farming under optimum conditions based
on short-term meteorological predictions.

In the medium- and longer-term and for planning purposes, agrometeorological
information is utilized for:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
26.

prevention of damage due to weather conditions and pests on harvest;
building a national safety stock;
market regulation (transfer from surplus to deficit areas);
food aid projections;
mitigation of food crises (off-season cropping); and
plan fodder harvest.

The applications of climate forecasts and agrometeorological information for agriculture,
food security, forestry, livestock and fisheries are common in food security systems.
These include:
i)

The AGRHYMET SISP, which aims to use and integrate different information
sources and different analysis procedures to allow the meteorological services to
monitor the growing season on a decadal time scale and provide national early
warning systems with useful information about the evolution of crop conditions.
The modular structure used allows the meteorological services to provide
agroclimatic characterizations, season monitoring, crop growth assessment and
yield forecasting based on the most common and easily obtainable
agrometeorological parameters.

ii)

Diagnostic Hydrique des Cultures- Champs pluviometric system uses remote
sensing data and information (cold cloud duration, maximum and minimum
temperatures) to develop and correlate the seasonal forecast on the 1st of August
with the estimation of various crop yields.

iii)

WFP-Vulnerability Analysis and Mapping is typically undertaken in the following
three stages:
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a)
b)
c)

27.

Identifying the important income sources for each population group;
Analyzing the casual structure of vulnerability to understand why particular
population groups are vulnerable;
Reconciling the analysis of risk and coping capacity across income sources
into an overall analysis of current or chronic vulnerability conditions.

iv)

FAO- Global Information and Early Warning System is designed with the goal to
provide policymakers and policy-analysts with the most up-to-date and accurate
information available on all aspects of food supply and demand. In doing so, it
provides regular bulletins on food crop production and markets at the global level
and situation reports on a regional and country-by-country basis.

v)

USAID FEWS-net uses a survey system whereby the mode of acquisition of food
and cash income and how these are spent in most years is assessed to determine
the survival of the communities and their vulnerability in the years. Hazard data
and information (wars, droughts/floods, change is policies, fluctuations in
production levels and markets, etc.) are also collected. The vulnerability and
hazard information are then put together to determine impacts of a hazard on the
communities.

The Malian Pilot Project was presented as a typical case study. Mali utilizes
agrometeorological information and warnings to improve agricultural production by about
20 to 25%. The Multi-disciplinary Working Group (MWG) of Mali is mandated to collect,
analyze, elaborate and disseminate agrometeorological information and warnings to
users. The information and warnings are directed to decision–makers, national and
international organizations in-charge of early warning and food security. For
improvement of agricultural production, the information provided goes to farmers for the
planning of their daily agricultural activities.
The purpose and type of
agrometeorological information and warnings issued are as follows:

i)

For Food Security:
a)
b)
c)

ii)

Decadal agro-hydro-meteorological bulletins that give the evaluation of the
cropping season;
Rainy season characteristics to determine risk zones;
The vegetation development front to monitor the evolution of pasture and water
points.

For agricultural production:
a)

Evolution of agroclimatic resources (rainfall, start, end and length of the season
etc.); and

iii) Operational applications:
a)
b)
c)

Provisional sowing calendar that allows farmers to sow on the basis of a rainfall
threshold, and a given crop variety;
Daily weather forecast that allows farmers to plan their daily activities;
Seasonal forecasts that help meteorologists prepare a provisional calendar in
relation to the start of the rainy season.

The socio-economic advantages of the application of agrometeorological information
and warnings depend largely on the quality of the information provided, its dissemination
in real time and correct use by farmers.
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THEME IV: THE ESTABLISHMENT OF NEEDS FOR CLIMATE FORECASTS AND OTHER
AGROMET INFORMATION FOR AGRICULTURE BY LOCAL, NATIONAL AND
REGIONAL DECISION-MAKERS AND USER COMMUNITIES
28.

An “end to end” scheme was proposed as a good guideline for understanding the value
of activities in the fields of data, research, education, training and extension and policies,
for the design of agrometeorological services for end-users. The main bottlenecks
appear to be:
(i) insufficient considerations of the actual conditions of the livelihood of farmers;
(ii) developments of inappropriate support systems.

29.

The scheme has the support systems: data, research, education/training/extension (e, t
& e) and policies, of purely supportive nature. This support, in turn, should be carried
out by the right mixture of knowledge pools through appropriate activities. As a
consequence of the inadequate knowledge of the conditions that actually shape the
livelihood of farmers, we have too often:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

insufficiently taken into account local adaptive strategies,
not made the right choices in the use of contemporary science, and
indeed not understood the overwhelming effect of inappropriate policy
environments.

30.

The social concerns and the environmental considerations (user needs) that are at stake
need the scientific support, as well as the understanding of what is actually possible and
of the very conditions in the livelihood of farmers. All agroclimatological information that
can be directly applied to try to improve and/or protect agricultural production, such as
yield quantity and quality, while protecting the agricultural resource base from
degradation, are considered to belong to such services.

31.

General weather forecasts for agriculture provide information to the farmer so that he
could make his own operational decisions. This special type of advice is given in
advisories issued by agrometeorologists in cooperation with agricultural extension
workers and these advisories may recommend implementation of certain practices or
the use of special materials to help effectively halt or minimize possible weather-related
crop damage or loss.

32.

The agrometeorological services or a multi-disciplinary group of experts carries out the
quantitative and qualitative evaluation and forecasting of the condition, growth,
development and yield of pastures as well as provision of advisories on the state and
productivity of stockbreeding. The functioning of the whole system obviously depends on
the establishment of close interaction between agrometeorological observers,
telecommunication experts, programmers, agrometeorologists and other experts.

33.

In a typical case study in Guinea, the following users' needs on agrometeorological
information were established by a survey:
a)

Department of Agricultural Services
•
Agricultural Calendar
•
Seasonal Forecast
•
Study on rainfall and water balance

b)

Department of livestock services
Pastoral monitoring and environmental degradation
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•
•
•

Modelling on livestock disease in function to climatic elements
Rainy season monitoring (start, duration/intensity)
Monitoring the quality and quantity of biomass

c)

Forestry Department
•
Weather forecast and fire outbreaks
• Reinforcement of rainfall stations and regular dissemination of
agrometeorological information

d)

Fisheries Department
•
Forecast of marine meteorology for the security of fishermen
•
State of the sea and forecasting of strong winds

e)

Guinean Society of Palm Oil (SOGUIPAH)
•
Study of wind
•
Study based on NDVI and other elements of the climate

f)

Cotton Project
•
Rainfall and solar distribution
•
Develop modules for yield forecasting
•
Determination of the start of the season
•
Reinforcement of the rainfall stations

34.

The Senegalese case study showed that the Centre for Ecological Monitoring (CSE)
developed a model for the determination of risk zones for rain-fed crops. This model
uses the images of rainfall estimation and normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI)
as input data. The relative areas of monitoring are vegetative production, cropping
season and bush fires.

35.

During the cropping season, risks zones for rain–fed crops are identified using very
advanced technology tools: satellite images, computer models. Geographic Information
System (GIS), computerized data banks.

36.

The modules are composed of two principal modules. The first module produces maps
that can characterize the installation phase of crops using rainfall estimation images.
The second module uses NDVI and produces different maps and temporal profiles
related to Vegetation Condition Index (VCI), which is a particular index, effective in
determining the impact of meteorological factors on vegetative growth.

37.

The results allow making warnings in the season (start of August) to the governmental
authorities and development partners in providing them with information on the
installation of the cropping season. The output data is maps of vegetative index, sowing
dates, re-sowed zones, decades of first sowing, duration of the period favorable to crop
growth, limited dates for sowing.

38.

During the year 2002 / 2003, the application of the module showed an early installation
of the rainfall in much part of the country in the month of June. The season started with
good hopes, but a long dry spell (more than one month) affected the crop growth.

39.

A Pilot Project was implemented in The Gambia in 1988 to define user needs. The longterm objective of the project was to contribute to the enhancement of agricultural
production by encouraging the farming community to use agrometeorological and
hydrological information in carrying out production-related activities on the farm.
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40.

Forecasts and warnings on the abnormality of the rainy season and the possible
occurrence of dry spells were issued. Information on the probability of the start of rains
and on optimum planting dates of various crops and varieties were also issued. Results
from the basic analyses revealed a highly significant response of crops to fertilizers and
timely agrometeorological practices. Increased percentages of 13 and 23 in actual millet
yields were registered at Pirang in plots where agricultural and agrometeorological
inputs were applied as compared to the farmer’s plots where these were lacking.

41.

The trial showed that climate forecasts and agrometeorological warnings can only
achieve their full value if conceived, executed and applied in close and continuous
cooperation with the ‘’users’’. Thus, successful policies require precise information on
the weather and how it affects harvests. Unfortunately, the extension phase did not take
off due to lack of continued donor support.

THEME V: OPTIMUM MEANS OF DISSEMINATING CLIMATE FORECASTS AND THE
MEDIA FOR TRANSMITTING CLIMATE FORECASTS AND OTHER
AGROMETEOROLOGICAL INFORMATION TO USERS
42.

The meeting agreed that effective method of communicating forecasts to farmers
requires sufficient knowledge about the farmers and users in the agricultural industry.
For that matter disseminators of climate information must realize that they are dealing
with a highly perishable product. A delay of a few days may mean disaster as farmers
fail to plant their crops in time. There is, therefore, need to devise means of getting the
products to the consumer-farmers and other end-users as fast as possible.

43.

The communities cannot easily assess information about the climate forecasts that is
produced by the Meteorological Services because meteorologists are not qualified to
communicate at the community level where the information is needed most in Africa.
The language that these forecasts are written is in most times the official language
(English, French, Arabic, etc.) used in the individual countries. Yet very few of our
people speak and understand these languages.

44.

In order for communication to be effective, it should be able to influence decision-making
by the farmers. The following are considered very crucial in influencing decision-making
of the farmers:
 Scientists need to stop writing to themselves and go the extra mile to write products
that can be consumed by the ordinary people;
 Forecasts and advisories should be translated into local language to allow
participation from the broader community;
 Forecasts and advisories must be localized to make them relevant to cropping
calendar of the community;
 Forecasts and advisories need to have an economic value attached. What are the
economic benefits that will accrue in planting, weeding, harvesting, storage or
moving livestock at a particular time?

45.

Achieving the communication goal would require understanding the forecasts by all the
people in the communication chain, understanding and downscaling the advisories, and
understanding the rural livelihoods and their priorities; understanding the traditional
forecast systems, and understanding the local languages that are used to convey the
information contained in the forecasts and advisories.
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46.

A case study on Mali was presented. The quality of all communication networks
depends on the capacity of the providers to properly formulate the message, and
receivers to understand the message, which is transmitted to them. In this direction, the
Meteorological Service of Mali started by training staff in communication terminologies
and organizing study tours for them in Mali, France and Morocco. Speakers of the local
languages and journalists have undergone several training sessions, generally
organized in the form of workshops and completed by Meteo-Media days. Open Days
were organized where exchanges between communicators and meteorological staff
were carried out. This is to make possible the understanding of the contents of the
meteorological bulletin whilst preserving its scientific values.

47.

The Malian media disseminates two types of meteorological information, the daily
forecast and the decadal advice to farmers. The daily weather forecast by the press
remains timely, and is published from Monday to Friday.

48.

The Decadal Agro–hydro-Meteorological Bulletin is established by a Multi-disciplinary
Working Group and is disseminated in two ways:
I. By post addressed to technical services, administration and development partners;
II. By the press (Radio, Television, New papers).

49.

The summary of the bulletin is broadcast in all national languages and in French on its
first day of publication and the whole content is broadcast on the Friday of the same
week. The bulletin is transmitted from the meteorological centre to the national and the
private radios and the television by facsimile, and copies are sent to communicators in
national languages. Telephones are also used to ask for forecasts when they are late.
Letters from listeners and viewers, particularly farmers, are read during the programme
called “A Ni Cié” (Greetings to workers). It consists of the rainfall and the state of crops
some times a farmer will indicate the presenting qualities of a presenter on TV.

50.

The success of any development project depends on the mobilization capacity of its
actors or partners based on information not only for its quality, but also through a viable
circulation network of this information. There must be a horizontal communication
between the meteorological service and the technical structures (radio, television, press)
and the Directorate of Agriculture) and also a descending and ascending communication
between farmers and these structures served by the media and other adapted supports.

THEME VI:
MEANS OF ACHIEVING BETTER RECOGNITION OF THE VALUE AND
BENEFITS OF CLIMATE FORECASTS AND AGROMETEOROLOGICAL INFORMATION
DISSEMINATED TO USERS
51.

The meeting recognized that for a user of climate forecasts and agrometeorological
information to be satisfied with the products received, he or she must realize some
economic value. The product must be based on routine operations and be responsive to
the specific requirement of the user. With time, the user builds confidence in the
products if they serve the purpose and are received on a timely basis. The products
should be available for risk analysis and in good time to satisfy planning purposes. It is
only when these conditions (availability, confidence, user-needs) are met will the
services be of value to the user. The user then recognizes the value of the services and
will always look towards new products. Also, the products are more recognized if they
are simple, user-friendly and customized to user-requirements.
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52.

An example of a product that has a high degree of user satisfaction is the monthly
service provided by Envirovision in the “Maize Vision” programme in the Republic of
South Africa (RSA). Maize vision provides an integrated analysis of the current status of
the global climate situation and its effect on maize production in RSA. The current SOI
is applied locally to a typical maize production system in South Africa via a crop growth
simulation model using climate scenarios. These predicted yields are used together
with the current trends of economic indicators (e.g. maize price/exchange rate (Rand to
US $) etc) to allow the producers to make informed / educated decisions regarding the
on-farm operations such as planning for the new season and planning for the following
month.

53.

It was noted that the value of the services provided would depend on the frequency, the
convenience of its use, and the availability of the forecast. The availability would
depend on the means by which it is communicated either through radio, television, print
media, telephone or telefax or other means. The value of the services also depends on
the confidence the user has in the supplier of the forecast and whether it is tailored to
meet the specific needs of that user. An example of a valuable service provided by the
agrometeorologists in South Africa is that of the estimation of the maize crop during the
growing season. At present there is a project running which aims at improving the
estimate using advanced stratification modelling and new Landsat imagery. This is an
example of tailor-made produce, which has been developed together with the user over
many years and evolved into something of very high value to the maize industry in RSA.

54

It was further noted that recognition, value and confidence could be achieved or
influenced by:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Track record/credibility (success/disaster stories);
Strategy to develop new products (tailor-made forecast for specific users);
Response to user needs/demands (market requirements, formats of forecasts, and
response time to requests);
Forecast services not limited to National Meteorological Services but in
partnership with industry); and
Use of media (according to public demand, various formats (prints/radio/TV), local
language, etc.).

55.

Improvement of user perception on the services provided is possible and must be made
through targeting and involvement of the users. Economic value is one way to persuade
the users when impact assessment is possible. Skill assessment of the forecast is one
fundamental way to demonstrate the usefulness of the forecast and this should be
encouraged.

56.

In considering ways of achieving better use of climate forecasts and agrometeorological
information by users, the meeting also noted the following:

•

Users vary in their capacities to understand information that is potentially useful to them.
They differ in the levels of basic literacy and information is most effective if it meets the
users at their own level. They also differ in the kinds of information that is most useful
given their particular situations, and in some situations, the effectiveness of the
information depends greatly on other conditions.

•

When information reaches the users is of great importance for decision-making. Leadtime is a very important factor. The usefulness of a climate forecast may also depend on
how frequently it is updated and how well users understand the implications of updating.
In this regard, climate scientists or agrometeorologists should work closely with
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agricultural extension officers, who will downscale and interpret the information and then
pass it onto farmers.
•

Participatory approaches to delivering climate forecasts might include structured
dialogues between climate scientists and forecast users to identify climate parameters of
particular importance to users and the organizations that the users might rely on for
climate forecast information. Such dialogues might assist in establishing communication
channels and improve mutual understanding.

•

Information on the behaviour of the weather or weather related parameters is more
acceptable when combined with mitigation or preventive strategies. For example a frost
forecast can be combined with frost prevention mechanism and a forecast of drought
with ways of conserving soil moisture.

•

It is very important to educate the climate scientists and the agrometeorologists on how
to package, disseminate and market the information to the users. The users must be
educated on the value and cost benefits of applying the information disseminated to
them in their operations. The users must also be trained on how to analyze, summarize
and interpret the information they receive so that they can derive maximum benefit.

•

The typical information disseminating systems such as the distribution of written
material, television broadcasts, Internet and so on, are oriented primarily for the
educated and the rich farmers. The information distributed through these channels does
not normally reach the less-educated, elderly, people with low incomes and those
without power. These constraints can be overcome by disseminating the climate
forecasts and agrometeorological information through the people who are known and
trusted by the marginalized groups, including their social networks.

Conclusions
1.

The meeting concluded that climate information required for agricultural activities vary
from one application to another and sometimes from one region to another. The
required information at the farm level include: the onset and cessation of rains, amount
of rainfall, duration and distribution of wet, dry, cold/warm spells, mean, maximum and
minimum temperatures and other extreme weather/climate events. It was noted that
farmers are very conscious of their needs and that they always take advice to their
advantages. However, they do not take advice or messages when the risks involved are
high or the messages are in a form not acceptable to them.

2.

The meeting agreed that seasonal forecasting is in high demand. However, so far, it is
not widely used by farmers because such forecasting is at an experimental stage and
there is no appropriate link with early warning systems and farmers. It is used only by
decision-makers in some countries. Most of the methods for rainfall prediction in Africa
have not addressed the important issue of the onset rainfall and do not give
consideration to the first few weeks after sowing or planting, which are extremely critical
for crop growth and establishment. The capability to predict the cessation and, hence,
length of the rainy season, the expected annual or seasonal and monthly rainfall amount
as well as the dry spells between rainfall episodes is currently very limited. The meeting
noted that most of the models used in Africa are largely statistical and efforts to develop
the capacity of National Meteorological and Hydrological Services (NMHSs) to use these
statistical models in the subregions of Africa have been undertaken by ACMAD and the
DMCs within the framework of the regional climate forums.
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3.

It was recognized that dynamical models are often very complex and require very high
computing power. These models, including regional models, are available at few climate
centres of the advanced countries. Apart from South Africa and few others, many
countries in Africa rely largely on the advanced centres regarding GCM products. There
is inadequate capacity to interpret and verify the skill of such models in the Region. This
is a serious challenge to ACMAD and the DMCs, and other regional centres. The
meeting was informed that DMC-Nairobi is currently running some trial dynamical
models in conjunction with IRI through support by USAID.

4.

The meeting noted the difficulty to come up with user-tailored or specific forecast due to
different needs of farmers and encouraged efforts to develop new products. It agreed
that for Africa, one should make use of the farming systems database on the techniques
used by farmers. Existing projects such as the CLIMAG being implemented in West
Africa should also be exploited.

5.

The meeting expressed its satisfaction with the implementation of the Mali pilot project
and noted that it was a success story because all stakeholders of the process deriving
and using the agrometeorological information/services were involved at all stages of the
project. It also enjoyed continued donor support. The rural population was very
organized and the coordination of the process was not interrupted.

6.

Climate forecasts and agrometeorological information are only useful if the recipients of
the information use it to improve their production and operations. The information should
be disseminated using all means possible so that it reaches all the users and with
enough lead-time to influence decision-making.

7.

The meeting discussed the Ranet project, designed specifically to address information
access and support for rural communities. It is intended to improve technical capacities
and networks of national hydro-meteo service and extension agencies so as to provide
vital information to farmers in local languages. The Ranet system disseminates
information and products in audio, graphics, text and video form (i.e. multi-media). It is a
new information and communication technology for the rural areas, which is now being
tested in pilot projects in Senegal, Niger, Chad, Uganda, Zambia and Kenya. The
meeting took note of the positive results so far obtained in these projects and felt that
continued efforts should be made to introduce Ranet to the other countries in Africa.

Recommendations
The meeting took note of the advances made in the science of climate prediction and
agrometeorological science and discussed the challenges facing Africa to translate these
opportunities into real benefits for the farming and local communities. In order to meet the
challenges and pave the way forward, the meeting made the following recommendations,
directed mainly to WMO, NMHSs, Specialized Climate Centres (SCCs), Scientists,
Universities/Research Institutions (U/RIs) and donors:
(i)

Build regional capacity for climate modelling and prediction, especially the downscaling
of information for agricultural uses and addressing issues related to dynamical and
probabilistic products, especially with respect to the specific requirements of users such
as amount of rainfall, onset date, wet/dry spells etc. that are required by many users.
Promote the development of climate/weather-agro models and new products of climate
forecast, bearing in mind the needs expressed by farmers; (Action: WMO, SCCs,
NMHSs, U/RIs)
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(ii)

Encourage the merging of various methodologies such as those presented by Maracchi,
Omotosho and Baddour to advise the farmers on the onset of growing season, the
sowing date, the rainfall distribution and amount and the length of growing season
through the combination of various tools, crop models, seasonal predictions, climatic
analyses, ITCZ position, etc.; (Action: SCCs, U/RIs, WMO, NMHSs)

(iii)

Promote the use of these methodologies through the utilization of the data and products
available on the Internet and also through the Website of CAgM for the
Agrometeorological Bulletin. Validate the methodologies within the context of activities
of CCl and CAgM and particularly in the OPAGs on agrometeorological and climatic
information applications; (Action: WMO, SCCs, NMHSs, U/RIs)

(iv)

Provide the results from models or researchers to users and involve them in the
validation, verification and evaluation processes. Adaptation strategies should be
developed for the provision and practical use of seasonal forecasts, and meetings
should be organized to encourage the exchange of experiences on these issues;
(Action: SCCs, NMHSs, U/RIs)

(v)

Test the accuracy of the seasonal forecasts for agriculture and analyse the positive and
negative effects. Give technical support to ACMAD Centre, DMCs and other centres to
test methods of climate forecasting (dynamic and hybrid) before adapting them to
particular conditions of the African climate; (Action: SCCs, NMHSs, U/RIs, WMO)

(vi)

Reduce uncertainty by performing several forecasts starting from the same initial time
but using slightly modified values of the parameters of the simulation; looking at the
dispersion of the parameters as a function of the time integration and describe the
encountered value distribution rather than the values themselves; using confidence
indices with a more or less high value; and including the uncertainty inside the statistical
tools; (Action: SCCs, NMHSs, U/RIs)

(vii) Conduct surveys to identify specific products tailored to users. Only very specific
forecasts geared to the actual conditions and the most serious problems of farmers, and
delivered in plain and simple language, have a chance to be accepted and used by
farmers; (Action: SCCs, NMHSs)
(viii) Encourage a regional approach for the development of effective agrometeorological
services and ensure that adequate consideration of policies in favour of local
communities is given. It is crucial to take into account the conditions that actually shape
the livelihood of farmers and the local adaptive strategies; to make the right choices in
the use of contemporary science and to understand the overwhelming effect of
inappropriate policy environments; (Action: WMO, SCCs, NMHSs)
(ix)

Promote the merging of the best practices and methodologies of the current Early
Warning Systems (AP3A, FEWS, GIEWS, WFP, SISP, ZAR), taking into account the
needs of decision-makers and the operational limitations such as data, personnel,
financial resources; (Action: SCCs, NMHSs, U/RIs)

(x)

Improve the algorithms of rainfall estimation by satellite and put them at the disposition
of National Meteorological Services to complete the data gaps to run the models and for
the monitoring of the cropping season; (Action: SCCs, NMHSs, U/RIs)

(xi)

Promote the use of geographical information system (GIS) and the development of new
remote sensing products, taking into consideration the needs of end users. Ways and
means should be studied on how to adopt in other countries risk zone determination
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models and vegetation monitoring developed in Senegal by the Ecological Monitoring
Centre (CSE); (Action: SCCs, NMHSs, WMO)
(xii) Introduce training on seasonal forecasting in the programmes of meteorological and
hydrological schools (IMTR, AGRHYMET, EAMAC, etc.) to develop and sustain the
competence in the meteorological services and improve the training activities also under
the RMTC on the best utilization of the data and related methodologies on Internet;
(Action: SCCs, U/RI, NMHSs, WMO)
(xiii) Create a Multi-disciplinary Working Group in each country to analyze the meteorological
information before its distribution to end-users. Invite intermediaries such as rural
journalists, extension workers and representatives of farmers associations to expert
meetings on the applications of climate forecasts. Appropriate feedback mechanisms
should be designed regarding the implementation of the advisories given; (Action:
NMHSs, WMO)
(xiv) Develop partnerships with users and identify or form a network of stakeholders in the
agricultural production chain as a way of adding value to the advisories. Crop, animals,
fisheries, construction, health, water, transport, marketing and other sectors that identify
with the products need to be linked; (Action: NMHSs, WMO)
(xv) Carry out a massive awareness campaign targeted at the public, policy makers,
politicians and, above all, the front line agricultural worker and the peasant farmer.
Carry out self-evaluation/assessment and try to achieve excellence by improving and
introducing better products and encouraging continuous change; (Action: NMHSs,
WMO)
(xvi) Develop a strategy of targeting students from an early age; primary schools are an ideal
entry point. The pupils are the farmers of tomorrow but they also speak daily with their
farming parents; (Action: NMHSs, WMO)
(xvii) Consider the possibility of launching a pilot applications project, funded by
international/national institutions dealing with the application of climate forecast to
agriculture in order to address the challenges regarding the effective use of all the
methodologies already existing; (Action: WMO, Donors, SCCs, NMHSs)
(xviii) Since Mali was a success story, the group strongly recommended that a post-evaluation
of the Mali experience be made to:
♦
♦
♦

Identify key areas of success in terms of scientific, structural, organizational,
economical and societal aspects;
Identify difficulties encountered during different stages of the project;
Build a database designed for capitalizing on the experience.

The outcome of the post-evaluation will serve as inputs for the development of scenarios
for projects similar to that of Mali to be implemented in other African countries. The post
evaluation will not re-evaluate the direct outcome but rather the lessons derived and
capitalize on the experience; (Action: WMO, Donors, SCCs, and NMHSs)
(xix) Encourage the active participation of the intermediaries in the implementation of pilot
projects on the applications of climate forecasts and agrometeorological information to
agriculture; (Action: NMHSs)
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(xx) Develop an African training programme on communications to get the best products to
the end users. The target communicators (intermediaries) include journalists,
meteorologists, and agriculturists, extension agents and NGOs; promote the most
feasible means of disseminating information and products including radio, television,
and news paper to the rural communities giving special emphasis to new and affordable
technologies such as Ranet (Action: WMO, Donors, SCCs, NMHSs).

________________
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